


Towards More
Personal Computing

EDITOR’S
INK

Curtis Franklin, Jr.

I t wasn’t hard to predict. Computers started out as
large dramatic things served by cadres of professional

The first must in data storage is CD-ROM. Reference
works currently available are a rich resource for those who

keepers. The trend toward smaller, more powerful, and
less power-hungry computers started almost immedi-

can take advantage. Working storage will be in the form of
a KKl-200-megabyte  hard disk. Floppy disk drives will be

ately. From UNIVAC, through IBM and Digital Equip- available, but not necessarily something always with you-
ment, with strong assistance from engineers at NASA, when you need one, you’ll know where to find it. On
computers just kept getting smaller and smaller. Of course,
history accelerated a bit when the folks at Intel decided

thinking about what I use floppy disks for, I realized that

that a general-purpose microprocessor was the best solu-
there are only four functions: data storage; hard-disk

tion to a customer’s request for a calculator engine, and the
backup; software installation; and data transportation.
The first of these is taken care of by the on-board hard disk.

4004 was born. If you’re reading this magazine, you know
the rest. The amazing thing is not that the trend has

The second two are important, but can easily be done at set
times, when an outboard disk drive is convenient. The last

extended so long, but that there are so many people willing
to believe that the progress has come to an end.

gave me the most concern, but it is easily accomplished if
you are always connected to a network.

The power that once required rooms and now sits on
desks is being liberated from its steel boxes and trans-
ported into, and by, our backpacks, attache cases, and coat
pockets. The rush to have computers constantly by our
sides assures that serious resources are dedicated to making
computers even smaller and more powerful. The technol-
ogy is now in place to let true “information appliances”
become as useful andportable asa Victorinox Champion.

Jerry Pournelle said, some time ago, that the day was
fast approaching when the answer to any question (with a
known answer) would be available to any person. For all
practical purposes, that day has arrived. If you use on-line
services, you realize what an important information source
they are, and CD-ROMs and other tools are available to a
growing number of people. Jerry was, if anything, conser-
vative in his prediction. It is now safe to say that the day is
fast approaching when any known answer will be avail-
able to any person from any location. The mechanism will
be the personal computer as it will evolve.

Future laptops will have built-in network support:
Not for anything as limiting as an Ethernet LAN, but for a
large public network with access through both land-line
and cellular telephone systems. Email, voice mail, file
sharing, even large resource sharing will all be through the
nets. This is a vision of the computer as a communications
appliance, replacing beeper, answering machine, cellular
telephone, mailbox, and more. It’s not hard to imagine my
future laptop replacing Daytimers as the symbol of an
organized life. For the replacement to occur, however, one
more truly difficult obstacle must be overcome-price.

All the features I have described and more can be
designed into a computer, but if that computer is priced at
$20,000 the influence will be small. If, on the other hand,
manufacturing and packaging engineers can produce the
features listed at a retail price of $1000 or, better yet, $500,
then a real revolution will occur.

First, the personal computer will be small and light.
The default footprint is 8.5” x ll”, and four pounds the
outside weight limit. There will be a color screen of at least
VGA quality, a keyboard, voice input, and a stylus. Why so
many input means? We use different technologies for
different tasks. For a quick note, a signature, or working
with a GUI, a stylus makes sense. For lengthy writing or
precise work with numbers, nothing beats a keyboard.
Finally, there are times when the spoken word communi-
cates as nothing else can. Given the benefits of a solid user
interface, the personal computer will need storage.

Doubters will proffer countless reasons for the com-
puter I’ve described never to occur. I’ve pinned my opti-
mism to the broad human drive for a “higher quality of
life.” We recognize that information is an important part of
how wedefine  “qualityof life,” and thecomputer sketched
above is a marvelous information tool. It, or something like
it, will happen, and help us get on with the ever-evolving
business of life.
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014
A MIDI-Controlled Sampled-Sound Player
by Tom Dahlin & Don Krantz
Digitally sampled sound is impressive. MIDI control is versatile. The contest-winning
project brings them together in a solid design.

0

A Portable 8051 -Based DRAM Tester

24 Designing Maximum Features into Minimum Space
by John Weffroih
Memory problems can be hard to track down. This portable unit lets you test DRAM in
the palm of your hand.

q41
Using the T174 for Data Acquisition
Low-Cost BASIC I/O
by Ed Vogel
A simple expansion unit for an affordable hand-held computer gives you a powerful
data logger with on-site analysis capability.

0
45

The Mystery of Intel Hex Format
Exorcising the Hex Demon
by Ed Nisley
Intel’s hex format has caused many programmers to scratch their heads.
Now Ed Nisley shows you the secrets of making Intel hex work for you.

q79
A PC-Controlled light Show
A Parallel-Communication Lighting Board with MIDI Potential
by R. Scoff Coppersmith
When it’s time to take your show on the road, this lighting controller can give you
sophisticated control with simple PC programming.

q84
Working with Zeropower SRAM
Building ZMEM, The Zeropower Memory Chip Programmer
by Ernest Stiltner
Zeropower RAM is at the heart of many portable applications. Here are the simple
techniques you need to use zeropower RAM in your next design.

q From the Bench
66 Working with an A oforouter

Integrating a New Tool into an Established Engineering Routine
by Jeff Bachiochi
Jeff Bachiochi has worked with board designers and ‘rolled his own” with a PC Based
autorouter. Here are his tips and techniques for getting the most out of each.

0
71

Bringing in the Pros
Working with a Board Design Firm
by Curtis Franklin, Jr.

There are times when a professional board designer is the cheapest and best route
to a finished board. This interview walks you through the process with a top board
designer.
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Letters to the Editor
READER’S

INK

JUST DO IT

Kenneth J. Ciszewski’s letter (CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #18)
prompted me to express something which has been on my
mind for some time. Mr. Ciszewski is, of course, correct:
“Changes where your code is going” is a better subtitle for
my ComeFrom article than “Discover where your code has
been.” (“Implementing a ComeFrom Statement,” CIRCUIT

CELLAR INK #15)
Considerationsof subtitling aside, I must state that my

association with CIRCUIT CELLAR INK’s editorial staff has
been an extremely valuable experience. They have always
been receptive to my ideas and have worked wonders
smoothing my grammatical faux pas.

Writing is good for you-just like eating lima beans. It
forces you to think in a way which will be intelligible to
others-and that may be very different from how you
present the same information to yourself. Ask any man-
ager: One roadblock to career advancement for engineers
is an inability to write succinctly.

Having said that, I feel compelled to encourage poten-
tial authors to remove that roadblock by publishing their
work.

J. Conrad Hubert
St. Paul, MN

Weaccept  thecriticism and appreciate thekind  words. We’d
also like to encourage our readers to take word processor in hand
and writeabout the projects they‘ve completed. Most of CIRCUIT
CELLAR INK’s authors are not professional writers-they’re
professional programmers and engineers. We’re used to helping
technical professionals become good writers, so start writing!
Ed.

ADVICE AND DISSENT

I recently discovered your magazine and I have been
reading it with interest. I am a consulting engineer practic-
ing in the area of connecting devices to computers. Your
editorial content produces articles close to my practice.

I have some comments on CIRCUI-~  CELLAR INK #17. The
first is on the “Multichannel Digital Voltmeter Interface.”
On page 53 is shown a schematic for a full-wave rectifier
(i.e., it produces an output for both positive and negative
portions of the input signal). The point I want to concen-
trate on is the capacitor connected to the positive input of
the LM324. This terminal can have as much as 259 nA of
bias current. The circuit does not include any path for this
current except for the capacitor. Thiscurrent and capacitor
combination can cause a drift in the circuit of some 25 mV
per second. Inaddition, thecircuit will drift into saturation
after a long operating time. One solution to this problem
would be to place a resistor to ground from the input pin.
Using a l-Ma  resistor will control the offset to less than 250
mV (still a big value). Of course, the amplifier impedance
will drop, but that’s what design is all about.

Another comment is on the article “Using C for Em-
bedded Control.” On page 69 is shown a circuit including
a transistor speaker driver. Now, my concern here is in
driving an inductive load (the speaker) with a switched
transistor. What happens here is the old V = L di/dt
problem. The current through the speaker will try to
remain flowing as the transistor is switched off. This will
cause the voltage to rise. The voltage will rise until the
transistor breaks down (around 40 V).  This action places a
stress on the transistor which might lead to failure. One fix
for this effect is to place a diode across the speaker. Here
the diode cathode is placed on the positive terminal. This
diode will then absorb the reverse voltage produced by the
speaker inductance. Of course, the speaker will take longer
to recover from the pulse thereby possibly causing its
sound to change, but that’s what design is all about.

And now to the back page: I found the comments on
reinventing the computer interesting. A portion of my
practice is spent designing and programming small em-
bedded computers. There are still many situations where
a special design is indicated. These places occur where the
client is planning to market a device and he has specific
packaging constraints. Of course, most “special” designs
are really packaging exercises. The physical nature of the
design is usually much more difficult thanthe  electronic
side. On the other hand, the programming typically is
special and straightforward in most cases. In the column,
there is an implication that the $119 board will take the
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place of the $40k design. The article did not state the
complexity of the software required to perform the proto-
col translation. That effort could easily require thousands
of dollars of effort.

Frank Boss0
Danbury, CT

In his “Editor’s INK” column of CIRCUIT CELLAR INK
#19, Curtis Franklin, Jr. notes that embedded systems
comprising 500,000-l,OOO,OOO  lines of code will become
more prevalent, and that to produce such systems
“you.. .need a high-level language, heavy-duty libraries
and support programs, and a debugger that will work
with you in the most intimate fashion.” It is not surprising
that Mr. Franklin has seen the future, since the items that
he has mentioned are available right now. The language is
Ada. Designed directly in response to the requirements of
large embedded systems, Ada contains a variety of facili-
ties that are essential for that application domain:

l Modulurimfion  features that support a variety of
composition techniques, including the increasingly popu-
lar object-oriented design method, and that separate es-
sential interface information from implementation details;

l Type-checking, whichallows early detection of errors;

l Language-defined features for exception handling
and fasting;

l A separate  compilufion  mechanism that allows both
bottom-up and top-down development and that eases
system integration by enforcing interface checking incre-
mentally;

l Low-level features, including interrupt handling and
control over machine representations.

In addition to these technical features that support
embedded systems programming, Ada has the advantage
of being a mature language standard (military, ANSI, and
ISO) and having production-quality compilers on a vari-
ety of platforms. Run-time efficiency of Ada code is com-
parable to other languages, and sophisticated tool sets
(including cross-debuggers integrated within-circuit emu-
lators) are available.

Ada is no stranger to the demands of time-critical
embedded systems in practice. It was the language of
choice on a number of large projects, including several
European air-traffic control systems, avionics software for
the Boeing 747400, process-control for a General Electric
steel mill rolling application, and many others.

In short, programmers who need to develop large
embedded systems do not have to wait for the future for a
language and tools; Ada is ready and available now.

Benjamin M. Brosgot
Vice President, Alsys Inc. and

Paradigm has the complete solution for
embedded system software development.

in hardware development tools will also appreciate
the ability of Paradigm LOCATE to generate complete

ecision. Make your choice and rest easy Intel OMF for use with popular in-circuit emulators.

se only Paradigm LOCATE has the ability
‘th both of these powerful software

Relax
t environments. With comprehensive

Your application is done in record time because

time library and floating point initiali-
you made the correct choice of software develop-
ment tools. If you’re still struggling, now is the, Paradigm LOCATE frees you to con-

the details of the application.
time to experience the power, flexibility and com-
pleteness of Paradigm LOCATE.
Call or write as today  for more information on

Paradigm LOCATE provides a full spectrum of state-of-the-art embeddedsystem  solurionsfrom
options for controlling the locate process. Bind Paradigm for Intel 80x86  and NEC V-Series
physical addresses to code and data, automatically microprocessors.
handle initialized data or generate optional EPROM
and documentation files. Intel 80186/188  users

Specific questions about what Paradigm LOCATE can do
for you? Call toll-free info-line I-800-582-0864

Paradigm LOCATE uniquely
assles  of memory chip select
And Paradigm LOCATE is

r than your cutient tools,
large applications with full
information in just seconds.

Paradigm Systems
3301 Country Club Road, Suite 2214 l Endwell.  NY 13760
To order: (800) 537.5043 l (607]748-5968 (FAX)
PdradlgmLOCA*E,satrademar~ofRradlgmSyslcms

ReoderSenke  X174
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Chairman, Commercial Ada Users Working Group for
ACM SIGAda
Burlington, MA

[Editor’s Note: Alsys is a vendor of Ada compilers and
development systems.1

C COMPILER UPDATE

THE DASTARDLY DANGLING DONGLES ARE
DOOMED!

Yes, it’s true. We agree with your feelings about those
copy protection devices we’ve been using. [BSO/Tasking
C Compiler, “0, Say Can You C?” CIRCUIT CELLAR INK
#19.1

As you can imagine, we have had many discussions
about them. One customer told us he had to have six
different keys on the back of his PC for six different
products.

In December we decided to stop using them and just
use a serial numbering system for Customer Support
purposes. Of course, it will take us a couple of months to
get the dongle-related stuff out of the products and the
production system. The de-dongling is underway.

Vaughn Orchard
Marketing Manager
BSO/Tasking
Waltham, MA

We hope to take another look at the BSOITasking  C
compiler in its de-dangled state.

We have decided, based on our experience with several
softwarepackages, toinstituteapolicyof not evaluatingsoftware
that incorporates copy protection. We understand the legitimate
property theft concerns of software vendors, but feel that copy-
protection schemes, in their current forms, place an undue
burden on legitimate, paying customers.

We will focus our attention on those products that do not
unnecessarily inconvenience their users with intrusive copy -
protection schemes. Curtis Franklin
V

We Want to Heai From You! -
Write letters of praise, condemnation, or
suggestion to the editors of Circuit Cellar INK at:

Circuit Cellar INK
Letters to the Edltor
4 Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066

FAX: (203) 872-2204
Circuit Cellar BBS: “editor’

In Issue #19,  the price of the PSpice  Evalution
Package was listed as $70. The actual price is
$75.

Take complete control with Paradigm
LOCATE and the Turbo Debugger.
Total Visibility
Paradigm LOCATE and the award-winning Turbo
Debugger are the ultimate weapons in the tight
against system blindness. Acting as a window into
the target system, the Turbo Debugger gives
unprecedented control over an embedded applica-
tion. Debugging in the dark? Use the power and
capabilities of the Turbo Debugger to identify and
isolate even the most insidious bugs!

Unrivaled Productivity

Don’t settle for anything less than the best. To get
the complete story, call, fax or write today to learn
how Paradigm LOCATE and the Turbo Debugger
can improve your Intel 80x86 and NEC V-Series
applications.

history ilndmore...

The same Turbo Debugger that is unrivaled for the
debugging of PC applications can also train its
guns on embedded applications. Conditional

Specific questions about what Paradtgm  and the
Turbo Debugger can do for you?
Call our toll-free info-line - l-800-582-0864

breakpoints with pass counts, execution history,
inspectors, watches, macros and a host of other
capabilities offer an unparalleled picture of the
inner workings of your application, even in a real-
time multi-tasking environment.

Borland / Microsoft
Compatibility 3301 Country Club Road, Suite 2214

Endwell, NY 13760
Paradigm LOCATE and the Turbo Debugger are
compatible with both Turbo C++ and Microsoft
C. So go ahead and use your favorite compiler.

to order: (800) 537-5043 . (FAX) (607) 748-5968
7urbu  Deh”ggcr,,*tr*~emarl”fBclrla”d  lnternatl”nal
PanidlgmL~~~~E,iafrademarL”fPar~dlgmSystenla

ndet%Wice  x175
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NEVVPRODUCTNEWSNElA/PRODUCTNEWS
LOW-COST
MICROPROCESSOR
EMULATORS

HiTech  Equipment
Corporation has announced the
addition of two low-cost micro-
processor emulator products to
its DryICE  family of 8051
emulators. The 80511CE-65
supports the Philips/Signetics
8OC652  microprocessor, and the
8051ICE-FA supports the Intel
8OC51FA.  The 8OC652  is a
standard 8051 with 256 bytes of
internal RAM and an interface to
the PC bus. The 8OC51FA  is an
8032  with a programmable
counter array peripheral added.
Both emulators include the
SuperMon  firmware, which features an on-line assembler and a real-
time execute-to-breakpoint command, as well as the standard DrylCE
program execution and memory interrogation (display, substitute,
and fill) commands.

The assembled and tested boards feature emulation cables that
plug into the user’s target system in place of the target microproces-
sor. Commands are sent to the DryICE serially through a cable con-
nected to the user’s terminal or PC COM port. Terminal emulation
software is all that is needed to begin program debugging on a PC.
The DryICE accepts user code in Intel hex format.

the monitor, but this assignment
can be dynamically altered. All
other 8OC652  or 8GC51FA  pe-
ripherals are available to the
user. Each of the emulator
boards is priced at $329.00.

HiTech  Equipment Corp.
9400 Activity Rd.
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 566-1892
Fax: (6 19) 530-  1458

Reader Service #500

The DryICE firmware
communicates to the PC through
an on-board external memory-
mapped UART featuring auto-
matic data rate detection. The
only requirements on the user
are where the code starts and the
reservation of six bytes of stack
space for the monitor’s use. One
interrupt must be reserved for

LOW-COST MOTION
CONTROLLER USES
PRINTER PORT

The Indexer LPT from
Ability Systems Corporation
converts an ordinary IBM-
compatible printer port into a
multiaxis stepper motor indexer.
Each printer port provides suffi-
cient input and output to control
two axes of motion. The Indexer
LPT supports up to three printer

ports, totalling six axes of
motion.

Signals for each axis consist
of TTL-level outputs controlling
“step,” “reduced current,” and
“all windings off.” Two limit
switches per axis may be wired
directly to the printer connector.
One auxiliary TTL-level input
per axis is provided to allow for
additional system sensing. Limit-
switch closures automatically
arrest motion.

The Indexer LPT software

loads as an MSDOS device
driver and behaves like a disk
file. It is compatible with virtu-
ally every programming
language, including BASIC, C,
Pascal, and even DOS  batch files.
Since all communication with the
Indexer LPT occurs through the
DOS device interface, ordinary
ASCII files containing the In-
dexer LPT commands can be
quickly constructed with a text
editor or word processor, and
used to control motion by simply
using the DOS CoPYcommand.

Version 2.0 includes linear
interpolation in up to six
simultaneous axes, rapid
traversal, vector velocity control,
and circular interpolation. New
features such as a “feed hold”
and simplified discrete output
specifically target the machine
tool automation market. A
menu-driven diagnosis program
simplifies initial installation and
provides a convenient platform
to exercise motion hardware. A
117-page  instruction manual is
included. The Indexer LPT sells
for $249.00.

Ability Systems Corp.
1422 Arnold Ave.
Roslyn, PA 1900 1
(215) 657-4338
Fax: (215) 657-7815

Reader Service #501
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NEVVPRODUCTNEWSNElA/PRODUCTNEWS  ”
VERSATILE 805 1
IN-CIRCUIT
EMULATOR

A flexible, easy-to-use in-
circuit emulator for the 8051
family of microcontrollers is
available from MetaLink  Corpo-
ration. The iceMASTER,  a 7” x
5.5” x 1” unit, connects any PC
(DOS or OS/2)  to the target
processor through a high-speed
(115.2 kbps) serial interface with
a standard RS232 cable. Modes
of operation include: single chip,
microprocessor, watchdog timer
enabled, and DMA active. Two
models are available: the Model
200  is the basic emulator; the
Model 400  adds a 4K trace
buffer, performance analyzer,
and full watchdog timer support.

An advanced interface provides user-configurable color windows that can be sized, moved, high-
lighted, added, or removed. The main screen windows display registers, bit memory, stack, internal and
external data memory, source program, watch, and system status. Pull-down and popup  menus and user-
assignable function/hot keys are available. The contents of any memory space may be viewed from the
appropriate window. An on-tine context-sensitive help system provides assistance from any point in the
work session.

Access to as many as 128K break and 64K trace triggers is available. These triggers, both simple and
complex, can be enabled, disabled, set, or cleared. Simple triggers are based on code or external data
addresses or address ranges. Complex triggers are based on code, direct, or bit address; opcode value or
class; or immediate operand.

The 4K-frame  trace buffer captures data in real time. Trace information consists of address and data
bus values, DMA activity, and user-selectable probe clips. Trace buffer data can be viewed  through several
display filters, including raw hex, disassembled instructions, instructions mixed with source statements, or
source only. The trace can be triggered to begin capturing data on all instructions leading up to, around, or
following a breakpoint. An integrated search mechanism allows the location of any label, source line
number, or address in the trace buffer, in either the backward or forward direction.

A flexible, accurate, performance analyzer features a resolution of less than 6 microseconds. The time
to execute specific portions of a program can be monitored. Up to 15 memory areas, based on code
address, module, line number, or label range, can be defined and analyzed. Results can be viewed
dynamically during emulation or later for a more detailed analysis.

A large variety of file formats is supported, including Archimedes, Avocet, Intel OMF and hex,
MetaLink,  and Motorola S.

The price of the Model 200 is $1495.00 including cables. The Model 400 sells for $2799.00. A free demo
disk is available by calling (BOO)
6382423.

Metaltnk  Corp.
P.O. Box 1329
Chandler, AZ 85244-  1329
(602) 926-0797
Fax: (602) 926-  1198

Reader Service +%I2

PC-BASED
SIMULATOR FOR
ZILOG Z8

PseudoMax BZ, a PC-based
simulator for the Zilog  Z8 family
of microprocessors, has been in-
troduced by PseudoCorp. The
simulator allows the developer
to test and debug 28 programs
even before the hardware exists.
By means of machine windows,
the developer can watch the
program execution as the
simulator single steps or free
runs through the program code.
Each register, the stack, l/O
ports, and blocks of memory can
be monitored.

Ten user-definable screens
enable the designer to customize
the simulator. Each screen can
contain up to 79 machine-specific
windows. Three of the ten
screens come predefined. Screen
1, the main screen, contains
windows for flags, the stack,
interrupts, internal RAM,
register pointer, and others.
Screen 2 contains the port win-
dows, and Screen 3 contains the
working registers and working
register pairs.

Other features include
unlimited breakpoints, memory
mapping, and a trace file feature
that gives the user the ability to
selectively record the simulator
session for later analysis.

The introductory price of
the simulator is $100.00. The 28
Cross- Assembler is $50.00 and a
Z8 Disassembler is available for
$100.00. A Developer Pack,
consisting of all three products is
$200.00.

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd.,
Suite E
Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-  1947
Fax: (804) 873-2154

Reader Service #!503
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NElM’RODUCTNEWS/VH/VPRODUCTNEWS
SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER FOR
INSTRUMENT CONTROL

A high-performance 8OC196  single-board computer has been
announced by Vesta  Technology Inc. The SBC196 is a 3” x 4” board
designed for low-power applications. It draws only 80 mA while
running, 20 mA while idling (most of the time), and less than 1 mA in
the sleep mode. A single 5-VDC supply supports all on-board
functions. The board is equipped with a “supercap”-backed  real-time
clock that can awaken the SBC196 from the sleep mode at intervals
varying from 100 times per second to once per year. External events
can also awaken the SBCI %.

The SBC196 features a 12-MHz  clock and a more powerful
instruction set which runs several times faster than a comparable
8051. Internal resources include timers, high-speed event capture I/O,
PWM  output, watchdog timer, A/D converter, and a serial channel.

The SBC196 supports eight IO-bit A/D conversion channels. Ad-
ditionally, an EEPROM (128  to ZK-byte  serial device) is on-board to
store the calibration factors commonly associated with transducer
applications. An on-board-generated &9-VDC  supply is available
during run and idle modes, but is turned off during sleep intervals to
conserve power. A small peripheral board attached to the PC bus
supports a 4 x 40 alphanumeric LCD display, 8 x 8 keypad, and
multitone piezoelectric beeper. Also available is a low-speed, low-
power RF modem for remote data acquisition and control applica-
tions.

The SBCl96 provides direct access to the 8OC196  data bus with a
decoded peripheral select ready to connect bus-oriented ICs. The
SBC196 also supports two serial bus protocols: Multiwire  (NSC)  and
l*C (Philips). Attachment to either serial bus is simple due to
embedded software support and the noise-immune serial data

transfer protocol.
The SBC196 communi-

cates  over an RS232 port to
the user’s PC. The on-board
ROM contains Vesta’s
unique Forth, F83+,
a complete develop
ment support lan-
guage in a 32K

E P R O M .  -
The source code is
prepared on the PC, then
downloaded into the I
SBC196 for compilation and 1
testing. Complete debug re-
sources are at the programmer’s disposal. The SBC196 takes 80K of
usable code and data space from the 8OC196  in which the user may
write applications as large as 48K (code and data) in addition to the
32K Forth kernel. After the program is running correctly, the com-
piled code is uploaded to a file and stored on the PC, ready for
burning into an autostart EPROM as the finished application. The
SBC196 sells for $169 quantity one, $99.00 quantity 100.

Vesta Technology, Inc.
7 100 W. 44th Ave., Suite 101 -Wheatridge, CO 80033
(303) 422-8088 - Fax: (303) 422-9800

Reader Service #504

SUPE

$269.95Std. Res. 256 x 244
$369.95High Res. 512 x 488

Supervision/S is an adapter with software, the latest in economically capturing
high quality real world images with your computer. I

.  HnlfSizcCards l 256GnyLcvcls-SBit

.  CsphmTimc 1/60rcard l TIFpudPCxFmmat
l FC/XT/ATCmnp&4e l BimyImageFilc(BlFJ
l MC/visa. AM.  Express

IDEC, INC.
l R.%170Vi&oSourcc

TEL: 215-538-2600
1195 Doylestown  PIkc

OlulrrrtnWn.  P* lWs1 FAX: 215-538-2665

WITH VOICE MASTER KEY@ FOR PCs/COMPATIBLES
VO/CE RECOGN/T/ON  MWh’ SPEECH RESPONSE

ilVE A NEW DIMENSION TO PERSONAL COMPUTING The amazing Voice
laster Key System adds voice recognition to just about any program or application
oice command up to 256 keyboard macros from within CAD, DTP. word processing,
Dread  sheet. or game programs. Fully TSR and occupies  less  than 64K. lnstani
?sponse  time and high recognition accuracy A real productivity enhancer!

SPEECH RECORDING SOFTWARE
Digitally record your own speech. sound.
or music to put into your own software
programs. Software provides sampling rate
variations, graphics-based editing, and
data compression utilities. Create software
sound files, voice memos. more. Send
voice mail through LANs or modem. A
superior speech/sound development tool.

INTERACTIVE SPEECH INPUTIOUT-
PUT Taa vour  own diaitized scexh files to

; voice recdgnition  macros. P&ides  speech
response to your spoken commands -- all
from withln  your application sofhvare! Ideal
for business. presentation, education. or
entertainment programs you currently use.

ugment  the system for weless  uses in robotics, factory process controls. home
utomation, new products, etc. Voice Master Key System does it all!

VERYTHING  INCLUDED Voice Master Key System consists of a plug-in card,
lurable  lightweight microphone headset, software, and manual. Card fits any
vailable slot. External ports consist of mlc  Inputs  and volume controlled output
ockets. High quality throughout, easy and fun to us?.

ONLY $149.95 COMPLETE
ORDER  HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 Monday-Friday 6 AM to 5 PM Pacific Time.
‘ISAlMasterCard  ohone  or FAX orders accsoted.  No CODS.  Personal checks
ubject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify compbter  type and disk format (3 l/2”  or 5
14”) when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada.
‘oreign inquiries contact Covox  for C & F quotes.

.?ODAYMONEYL?ACKGUAB4N~EE/FNOTC#MPLETEL  YSAT/Sf/ED
fi CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG.

.w COVOX iNC.
675 CONGER ST.
EUGENE, OR 97402

Reader  kvice +145 Reader Service #129
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NElM’RODUCTNEWSNElA/‘PRODUCTNEWS
16-MHZ  8OC186 CPU ON STD BUS

A board-level computer with integrated I/O for STD Bus has
been announced by Cubit. The Model 8650  features the Intel 8OC186
microprocessor operating at 16 MHz. It is implemented on the &bit
STD Bus, which is also compatible with  g-bit  boards. A development
environment based on Borland’s Turbo C++ is available.

Two battery-backed 128K  x 8 CMOS static RAM chips provide a
total of 256K of on-board RAM. Two ROM sockets will accept l-
megabit EPROMs or flash EPROMs for a total of 256K bytes. On-
board memory is accessed with full l&bit  operation, while off-board
memory and I/O are treated as g-bit  and/or 16bit,  depending on re-
quired format.

Two RS232  serial ports and four g-bit  parallel ports are
provided by two 8256 serial/parallel I/O chips. Five 8-bit program-
mable timer/counters are included in each of the 8256’s for a total of
ten. Two of these in each chip can be cascaded to form two l&bit
timer/counters. This is in addition to the timer/counters integrated
into the CPU chip.

A clock/calendar chip provides the date and time in 12-  or 24-
hour format. A power fail detect circuit generates a nonmaskable
interrupt when the voltage level falls below the minimum operating
voltage, permitting the processor to store critical data. Both the RAM
and the clock/calendar chip are battery backed with a replaceable
lithium battery.

The Model 8650 includes two 27C512  debug firmware EPROMs
to assist with program development. It may also be incorporated into
the application program to provide initialization of the board and act
as a service tool. The monitor links the board to a PC or other RS-232
device. Code can be downloaded from the PC ln Intel hex format and
exercised ln RAM. Standard monitor functions to examine, modify, or

I/O ports are included.
The Model 8650 sells for $620.00  in single quantities.

Cubit
340 Pioneer Way - Mountain View, CA 94041-1577
(415) 962-8237 l Fax: (415) 965-9355 Reader Service #Xl5

n Table based absolute macro cross-assembler
using manufacturer’s assembly mnemonics.

w includes manual and MS-DOS assembler disk
with tables for ALL of the following processors:

16CSX 64180 6801 8048 H8pc0 28
37700 6502 6805 805 1 H8plO 280
50740 65816 6809 8085 TMS320 Z180
78ClO COP400 6811 8086 TM.940 2280

SUPER8 COP800 68000 8096 l-MS370 MORE...

w Users can create tables for other processors or
ask us, we have many morel

n Generates listing, symbol table and binary,
Intel, and Motorola hexcode.

w Free worldwide airmail shipping & handling.

n Canadian residents please add 7% GST

US $199.00 CN $239.00

Programmer
Innovation!

_-____--

For 6805 & 68HC05
From $349 to $690

_________

Toll Free
l-800-336-8321

Info Line
_________

Emulators Assemblers . Simulators . Compilers1
TECld

The Engineers Collaborative, Inc.
Rt. #3 Box 8C Barton, VT 05860 USA
TEL: (802) 525-3458 FAX: (802) 525-3451

For Product Info-Pak call Toll Free or Circle #136

Reader Service t 136
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INElAPRODUCTNEWSNElA/PRODUCTNEWS
UNIVERSAL DEVICE PROGRAMMING WORKSTATION

A software-controlled 40-
pin universal device program-
ming workstation has been
announced by Xeltek. The
SUPERPRO  interfaces with an
IBM PC/XT/AT/386 or
compatible to provide reliable,
fast programming with Normal,
Intelligent, Interactive, and
Quick Pulse algorithms. The
10.4” x 6.9” x 1” unit incorporates
a high-speed parallel interface,
and features a 40-pin  ZIF socket
that accommodates 0.300” to
0.600” spacing.

The SUPERPRO supports
most (E)EPROMs, CMOS
EPROMs, and Flash EPROMs of
24/28/32/M pins, bipolar
PROMS, PALS,  EPLDs, EEPLDs,
and GALs.  It supports the Intel

87x%  and Signetics 87Cr.z
families of microcontrollers and
serves as an IC tester for TTL
and CMOS logic as well as
DRAMS and SRAMs.

The unit accepts standard
file formats including JEDEC,
Intel Extended Hex, Motorola S,
Tektronix Hex, and binary. It
manages 16- and 32-bit word
splits and supports most compil-
ers in JEDEC format. The
SUPERPRO features test vector
capability and multiarray fuse
map editor. User-definable pat-
terns are available for IC testing.

A comprehensive, up
datable software library
environment is included in the
Library Operated Programming
System (LOPS). AU program-

ming algorithms and device
footprints are contained in the
library for different device types.
Menu-driven screens and help
messages guide users through
operation without the need to
refer to a manual. Its macro
capability allows users to auto-
mate any programming
procedures by typing a single
keystroke.

An optional Library
Generator allows the user to
update the software library by
typing in the necessary data
specifications and algorithms.
This feature makes the LOPS
system software unlimited in
terms of programming. The
SUPERI’RO is available
beginning at $795 for the basic
unit.

Xeltek
764 San Ateso  Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-7974
Fax: (408) 745- 1401

Reader Service #506

BTK52 BASIC-52 TOOLKIT
The BTK52 is an intelligent front end for program development on the
MCS BASIC-52 CPU. It reduces 8052 program development time
substantially and can be used with any MCS BASIC-52 based target
system. The BTK52 runs on any IBM-PC/XT or compatible.

l Program download from PC host to target
l Program upload from target to PC host
l BASK program renumber utility,  with “from, n “through, u “start, x

and “increment”
l FU// screen program editing
l Single line editing with automatic error line number detection
l Full  on-line he/p facility
l Transparent, adaptive line compression for full  input line

buffer utilization
l A// functions accessible wih only one keystroke from the

terminal emulator

l $125

BXCSI 805118052 BASIC COMPILER
. Fully compatible with code written for MCS BASIC-52 interpreter
l Now with integer, byte and bit extensions for code that runs more

than 50 times faster than the MSC BASIC-52 interpreter
l Full  floating point support
l In-line assembly language option
l Compile time switch to select 805 l/803 1 or 8052/6032 CPUs
l includes  Binary Technology’s SXA-51 cross-assembler and Hex file

manipulation utility
l Compatible with any RAM or ROM memory mapping
l Runs on JBM-PUXT or compatible

l $295

6 0 3 - 4 6 9 - 3 2 3 2  l F A X  6 0 3 - 4 6 9 - 3 5 3 0

q Binary Technology, Inc.
Mar Street . PO. Box 67 . Merlden.  NH 03770

WEB

B@@

AT PC DOS’ or MS t&

PCF-1 l New Multi-Megabyte Disk Emulator
l For diskless systems, solid-state reliability and speed

l Flash File System or battery-backed SRAM read/write
technology for ISA bus operating under MS DOS.*

l Up to seven 1 MB Flash or SRAM SlMMs for up to 7MB
capacity on a 9 inch board with 0.3 watts of standby

l I/O mapped-high performance-write Flash at hard
disk speeds-95Kb/sec  and erase 4MB/lO  sec. Read
and write SRAM at l/O bus speed

l Single or Dual mode-to provide Autobooting and
Flash File System or SRAM read/write

l PCF-1 with one 1MB SIMM, $895 with one 1MB SRAM,
$995, 1 MB Flash SlMMs  $395,1  MB SRAM SIMMs,  8495

l Other ROMDISK  models provide up to 1.44MB
capacity with autobooting in EPROM, Flash and
SRAM technologies

1
VISA

CURTIS, INC. in,, 2837  North Fairview Ave.*St. Paul, MN 55113 L
612/631-9512*Fax  612/631-9696 El

* IBM PC, XT,  AT, FS/Z  and PC DOS  are trademarks of IBM, MS DOS  IS a trademark 01  M~crosotl

Reader Setie  # 1 Xl
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NEWPRODUCTNEWSNEVVPRODUCTNEWS
VERSATILE ANALOG/DIGITAL SYSTEM
SIMULATOR

The TESS (Transient Electronic System Simulator) block
diagram simulator from Tesoft simulates mixed analog and digital
systems at the block level. Unlike transistor-level simulators, TESS
runs at speeds fast enough to model communications systems. It can
be used to analyze modems, radios, signal processors, and control
systems to observe the effects of nonlinearities, bandlimiting.  quanti-
zation, and adjacent channels. Loop stability tests, BER measure-
ments, FET spectrum analysis, filter synthesis, Gaussian noise, and
cost/performance tradeoffs can also be performed. Circuits with up
to 800  blocks and 1000 nodes can be run, and simulation size is
limited only by disk space. Support is included for a math coproces-
sor as well as macros and subcircuit libraries. Interfaces to OrCAD
and P-CAD are included.

The TESS Model library contains over 55 blocks for building
communications equipment and other electronic systems. These
include filters, mixers, VCO, A/D and D/A convertors, digital logic
models, phase meter, and many others. Subcircuits can be used to
create new models from existing ones. An optional menu-driven
model generator, MODGEN, can be used to define a custom model
using Microsoft FORTRAN; no special modeling languages or
linkage coding is required. Models can be as small as one line or as
complex as 1OOK  of code. TESS Version 1.1 adds 24 new filters, high-
quality graphics with interfaces to publishing software and plotting
devices, memory management to support huge model libraries and
run other tools, and enhancement of many existing features.

TESS sells for $695. Options include symbol libraries for OrCAD
and P-CAD schematic capture ($195 and $295). There is also a

MODGEN model generator ($495) which lets users add new model
blocks to TESS. A demo disk package is also available.

Tesoft
205 Crossing Creek Ct. l Roswell, GA 30076
(404) 751-9785 l Fax: (404) 664-5817

Reader Service #507

P-C-B ARlVVORK  MADE EASY !
Create and Revise PCB’s  in a Flash

* HERC, CGA, EGA, VGA, SUPER-VGA
* HELP SCREENS
*ADVANCED FEATURES
* EXTREMELY USER FRIENDLY
* AUTO GROUND PLANES
* DOT- MATRIX, LASER and PLOTTER ART
* CREATE YOUR OWN FILMS with 1XART
* 1 YR. FREE UPGRADES
*LIBRARIES

REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC or Compatible, 3B4K  RAM

DOS 3.0or later. IBM compatible printers.

PCBoards - layout program 99.00
(PCBoards HP or HI PEN PLOllER DRIVER 49.00)

PCRoute - auto-router 99.00
SuperCAD - schematicpgm. 99.00
Demo Pkg. - ( includes all 3 programs) 10.00

Call or write for more information

PCBoards
2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205

l -800-733-PCBS/ (205)933-l 122
FAX/BBS (205)933-2954

DIGITAL DESIGNERS
MINIMIZE YOUR LOGIC

KARNAUGH MAP SOLVER FOR PC’s
Minimum Gates from Your Specs

l Combinational, Sequential
l Mealy & Moore State Machines
l 2 to14 Inputs, Any Number Outputs
l Sum of Products, Product of Sums
l JK, D, SR, and T Flip Flops
l Expert Reference and Tutorial
l 60 Day Money Back Guarantee
l MUCH MORE

SAVE 40% : $1 10 +$5(P&H)

Readersewice+177
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A MIDI-Controlled
Sampled-Sound Player

w

1 his article describes a simple
circuit that connects to a MIDI bus
and replays sampled sounds when so
commanded. The primary application
is as a MIDI drum synthesizer for the
authors’ home studios, and thisappli-
cation drove many of the design deci-
sions. However, digital percussion is
only one of the things the unit can be
used for. Any audio waveform that
can be digitally sampled or otherwise
reduced to digital form can be played
back by this unit, including other
musical instruments, human voices,
and sound effects.

The unit, as described in this ar-
ticle, is capable of storing about six
seconds’ worth of sound. The six sec-
onds can be arbitrarily partitioned
among the notes-that is, each note
can last a different amount of time.
Each note lasts its own fixed amount
of time. Up to four notes can be active
atanyone time,andeachof themmay
be played at different volumes (using
MIDIvelocitycommandsin  therange
l-127). The sample/playback rate we

An example of a sampled
sound. We used a Macintosh
computer and MacRecorder
hardware to sample the drum
sounds. Thisscreen is from the
‘Sound Wave’ program
which allows you to edit,
resample. and filter sampled
data. The sampler hardware
has a resolution of 8 bits and
a maximum sample rate of
22k samples per second.

use is almost exactly 10 kHz, which
provides fidelity more than adequate
for rock ‘n roll.

In our development system,
sounds are captured on a Macintosh
using the MacRecorder digitizer and
sound editing facilities (from Farallon
Inc.). This system was selected pri-
marily because we already had the
hardware and software when we de-
cided to design the MIDI unit. Sounds
are transferred to a PC for linking into
the embedded program and down-
loading to the unit’s EPROM.

AN UNUSUAL PROCESSOR

Figure1 shows themajorelements
of the unit in block diagram form while
Figure2 isaschematic. Asyoucansee,
the system uses very few parts. A
major design goal was to design for
low cost, both material and labor, and
we believe that we reached this goal.

The processor is the National
Semiconductor HPC 46003 (see page
18). This processor is used in large



dustry, but is almost unknown
elsewhere (possibly because the
softwaredevelopmenttoolsforthe
HPC family are among the worst in
the industry, ranking just above
loading binary machine instructions
on front-panel switches).

The HPC is a 16-bit machine that
can run with either an &bit or 16-bit
external data bus. We chose to use the
&bit external bus to save an EPROM
and address latch. Because the CPU
must double fetch instructions in its 8
bit mode, it runs slower than it would
if we had used the 16bit mode. The
early chips in the HPC family (this one
included) also cannot fetch 16-bit  data
items from RAM or ROM when in 8-
bit mode; 16-bit  operands must be
explicitly double fetched and recon-
structed in software. Later members

quantities in the automotive in-

of the HPC family are reputed to cure
this problem.

The HPC is available in a 30-MHz
version, with many instructions exe-
cuting in about four clock cycles (the
clockisone-half the crystal frequency).
Al though the MIDI unit was designed
to run at 32 MHz (the National field
engineer says the 30-MHz part works
fine at 32 MHz), we opted to run the
prototypeat 16 MHzbecause we wire-
wrapped the prototype.

We selected the HPC for this proj-
ect after the usual rigorous tradeoff
study and analysis phase. We had used
the HPC in an earlier project where we

FEATURE
ARTICLE

Tom Dahlin
Don Krantz

Photo l-The completed unit is a
compact unit
user I/O.

with limited direct

Photo 2-Wire-wraa  construction
“2.Z.
. limited processor speed to 16 MHz.

but allowed for fast turnaround on
design changes.

needed the speed and the input cap-
ture registers. Because of the earlier
project, we had a primitive in-circuit
emulator, an assembler/linker, and a
rudimentary C compiler.

The HPC has many good features,
but it also has some bad ones. On the
positive side, the part is very fast and
has a decent instruction set (it is RISC-
like and reasonably orthogonal). At
30-MHz it is fast enough to do simple
audio digital signal processing. The
hardware design is simple and
straightforward, very much like the
68xx  family. On the negative side, the
part is not a mainstream processor,
and it is unlikely that it will make
large inroads in the 8031 or 68HCll
camps. Because of this, third-party
tools are nonexistent. The local Na-
tional field engineers made heroic
efforts to support us, but they didn’t
have all the answers. More than once,
we had to hold up the project while
the California development system
folks figured out what was wrong.

MIDI DATA INTERFACE

The MIDI spec calls for optical
isolation on the receiver end of a MIDI
connection. We used an HP2730 op-
toisolator connected directly to the
serial input port (pin 16)  of the HPC.
Our application does not require the
ability to transmit on MIDI, but this
capability can be easily added by con-
necting a 74LS driver to the HPC’s

April/May 1991 1 5



Figure 1 -Bloc&diagram of
the MlDlplaybac&unit.  The
system is built around the
NS WC46003 microcon-
troller. MIDI  data is optoiso-
lated and run into the
HPC’s serial port. Software
decodes the incoming
MIDI ‘note on’ command
and plays back a sound
through the B-bit A/D con-
verter. A lo w-pass filter cuts
off high-frequency noise.

serial output pin. The 32-kbps MIDI
clock is developed internally to the
HPC by dividing its 16-MHz  clock.

Our unit is designed to listen to a
single MIDI channel (16 are defined
by the MIDI spec).  A DIP switch se-
lects MIDI channel assignment.

The system has one visual indica-
tor, an LED designed to show activity
on the MIDI channel. Originally, this
LED was supposed to blink only when
traffic was received on the unit’s own
channel. This was later changed so
that it changes state whenever any
MIDI traffic is detected. This allows
the user to monitor for MIDI-overload
conditions.

Audio
cut

Part of the unit’s LM324 is config-
ured as a third-order low-pass filter
with a Bessel response. The cutoff
frequency is set at 4.9 kHz,  which is
about the correct Nyquist frequency
for a IO-kHz sample rate. Rl, R2, R3,
Cl, and C2 set the cutoff frequency,
and are mounted on a DIP header for
easy substitution.

The +5-volt digital power and the
positive half of the audio section’s
power is provided by a simple linear
regulator. An Intersil ICL7660  inverts

the +5-volt supply to provide -5 volts
for the analog section.DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER

The front end of the analog audio
portion of the unit is an inexpensive 8-
bit DAC, the National DAC0830. The
DAC is operated in a flow-through
mode, where data on its input pins are
immediately converted and presented
on its output as a differential current.
An LM324 op-amp converts this cur-
rent into voltage. An LM385 is used
for a stable voltage reference.

INTO THE HEART OF MIDI

The software is the heart of the
MIDI unit. It is written mostly in I-II’C
C, witha small portion written in I-PC
assembly language. The software has
three main components: a MIDI data
input section, a MIDI data parser, and
an analog output driver. In addition
to these components, there are a few

P O W E R  T A B L E

Figure P---The MIDI Playback Unit. A low parts counf  was an important part of the design criteria of the unit.
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Note Qg&yg Number I&It
C - 2 36 bass drum
C# - 2 37 rimshot

D - 2 38
Table l- The M/D/ play-

snare buck unit translates MIDI
D# - 2 39 hand clap ‘note _ data to drum
E - 2 40 snare type for playback. This is
F - 2 41 low tom common among MIDI

F# - 2 42 closed hi hat synthesizers and drum

G - 2 43 low tom
machines.

G # - 2 44 open hi hat 2
A - 2 45 mid tom
A# - 2 46 open hi hat 1
B - 2 47 mid tom
C -1 48 high tom
C# -1 49 crash cymbal
B -1 50 high tom

D# -1 51 ride cymbal
F# -1 54 tambourine
G# -1 56 cowbell

‘Note” corresponds to piano keyboard note name
‘Octave” is relative to middle C
‘Number” is MIDI note number
‘Drum” is the drum assigned to the note
3bserve that there are duplicate entries for several drums

/*____-__ “amT_c --_____-
General-purpose UART interface. Transmitter disabled in ISR
because it's not used in MIDI application. -------*I

/*
MACRO to test if transmitter is currently enabled.
- --*!
#define tx_enabled() \

(UART_INTERRUPT_CLOCK_RRGISTRR  L 0x01)

/*- -
MACRO to disable transmitter interrupt

'I
#define disable_txO \

(UART_IKTRRRUPT_CLOCK_REGISTRR  &= OXFE)

I* -
MACRO to enable transmitter interrupt

-*I
#define enable_tx()  \

(UART_INTERRUPT_CLOCK_REGISTER  I= 0x01)

/*
MACRO to test if a received character is available

#define rx_buffe+_full()*:
(UART_C~NTROL_STATUS_RFXISTER  & 0x02)

/*
MACRO to test if the transmitter buffer is empty

---*,
#define tx_buffer_empty()  \

(UART_C~NTR~L_STATUS  REGISTER  6 0x01)-

/"-
MACRO to output a string to the UART - construction-makes
placement a bit dicey if a semicolon is placed following the
macro expansion. Does not append a newline;  does not expand
newline '\n' to CRLF.

*/
#define puts( s ) \

I cptr = s; \
while(*cptr) putc(*(cptr++)):  }

/*-
MACRO to test if a received character is available.

*/
@ntiwsd)

listing 1 -General-purpose UART interface module

’ FREE HOME AUTOMATION
SPRING 1991 CATALOG

I HOME CONTROL COIUCEPTS
ORDER HOTLINE (ORDERS ONLY) I

"CC INFO & CUSTOMER SERVICE
I-61 9-693-8887

24 Hour Cataloa Reauests

l?ecderseNice  XI44
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Count yourself in with
the WiZdcavd 88’”

l Supports XT Turbo mode CPU
clockspeedsof4.77. 7.15 and9.54
MHz

l 10 MHz CPU clock frequency
l Supports up to 32K Bytes of

onboard BIOS EPROM
l Small 2”x4” form factor
l Bios available for easy integration
l Onboard DRAM controller for

easy system design
l Onboard bus controller supports

XT l/O channel

Megatef is expanding the
Wildcard  family to offer you
more development flexibility.

The Wildcard  family offers
the lowest cost, smallest
footprint solution for your XT
class system. It integrates all
functions of the IBM PC, XT@
motherboard minus DRAM and
DRAM drivers. All on a circuit

l Supports 8087 co-processor
operation (with socket) for high
speed numeric data processing

l Reduces XT parts count by 75%
l Supports up to 640K of system

DRAM
l Onboard sound generator

supports speaker control
l Improves total system reliability
l Reduces overall system costs and

factory overhead
l Onboard Keyboard Controller

card the size of a business card
For more information call us
today.
Megatel Computer
Corporation
I2 5 Wendell Ave., Toronto,
Ontario M9N 3K9
(416) 245-3324
FAX (416) 245-6505
Wildcard  88’” is a lrademarh  of Megatef  Computer Carp
IBM PC, XTareregistsred  IrademarhsoflBM  Corp.

L-megatel-

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
HPC 46003

The HPC 46003 is a member of
National’s family of high-perform-
ance microcontrollers. There are
severalmembersofthisfamily,each
with the same lbbit CPU core but
differing in the I/O and memory
options provided. The part is unique
In that it can operate with either an
8- or lbbit-wide memory bus. This
provides the designer with the op-
tion to use an 8-bit bus for low cost or
reduced real estate, or a 16-bit  bus
for maximum speed.

K E Y  F E A T U R E S

l 3GMHz parts available-the regis-
ter instructions execute in as little
as 134 ns

l CMOSfabricalion-low power, tol-
erant of input voltage variations

l 16-bit architecture-internal and
external, with additional 8-bit ln-
structions and addressing modes

l 1 &bit data bus, ALU, and registers
l 64K bytes of direct memory ad-

dressing
l Most opcodes are a single byte
l 16- x 16-bit multiply and 32- x 16-

bit divide instructions
l 8 vectored interrupts
l 8 timers with up to 8 outputs
l 4 Input capture registers-on-the-

fly programmable edge detec-
tion and interrupts

l 256 bytes of byte- and word-ad-
dressable internal RAM

l Built-in watchdog timer
l Full-duplex UART with program-

mable transmit and receive data
rates

l Microwire serial bus (Microwire is a
three-wire serial interconnect bus
for communicating with  periph-
eral chips such as A/D and D/A
converters)

miscellaneous minor components
whose functions should be self-
evident. [Editor’s Note: Completesoft-
ware for this article is available from the
Circuit Cellar BBSand SoftwareOn  Disk
#20.  Seepage 92 for downloading  and or-
dering information.1

The MIDI input section uses the
HPC’s  internal UART in a fully inter-
rupt-driven mode. As data is received
from the 32-kbps MIDI bus, it is stored
in a circular receiver FIFO. The logic is
in the file UART . C, shown in Listing 1.
This file was taken in whole from a

Readerservice  x1.58
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#define rx_rdy()  \
(rx gozinta

,*- -
!= rx_gozouta)

FUNCTION putc(  c )

ABSTRACT: Outputs the character 'c' to the serial UART.
Buffered interrupt-driven output. Not to be called from
interrupt service routines. Note: If tx buffer is full when
called, this function does a busy wait.

RETURNS: void
_-~ */

putt  (cl
char c;

I
while (((txgozinta  - 11 % TX-FIFO)  ==

(tx_gozouta  % TX-FIFO))

disable interrupt(UART_INTERRUPT);
if (tx_znabled())
(

tx_buffer[tx_gozinta]  = c;

1
tx_gozinta  = (t+tx_gozinta)  % TX-FIFO;

else
(

TRANSMIT CHARACTER BUFFER = c;
enable_tx();

_

1

1
enable_interrupt(UART_INTERRUPT);

/*
FUNCTION getc()

ABSTRACT: returns a character from the UART.  Does a busy
wait if no character is available.

RETURNS: char
-___- */

NOLOCAL char
getc0

static char temp;

while (!rx_rdyO)
if ((PORT I INPUT-REGISTER h 0x04) == 0)

return(r);
toggle-port p bit(O);- -
temp = rx_buffer[rx_gozouta];
rx gozouta =
return(temp);

(++rx_gozouta)  % RX-FIFO;

;*_ _ _ _
FUNCTION uart_int()

ABSTRACT: interrupt service routine for the UART interrupt.

RETURNS: void
I

INTERRUPT6 NOLOCAL  void
uart_int()
f
iifdef  TRANSMITS TOO

if (tx_buffer_empty())
t

if (tx gozinta == tx gozouta)
disable tx();  -

else
-

(
TRANSMIT CHARACTER BUFFER =

tx bcffer[tx gozoutal;

J
tx_gozouta  = (t+tx_gozouta)  % TX-FIFO;

1
if (rx_buffer_fullO)

tendif

rx_buffer[ rx_gozinta  I = RECEIVE_CHARACTER_BUFFER;
rx_gozinta  = (ttrx_gozinta)  % RX-FIFO;
if (rx_gozinta == rx_gozouta)

)
rx_gozouta  = (+trx_gozouta)  % RX FIFO;_

sting 1 -continued

RELAV
INTERFACE

CONNECTS TO RS-232

AR-16 R E L A Y INTERFACE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 69 .95
Two 8 channel relay output ports are provided for
control of u
using EX-1 g

to 16 relays (expandable to 126 relays
expansion cards). Each relay output port

connects to a relay card or termmal block. A variety  of
relays cards and relays are stocked, call for more Info.
RS-422 available (distances to 4,000 feet). PS-8 port
selector may be used to control satellite AR-16
mterfaces. (up to 16.364 relays)
RD-8 REED RELAY CARD (8 relays) _...............  $ 49.95
RH-9 RELAY CARD
EX-16 EXPANSION k

10 amp SPOT 277 VAC) . . . . ..$69.95
ARD (16 channel) ..___  $ 59.95

A N A L O G  TO
D I G I T A L

~C~NNECTS  TO ~8-232)

A D C - 1 6  ( 1 6  c h a n n e l ) $ 99.95
Input temperature, voltage, amperage, pressure,
energy usage, energy demand, light  levels. joystIck
movement and a wde variety  of other types of analog
signals. Inputs may be expanded to 32 analog or 12.3
status Inputs usmg  the AD-16 or ST-32 expansion
cards, 112 relays may be controlled usmg  EX-16
expansion cards. Analog Inputs  may be configured for
temperature input usmg  the TE-8 temperature Input
card. RS-422 avaIlable. PS-8 port  selector may be used
to connect Satelhte  ADC-16 Interfaces (up to 4,096
analog mputs/16,364 status mputsil4.336  relays, use
RS-232 for Satellites up to 50 feet or RS-422 for
satellites up to 4,000 feet).
(terminal block and cable sold separately)
ST-32 STATUS EXPANSION CARD $ 79.95
Input on/off status of relays, swtches.  HVAC
equipment. thermostats, Secunty  dewces. smoke
detectors and other devices. The ST-32 provides  32
Status Inputs. (opt0  Isolators sold separately)
TE-9 TEMPERATURE INPUT CARD .,,.........  ..$ 49.95
Includes 8 solid state temperature sensors.
Temperature range IS minus 76 to 145 degrees F

. FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT...prowded  over the
telephone by our staff. EACH ORDER INCLUDES A
FREE DISK WITH PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES IN
BASIC, C AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE A detalled
technical reference manual IS also mcluded

. HIGH RELIABILITY...engmeered  for cont,n”ous  24
hour mdustrial  applications All It’s socketed.

- Use with IBM and compatibles. Tandy, Apple and
most other computers with RS-232 or RS-422 ports
All standard baud rates and protocols may be used
(50 to 19,200 baud).

* Use our 800 number to order free mformatlon
packet. Techwal  InformatIon (614) 464.4470.

24 HOUR ORDER LINE (800) 942-7714

ELECTRONIC ENERGY CONTROL, INC.
360 South Flflh  Street, Sutte  604

Reader&w&x  #135
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previous application with the excep-
tion of the serial transmitter which is
not needed for the drum unit.

The MIDI parser is in the pro-
gram’s main loop in the file MAIN. C,
shown in Listing 2. It does not imple-
ment the entire MIDI standard, but
only as much as makes sense for a
drum kit. This does include “running
status,” a data compression scheme
used by many MIDI bus masters. ln-
coming MIDI commands are decoded
by the parser, which looks for note-on
and note-off commands addressed to
the unit’s MIDI channel number. Table
1 lists the notes recognized by the unit.
As valid commands are received and
parsed, they are queued for process-
ing by the output driver.

DRIVING ANALOG OUTPUT

The “guts” of the program is the
analog output driver. This is part of
the program that actually produces
the output waveform. It is rigidly
cyclic, being connected directly to the
IO-kHz heartbeat interrupt (timer in-
terrupt 5). The code is in the file

int i, j; /* temporaries */
unsigned char note, velocity;
int my note selected = 0;
int my-channel = 0;

/* for running status */

int was note off = 0;
/* for running status *!

NOLOCAL-void-
/* for running status */

main0

druml_ctr  = 0; /* these are declared in an assembly */
drum2_ctr = 0; /* language package, so they don't */
drum3_ctr  = 0; /* get initialized by the compiler. */
drumrl-ctr  = 0;
configure machineo; /* initialize the HPC hardware */
/* read MIDI  channel number */
my-channel = (PORT-D) & OXOF;
/* power-on delay */
for (i = 0; i < 32000; it+)

/* gb into overdrive (Set only 1 wait state for ROM) */
PSW-REGISTER  = 0x18;
/* start listening to MIDI port */
enable interrupt( UART_INTERRUPT  );
for ( 7 ; )
i

j = getc();
/* is test switch pressed? */
if ((PORT I INPUT-REGISTER & 0x04) == 0)- -

test();
else if (! (j & 0x80)) / * this isn't a status byte*/
f

if (my note-selected)_
t

note = j;
velocity = getc0;
if (was note off)

note offfiote,
else -

velocity);

note on(note,  velocity);_

Else if ((j & OxFO) == OxFO) /* system ex, */
/* system common or real-time */

kXJ?l/i#Wd)

Listing 2--The  M/D/  parser is in the program’s main loop shown here.

EXPRESS CIRCUITS
MANUFACTURERS OF PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUITS FROM YOUR CAD DESIGNS

TURN AROUND TIMES AVAILABLE FROM 24 HRS - 2 WEEKS

PROTEL AUTOTRAX
PROTEL EASYTRAX

Special Support For:

TANGO. PCB

smARTWORK

TANGO SERIES II

HiWIRE-Plus
HiWIRE II

TANGO PLUS

EE DESIGNER I
EE DESIGNER III
PADS - PCB
ALL GERBER FORMATS

l FULL TIME MODEM

l GERBER PHOTO PLOTTING
\4% l WE CAN NOW WORK FROM

+ YOUR EXISTING ARTWORK BY
SCANNING. CALL FOR
DETAILS!

Express
Circuits -

314 Cothren St., F?O. Box 58
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

Quotes:
l-800-426-5396

Phone: (919) 667-2100
Fax: (919) 667-0487
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switch (j & OxOF)
t

case 0: /* system exclusive */
while (getc0 != OxF7)

.
break;

case 1:
case 3:

/* need to eat one data byte */

getc0;
break;

case 2: /* need to eat two data bytes */
getc(1;
getc0:
break;

default:
break;

1
I
else if ((j & OxOFI != my-channel)
{

)
my-note-selected = 0; /* reset running status */

else switch (j & OxFO)
(.

case 0x80: /* status is 'note off' *!
my-note selected = 1;
was note off = 1;
break; -

case 0x90: /* if status is 'note on' */
my note selected = 1;
was note off = 0;
break; -

case OxAO: /* poly key pressure */
case 0x30: /* control change */
case OxEO: /* pitch bend */
case OxCO: /* program change */
case OxDO: /* channel pressure */

break;
1

Llsrlrlg  z -conrmuea

TIMER5. ASM and is shown in Listing
3. It is the only part of the unit’s soft-
ware that is written in assembly lan-
guage.

Upon receiving a timer interrupt,
the driver first loads the DAC with the
value calculated during the previous
cycle. The one-cycle delay in writing
the output prevents jitter caused by
the variable processing time in the
output calculation. The time variance
is attributable to differences in the
number of active notes and the proc-
essing required for amplitude scaling.

The driver can calculate and mix
two or three simultaneous notes using
a 16-MHz  clock, and four or five notes
using a 32-MHz clock. Each note’s
waveform can be adjusted in ampli-
tude in 127 discrete steps, and each
note is temporally independent of the
other notes (i.e., it can start and end
independently of the others). The
multiplication instruction used to
compute the volume is a substantial
contributor to the total execution time
for the output driver routine.

The MIDI parser and the output
driver communicate using shared

LASERS-*
VISIBLE LASER MODULE LASER PEN HELIUM NEON
2 mW

Module
Cat. #
VLM-2

$ 1 5 0 $195
Make your point with  fhis Solid State Laser Pointer

Specifications:

Output: .2  or 5 mW  @ 670 nm (Red) C.W. o u t p u t : 4.5 mW @ 670nm Red

Spot Size: Inside 1 square inch @ 50 feet Spot Size:
B a t t e r y :  .ll

1” diameter @ 50 feet output: = .5 mW,  633 nm. (Red)

D i m e n s i o n s : .58” dia. x 1.13” long 1 TR175  7 Volt
.over’;  hour continuous

Operates on 12 VDC @ 500 mA

InputPower:  5tolOVDC@60mA Battery Life: Kit mcludes  Commercial made Laser Tube &

(A 9-Volt  Battery will run the VLM for 5 hours)
Weight: . . . . .‘.‘. .60  grams Power Supply. Requrres Final Assembly into a

Fits nicely in front shirt pocket! Project case that you supply.

LARGE PHOTODETECTOR DIODE LASER DIODES X-Y SCANNER UNIT

c3q
Perfect for light actrvated  circuits Toshiba TOLD-9200 Specifications:
and projects. 3mW,670nm s5000 Input: 2 watts max.

Centronics Part No. OSD 60-5T Sharp LT022MC Deflection: k12O

Active area: 7.9 mm Square 5 mW,  780 nm s15°0 Freq: DC-120 Hz

Spectral response: 430-900 nm

Cat. # IRD-5 $1000
Phillips N514CQLA

Impedance: 8 ohms

.s2500
A: 670.633nm

5mW,614nm ideal for beam positronrng  and low speed scanning.

In a hurry? Call to ship C.O.D. Add $8.00 for S & H. AZ residents add 6.5% tax.

MEREDITH INSTRUMENTS F R E E  C A T A L O G

p. 0. Box 1 7 2 4  . 6403 N. 59th Avenue
Glendale, AZ 85301

Phone: (602) 934-9387 FAX: 602-939-3369

n,.^rl^.P^..1__  *IL,7

To receive one - Call, write or FAX today.
Phone hours are Monday - Friday

8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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.___________________~~________~~___~____~~________~~~~~__~__
: TIMERS.ASM
;
; This routine executes at 10 kHz, and constructs the analog
; output waveform.
;____-___-______----_-___________-__----____________________

; Timer 5 interrupt

psw = 0xcO:word
LOCZ  = 0xO:word

.extrn _dac_value:byte:BASE

.extrn _timer:byte:BASE

.extrn _timer_temp:byte:BASE

i ****************************************~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~**~

;
; Macro to process each drum
;

-macro drum,ptr,ctr,vol,num
.mloc endofit

bsect,BASE
ptr: :Z"
ctr: .dsb z
vol: .dsb 1
num: .dsb 1

.public num,vol,ctr,ptr
-endsect

ifeq ctr.W,#DxO ; drum active?
jp endofit ; no, jump out

Id b,ptr.w ;
Id

load cur signal ptr
a, Lb1 .b ;

ifbit
ready to multiply

1,a.b ; negative?
or a.w,#OxFFOO :
mult

sign extend (if neg)
a.w,vol.b ; times volume

add dac value.w,a.w ; add to total
inc 6tr.W ;
inc

pnt to next signal val
ctr.w

endofit:
.endm

.sect csect.ROM8
-timer-interrupt:

-public
.ipt

timer-interrupt
T,_timer_interrupt

push psw.w
push b
push a
push
push k"
ifbit 5,0x150.B ; checks for timer int
jp cc40
jmpl end of drums ; exits if not timer 5- -

cc40:  sbit 7,OxlSO.B

:::

- ack timer interrupt 5
OxeZ.b,  dac value+l.b:  write to port B
dac vaiue.w,#Ox8000 ; zero out dac value

add
ifeq

Itimer temp.w,#OxFFFF;  timer temp --;
timerItemp,#O : ticked to zero?

jp flick ; jumps if a major tick
dl ; exit out if not zero

tick: :F; ; set for 100 Hz
add

-timer temp,#lOO
timer,w,#l_ ; timer++;

: Four instances of macro "drum" defined above

i;;
drum
drum

_druml_ptr,_druml_ctr,_druml  vol,_druml  num

d3: drum
_drum2_ptr,_drum2 ctr, drumZ_vol,_drum2_num

d4: drum
drum3 ptr, drum3-ctr,-drum3-vol,_drum3-num

-drum4~ptr,~drum4-ctr,~drum4-vol,_drum4-num- - - _

end of drums:-_
POP k
POP X

POP
POP ;:
POP psw.w
reti
.endsect

I :-a:--  .a _ - --  _I_ -. _ I I -I , . . . _~131111~ J- 1r1f3 urlu~og  ourpur  arwer rorms  me nearr or me program.
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memory. When a note-on command is
detected, the parser writes a pointer to
the start of the sampled waveform
data for that note into shared mem-
ory. The parser also writes the num-
ber of samples for that note into the
same shared memory. The output
driver checks shared memory for new
data each time it is invoked.

The software was originally writ-
ten in a version of HPC C that does not
support separate compilation. Thus,
all of the C code is compiled in a single
pass (see the file MIDI .c). Although
the C files are broken out separately,
they must still be compiled in a single
passbecause of data definition visibil-
ity. The program compiles quickly
enough that there hasn’t been an in-
centive to convert the program to
separate compilation (in other words,
it ain’t broke and we ain’t fixin’ it).

Additional miscellaneous quick-
and-dirty utilities were written to
handle and massage the sampled
sounds. A Macintosh utility written in
ZBasic is used to convert MacRecor-
der data files to ASCII for transport to
the PC. On the PC end, various small
programs are used to resample the
data files (MacRecorder  sampled at 11
kHz;  we wanted it at 10 kHz)  and to
writetheoutputasCsourcecodetobe
compiled and included in the C pro-
gram. +
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~~~$~ A Portable 8051 -Based
John Wefffofh

DRAM Tester
Designing Maximum Features into Minimum Space

1 I

For a long time I wanted to have
a way to check out dynamic RAM
chips (DRAMS).  Buying $100  worth of
surplus “pulled” parts for my PC or a
bargain hunting friend is a fairly gut-
wrenching experience for a frugal
person like myself. Troubleshooting
an ailing PC using the “row at a
time”technique has always seemed
like a time waster, too. At the time I
came up with this design (early 1989),
DRAM prices were at an all-time high,
and though prices have subsided
somewhat, the economics of testing
DRAMS  is still sound.

What I really wanted was a bat-
tery-operated portable DRAM tester
that I could take to my local electronic
swap meet and also have around my
lab for general use. I looked around a
bit and found that there were sophis-
ticated laboratory instruments with
huge price tags and a few unsophisti-
cated, small AC-powered gadgets that
weren’t particularly cheap. It was also
early March and I had been toying
with the idea of entering the first CIR-
CUIT CELLAR INK Design Contest but
couldn’t think of a good project. I did
just enough thinking about this proj-
ect to convince myself that it would be
easy. It turns out that I was wrong-it
wasn’t easy, but it was fun. I learned a
lot about these little devils called
DRAMS and it earned me first prize in
the cost-effective category!

The final product is housed in a
rugged hand-held box; uses an 87C51
microprocessor and a handful of other
ICs; and tests 64K, 256K, and 1M
DRAMS  for data integrity and access
time. The user interface is through a
16-character  LCD display and a key-
pad. The hardware and software de-
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sign is modular to allow changes or
improvements to be made easily. It
presently doesn’t support SIMMs,
SIPS, or “by 4”-type devices, but the
design does not preclude these. A
block diagram is shown in Figure 1.

DRAM BASICS

Before jumping into the design of
the tester, it might be helpful to re-
view theoperationofadynamicRAM.
What follows is an introduction and
should allow you to understand the
design of the DRAM tester fully.

The obvious and biggest differ-
ence between dynamic RAMS and
static RAMS is the dynamic nature of
DRAMS, that is, they must be kept
active or they will lose their data. This
is because their cells are very simple,
with the active storage element for a
bit of data being a capacitor rather
than a flip-flop as in a static RAM. A
cell capable of storing one bit in a
DRAM requires only one transistor,
while a static RAM requires four or
often six transistors. This basic den-
sity difference has always made
DRAMS significantly less expensive

,
PORT06  E ,I
p2.0.  m.1 110)

W R

P1.0
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Pi.2
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I
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Y
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Figure 1 -An 87C5  1 microcontroller makes up the heart of this cost-effective Design
Contest winner.



on a cost-per-bit basis. It’s true that
there is additional overhead involved
in DRAM-based products but the eco-
nomics for large memory arrays are
still overwhelming.

A DRAM-based system has to give
up a little CPU overhead or have spe-
cialized hardware to go out and “re-
fresh” its DRAMS every few millisec-
onds or so. This refreshing at its most
basic level is a process of reading out
and recharging each capacitive stor-
age element. It’s apparent that this
hassle is worthwhile, witnessed by all
the DRAM-based PCs in the world.

There are also several interfacing
differences between DRAM and
SRAM. Figure 2 is a pinout of a 256K
by 1 DRAM; its generic part number
would be “41256.” DRAMS, like the
one shown, are usually configured as
single bit slice arrays of a large num-
ber such as 64K by 1 or 256K by 1. In
order to build an array of 8 bits, you
put eight “by 1”devices in parallel,
each providing a bit.

Since DRAMS have a large linear
address space, and IC pin count is
always at a premium, the address bus
is usually multiplexed. The multi-
plexed addressed bus facilitates re-
freshing as discussed in the next sec-

tion. The address multiplexing is ac-
complished by dividing the address
space of the DRAM into a row and col-
umn address. In this way a 64K part
can be accessed using only eight multi-

RAS

CAS

4 I

A0
A l
A2
A3

-<>I A 4 I

3 W R

DIN

Figure 2-The DRAM Tester is designed to
test parts such as this 256K by I DRAM. Its
generic part number would be ‘4 1256.’

plexed address lines (a 64K RAM ar-
ray can be thought of as a 256-by 256-
bit square). This is similar to the multi-
plexed low-order address and data
bus on Intel microprocessors.

In order to complete the multi-
plex of the row and column address
lines, two address strobes are required,
one for the row address (RAS) and one
for the column address (CA’S). The
RAS line also doubles as the chip
enable pin and the CAS line doubles
as the output enable pin. DRAMS also
have a data input pin (D), a data out-
put pin (Q), and a write line (W). It’s
fairly impressive that a 256K DRAM
can be packaged in a 16-pin  DIP pack-
age. The process of addressing a
DRAM is to apply the row address to
the address inputs, drop the RAS line
to strobe it in, apply the column ad-
dress, and drop the CAS line to com-
pletetheaddressselection. Write,Data
In, and Data Out are handled appro-
priately, similar to static RAM.

DRAM timing diagrams can look
very confusing, mainly due to the
multiplexed address system and re-
freshing requirements. If you don’t
get too hung up on the details, it’s
fairly simple. Figure 3 is a simplified
timing diagram for a DRAM read
cycle. Accessing a cell in the DRAM
consists of placing the row address on
the address input and bringing RAS
low to strobe in the row address
(dotted line 1 in Figure 3). Since the
RAS line also acts as the chip enable, it
is kept low through the remainder of
the cycle. The column address is next
placed on the address inputs and the
CAS line is brought low (dotted line
2). The addressing is now complete
and Q is enabled by CAS (remember
that CAS doubles as the output enable
pin). Data is picked up off Q (dotted
line 3) and CAS and RAS are brought
high, ending the cycle (dotted line 4).
This process can be repeated after a
short “precharge”  time (lines 5 and 6 ).

Writingisaccomplishedasshown
in Figure 4, but W and D are set up
before CAS falls. This is a simple write
called an “early write” since write is
low before CAS is asserted. This al-
lows Q and D to be connected to-
gether, making for simpler interfac-
ing using a single bidirectional data
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Quality U.S.-manufacturedPCBus
cards and software for single user,
OEM, or embedded applications.

* 4 DiffJ6 S.E. l&bit 20 ps A/D inputs
* 12 ps or 0 ps AID optional
* Programmable gains of 1,2,4,6,  & 16
-Three &MHz  timer/counters
-Two 12-bit D/A outputs
- 16 digital I/O  lines
* Dedicated GND adjacent to each analog signal
* Supports twisted-pair or ribbon cable
- BASIC, Pascal, C, & Forth source code!

NEW PRODUCTS

AD3100 8 Diff.W  S.E. 12-bit 5 ps A/D  inputs;
200 kHz thruput; advanced A/D architecture,
FIFO-based memory; pacer clock; external
trigger; DMA transfer; three 8 MHz T/Cs;  16
digital I/O lines; excellent for signal process-
ing & instrumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $589
VF900 2 Diff. inputs; 20.bit V/F type A/D;
variable resolution & conversion speed; 16-
bit @ 16 Hz; superb stability; self-calibration;
excellent for chromatography . . . . . . . . . . $410
FG400 dual 12-bit 2048.point FIFO-based
ftmctiongeneratorwithoutput summation; up
to 5 MHz data rate; external trigger; program-
mable output filter; repetitive or single cycle
operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $585

POPULAR PRODUCTS

AD1000 8 S.E. 12-bit  20 ps A/D inputs; 12 or
8 ps A/D optional; three ~-MHZ T/Cs;  24
digital I/O lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $275
ADA1100 AD1000 with 2-channel D/A and
resistor-configurable gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $365
ADA2000 8 Diff./l6  SE. 1Zbit  20 ps A/D in-
puts; 12 or 8 ps A/D optional; two 1Zbit  D/A
outputs; prog. gains of 1, 2.4, 8, & 16; three
~-MHZ  T/Q;  40 digital I/O lines $489
AD500 8 S.E. inputs; 12.bit  integrating A/D;
prog.  gains of 1, 10, & 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $259
ADA100 Single-channel AD500 with differ-
ential input and 8-bit D/A output . . $219
DA600/DA700 Fast-settling 2/4/6/8  -channel
12.bit  D/A; double buffered $1921359
DG24/48/72/96  ‘ITL/CMOS  digital I/O cards
with up to 96 lines; 8255.based; Optional
buffers and pull-up resistors . . $1101256
TC24 Five ~-MHZ timer/counters; uses pow-
erful AM95 13A chip; 24 digital I/O lines from
‘l-IL/CMOS-compatible  PPI chip . . . . $218
ATLANTIS Data acquisition software; rates
to 25 kHz:  backgrond/foreground  operation;
pull-down windows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150
PEGASUS Data analysis software; m,
linear regression; graphical integration;
hypertext help; mouse support . . . . . . . . $250

bus. There is also a delayed write in
which the write line is brought low
after CASis low. This is slightly faster,
but since the DRAM will be in a read
state (since CAS is the output enable
pin) with its outputs active until W
falls, it is not possible to tie data input
to data output directly. If you look at
a DRAM data sheet, this simple se-
quence of events is buried in setup
and hold times between each event in
the cycle. All these times are impor-

CAS

AO-A9

DIN

Real Time Devices, Inc. DOUT
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Figure &--The  actual write cycle for a DRAM is similar to this illustration, but the write line,
. W. - and data input line, ‘D.  * are set up before CAS falls.

Figure 3-A simplified timing diagram for a DRAMread  cycle. A typical DRAM data sheet
is fairly simple if you don’t get lost in the details.

tant, but they certainly mask what is
fundamentally a simple process.

These are the basics of the hard-
ware interface, though there a few
timing parameters important to the
tester that should be discussed: re-
fresh timing and access time.

Refreshing a DRAM requires that
each row be accessed within the re-
fresh period, which is nominally 2 ms
for a 64K part, 4 ms for a 256K part,
and 8 ms for a 1M part. The refresh



takes place a row at a time internally
each time that row is accessed. During
a refresh, the DRAM reads the value
of each bit in the row and rewrites it,
putting a fresh, full charge on the tiny
capacitor storing the data. There are
two details that need to be added to
this simple idea: Modem DRAMsonly
require half their rows to be accessed
for refreshing. The lower half and the
upper half of the part are refreshed si-
multaneously due to the internal or-
ganization of these parts. (The actual
organization is two half-sized arrays.)
This means that a 64K DRAM only
requires that 128 rows be accessed
rather than the full 256. The other
detail is that a full memory access
cycle is not required for refreshing.
The minimum that is required is a row
address input and a brief RAS strobe
as shown in Figure 5. This is called
RAS-only refresh and is the simplest
refresh method. Each time a row is
accessed, when the RAS line is re-
turned high, all capacitors in that row
are recharged. This is called the “pre-
charge” timeand typically takes about

on entry: low row address in ACC
high row address in DPH
low co1 address on PO
high co1 address on ~2

entry setup for writing-
CLR RAMWE : write
SETB RAMDIN : write a 1

or- CLR RAMDIN : write a 0

entry setup for reading-
SETB RAMWF. ; read

do memory operation, putting Act out on PO
and DPH on PZ-

MOVX @DPTR,A : generate RAS

8051 WE line is latched by hardware that now holds
RAS line low, row address has been strobed in

8051 write cycle is now over and ports 0 and 2 have
column address, generate CAS now-

SETB RAMCAS ; end cycle

RAS hardware reset by rising edge of CAS-

end

Listing 1 -Addressing for a read or write for any RAM location in the Data test modes uses
a code segment similar to that shown here.

the same amount of time as the row ways. IBM PCs perform a periodic
access time (to be discussed later). dummy DMA cycle which reads a

Refreshing at a system level is large block of memory. One of the
accomplished in a variety of clever many things that made the280 micro-

WSI C Compiler for the HD64180/Z80

DOS based cross-compiler for ANSI and K&R C code
including prototypes and argument type checking.
Complete with high-speed assembler, linker, and
librarian. Includes macros to interface C and assembly.
One-pass design produces FAST compile times.
Full MMU support for up to 1 megabyte programs.
ANSI preprocessor provided at compile time.
Optimized code generation for char and int data types
and operators. Also supports long types.
Allows in-line assembly with access to C variables.
All code is reentrant and ROMable.
Fast ANSI/IEEE 754/INTEL  floating point support.
2280 and 8085 compilers coming soon.

AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $699!

WITH THE ONLY REAL TIME
KERNEL YOU’LL EVER NEED.

RTXC’”
l Real Multitasking:

priority based, preemptive
scheduling.

l Real Flexibility: supports
popular processors, con-
trollers and C compilers,
ROMable,  too.

*Real Value: One t ime
license fee ($2,995) for
executive services library,

system level debugger and
system generation utility.

l Real Economy: C source
code and no royalties.

l Real Solid:  In use since
1985.

See its real advantages for
yourself. Call, fax or write for
your free RTXC demo.
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straightforward code. With a 12-MHz
8051 thisresultsina timeof 74seconds
for a 1M part. This is a long time and
seemed excessive. I spent a some time
looking at simple ways to shorten this
time. I thought a lo-second total test
time would be a good goal.

I looked at a special test mode that
1M DRAMS have just for the purpose
of speeding up testing at the factory.
Internally, 1M DRAMsareconfigured
as four 256K arrays. When a 10.5-V
“supervoltage” (a DRAM vendor’s
jargon-not mine) is applied to a spe-
cial test pin, any data on the input goes
into all four arrays simultaneously,
and any data output is thelogical AND
of these four arrays. As a result, the
part can be tested as a 256K part, tak-
ing a quarter of the time. I pursued
this to the point of looking at step-up
voltage converters to generate the 10.5
volts, but abandoned the approach
since I figured out an addressing
method thatgot  the1M test timedown

considerably. The time was above my
lo-second goal but I decided to accept
it in the name of simplicity.

The actual interface makes use of
some of the 8051’s built-in memory-
access hardware and a minimal
amount of external hardware. This
interface is covered in detail in the
hardware description section that fol-
lows, but basically takes advantage of
the fact that the port pins on an 8751-
type device are also used for external
memory accesses. By placing the col-
umn address on the port pins (PO and
P2) and the row address in the data
pointer register (DPTR), external
memory operations making use of
DPTR rapidly switch port 0 and port 2
from column addresses to row ad-
dresses, simplifying both the hard-
ware and software. An external flip-
flop is used to make RAS the proper
length to serve itschip select function.
RAS is cleared on the rising edge of
CAS which is generated by the 8751’s

write enable line. Using this interface
brought the test time for the data test
to 32 seconds for a 1M part, only eight
seconds for a 256K part, and a blazing
two seconds for a 64K part. I decided
this was acceptable and very work-
able from a parts count standpoint.

ACCESS TIME TEST HARDWARE
INTERFACE

This article gives the impression
that the design was a serial proccss-
first I did this, I finished that, then I
thought about this.. . That’s not really
the way any design goes. While I was
developing the data test interface I
was also looking at what impact deci-
sions would have on the access time
interface. A lot of things that looked
reasonable for the data test made the
access time measurement impossible.
In the data test, the part is simply
exercised and timing isn’t really an
issue. In the access time test, you need

““1  1 “4 I I I Y6,,,c7 I P O W E R  T A B L E1
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to perform operations in the tens of
nanoseconds and measure times in
the hundreds of nanoseconds with
decent resolution. This kind of timing
is not something any processor can do
veryeasily,muchlessaminimal87C51
system.

Several approaches to the this
problem were considered. One ap-
proach was a brute force method of
just measuring the access time using a
high-speed clock. A 100-MHz  clock
could be gated into a counter when
RAS fell, a short counter would gener-
ate CAS four clocks (40 ns) later, and
finally, when data was available from
the RAM, theclockinput to the counter
would be disabled. The contents of
the counter would be the row access
time in tens of nanoseconds. While
this is possible,it  isn’t very practical at
any reasonable power level. Crystal-
controlled loo-MHz oscillators them-
selves are not very low power circuits
much less counters capable of being
clocked at 100 MHz. A design ap-
proach bites the dust.

I started looking at delay lines
and quickly realized they were a good

fit. Delay lines are used routinely in
DRAM circuits to generate the special
timing required. They produce delays
that are accurate to a few percent,
have TTL-compatible inputs and out-
puts, and are reasonable on power.
The series of devices that seems the
most complete is made by Dallas
Semiconductor. They makedelay lines
with a single input and multiple out-
put “taps” at fixed delays. The device
that looked best was one with five 20-
ns taps for an end-toend delay of 100
ns. The DRAM tester uses two of these
devicesend to end inconjunction with
an g-to-1  multiplexer to produce a
programmabledelayof 60-200 ns with
a resolution of 20 ns and an accuracy
of+5%.Fivepercentaccuracyis+lOns
for a 200-ns part, which is half the time
resolution (20 ns) and very reasonable
in my book. Access time is actually
measured by clocking a D flip-flop
with a delayed RAS signal and bring-
ing the RAM’s data input into the D
input. If the D input is stable in time
for the clock, then the access time
passes. If not, Q will not reflect D and
the access time fails.

One of the tough problems that
had a very simple solution was how to
jam a row and then a column address
onto the address lines and strobe them
in time to see the minimumrow access
time.ThedelaybetweenRASandCAS
has to be on the order of 40 ns to meet
the row access time. This means that a
row and then a column address have
to change very quickly. The simple
solution to this problem was to not
change the column address after
strobing in the row address. This only
allows access time testing on “diago-
nal” addresses in which the row and
column address are the same, but af-
ter all, access time is independent of
address and the hardware savings are
significant. The CAS signal in the
access time test mode is generated by
taking a fixed 40-ns delay out of the
first delay line whose input is RAS.

TEST ALGORITHMS

The test algorithms are really the
key to the DRAM tester. I wanted to
make the hardwareand software flex-
ible and modular enough so that new

Everyone’s been talking about
_

DunPnn+wnII m1ywwmHIcI WI
Modular data acquisition and

control for your IBM PC

Now get ready for

G!L 2.0!
Graphical Instrument Library

Completely re-written for simplicity,
blazing speed and versatility, GIL 2.0
is one of the most exciting new
products for real-time graphical
display of information.

Takes advantage of ProCon  trol
I/O module features, but can be used
with other hardware as well.

Rich set of instruments includes:
Dial gauges, bar gauges, thermometers,
seven-segment displays, strip-charts,
annunciators, buttons, alarms, thermocouple
linearization, timing, PID control and more!

FULL SCALABlLlN  and “virtual
coordinates” allow your application
to run unmodified on nearly any
display! For a
One version supports Turbo C,
Microsoft C, C?uickC.  QuickBASIC,
Turbo Pascal and others available soon.
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algorithms and test modes could be
implemented as I learned more about
DRAMS and thought more about the
testingrequirements.Testingisalways
a tradeoff: speedy testsare convenient
and sometimes will catch a failure,
exhaustive tests take longer but usu-
ally don’t show up any failures that
wouldn’t be found in a quick test. The
algorithms I developed are adequate
for my needs and probably most gen-
eral testing needs. They are on the
speedy side of the tradeoff balance
but don’t compromise too much. All
of the tests can be made harder, longer,
or “better” if you’d like, generally by
adjusting constants or making small
changes in the firmware. The source
code is fairly modular and should  be
commented well enough for you to
see where it could use a tweak for
your improvements. [Editor’s Note:
Software for this article is available from
the Circuit Cellar BBS and on Software
On Disk #20.  See page 92 for download-
ing and ordering inforrnati0n.J

The three test modes that the
DRAM tester presently supports are
called Data Test Mode, Long Test
Mode, and Tact  Test Mode. The Data
and Long Test Modes are practically
the same. The Data Test first does
some pin tests to check for “stuck”
address lines, then reads and writes a
zero and a one to each memory loca-
tion in the device. The Long Test Mode
repeatedly runs the Data Test until
either a failure occurs or the test is
manually aborted. This should be
useful for finding suspected intermit-
tent failures. The Tact  Test measures
the access time of the device witha 20-
ns resolution from 70 to 210 ns. The
user can select either an auto speed
mode in which the access time is dis-
played or a manual mode where a
speed is entered by the user and the
tester just displays a pass/fail result.

THE GRllTY DETAILS

Power for the system is provided
by a single 9-V battery which is regu-
lated to 5 V using an LM317 mono-
lithic regulator. An LM317 regulator
was used rather than a fixed 7805-
type so power to the RAM chip could
beadjustedundermicroprocessorcon-

trol if margin testing is required at
some point in the future. Power sup-
ply bypassing is provided by C6-CS.
The 87C51  is set up conventionally
with C3 providing a nominal 5-ms
power-up reset, and crystal Xl pro-
viding a 12-MHz  clock source with
capacitors Cl and C2. The keyboard,
SW2, is interfaced to port pins P2.3,
P2.4, P2.5, and interrupt 0. Interrupt 0
is used for the Run/Stop key so that
tests can be aborted while running
without having the overhead of poll-
ing the keyboard. When not testing,
all the keys are polled. The LCD dis-
play module is connected to port 0 for
data, P2.6 for RS, and P2.7 for EN.
Resistor network RI provides 4.7k
pull-ups on all the port 0 lines to allow
it tooperateasanoutput port. Writing
to the display consists of moving the
data to port 0, putting a 1 or a 0 on P2.6
for RS (commands or data respec-
tively), and pulsing the EN pin (P2.7)
high for 1 ps.

The display voltage is set by the
forward drop across diode Dl. Al-
though very simple, this setup works
well. The 74HC244  octal bus driver
(U3) is used to isolate the RAM chip
under test from the display data pins.
Thisensures that shortsin  theaddress
lines of the RAM won’t interfere with
writing messages to the display. The
HC244 is always enabled as a straight
through buffer. The remainder of the
hardware is used for the actual testing
of devices. A basic description of its
function is described here but its use
will become clearer when the test
details are discussed in the software
section. The function of this hardware
is significantly different depending on
whether Data tests or Tact tests are in
progress. A quad two-input data se-
lector, U5, is controlled by the proces-
sor to select whether a Data or a Tact
test is to be performed.

The microprocessor begins the
Data test by writing a 1 to P3.7 which
instructs the three sections of U5 to
route their B inputs to their outputs.
U5a selects the source of the RAS sig-
nal, either directly from P2. 6 (also
write enable) in position A or from the
Q output of flip-flop U4a in the B
position. U5b  is not used. U5c is used
to select the data source from the RAM



data output in to the 8051 as being
either direct (in position B).or  latched
by flip-flop U4b (in position Al. U5d is
used to select whether CAS is gener-
ated directly by the processor (in
position B) or generated by delaying
RAS by 40 ns through U6, the first
silicon delay line (in position A).

The 8-to-1 data selector, U8, is
used to select which of eight delay
times from the two silicon delay lines,
U6 and U7, are selected to strobe flip-
flop U4b, which latches the data
coming from the RAM in the access
time measurement mode only. The
selected outputs from the delay lines
are from 60 to 200 ns which relate to
access times from 70 to 210 ns when
other device timing and propagation
delays are included. Flip-flop U4a is
used to generate the RAS pulse from
the8051 write enable pulse in the Data
test mode. This method of using the
8051’s internal write timing and tris-
tatedriverscontibutes to thelowparts
count in this instrument, saving two
l&pin  DIP drivers and a couple of
gates. It is a solid, though nonstan-
dard, approach which probably de-
serves some explanation.

To set up for a memory operation
in the Data test mode, the low row
address is placed in the accumulator
and the low column address is placed
on port 0. The high column address is
placed on P2.0 and P2.1 (A8 and A91
and the high row address is placed in
the DPH register. A MOVX @DPTR,A
instruction begins the cycle by doing
an 8051 write cycle. Only the end of
the write cycle is used in the tester. At
the end of write cycle, write enable
goes low while the accumulator (low
row address) is on the data bus. The
write enable line clocks flip-flop U4a,
which has its D input tied low. This
forces its output low, generating the
RAS signal to the RAM and strobing
the contents of the accumulator and
DPH (the high address is present on
port 2 during a write) to the row
address of the RAM. The write cycle
ends in 400 ns, at which time port 0
and port 2 regain their normal func-
tions of outputting their port pin val-
ues (the low column and high column
address, respectively). The CAS sig-
nal is generated by bringing PI .O low

which strobes in the column address
now appearing on ports 0 and 2. Fi-
nally, the cycle ends when P1.0 is re-
turned high and the half-monostable
circuit created by R3 and C4 generates
a 0.5+ pulse that presets flip-flop
U4a, returning RAS to a high state.

SMALL LINKABLE MODULES

The RAM Tester firmware is written
in 8051 assembly language. It is parti-
tioned functionally into four linked
modules called FCAMTEST,  CHKDTA,
TACC, and RTUTILS.RAMTEST  isthe
main module and contains all of the
user interface code, power up and
interrupt vectors, and the data struc-
tures for constant and variable storage.
CHKDTAcontains  thecode  for the Data
and Long test modes. TACC contains
the code to perform the access time
tests. RTUTILS contains global use
subroutines and utilities for such
things as writing data to the display,
generating delays, and so on. The
structure of having small linkable
modules makes the software easier to
modify and improve. This ease of
improvementwasamajordesigngoal.
The highlights of these modules are
described in the sections that follow.

RAMTEST  MODULE

RAMTEST  is the main software
moduleandbeginsexecutionatpower
up. It first initializes the LCD display
then sets up system variables with
their default values, sets the stack
pointer, and falls through to wait for a
key press. The RAMTEST  module pri-
marily handles the keyboard and
keeps track of the user-selected test
options. When the Run/Stop key is
pressed, a small code segment deter-
mines which test is requested and
branches to that test routine. The test
options are stored in several tables in
ROM. These data structures consist of
a five-character ASCII string to be
displayed at the right side of the dis-
play for that option followed by a one-
byte value which is used by the appro-
priate test routine.

There are three variable
counters-spent, s zcnt, and
mdcnt-that keep track of which
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option in each of the three tables is
being used, and three variable values
that store the current values from each
table. Each table is terminated by a 0.
This use of tabular data structures
makes the software very flexible.

The way these value and count
variables operate on the tables is simi-
lar, so a description of one should
suffice. spent  stores the selected
number of the entry in the speed table
(sptbl). A spent  value of 0 would
select auto speed, a value of 1 would
be 210 ns, and so forth. When a key is
pressed, register R7 is first checked to
see if an old key or new key is being
pressed. If a new key is being pressed,
the user wants to view the current
value of that key and spent  is not
changed. When the same key is
pressed again, spent  is incremented
and the ptnext subroutine (in the
RTUTILS module) is called. The
ptnext subroutine gives the offset
from sptbl to the selected ASCII
string in the accumulator and leaves
ROwiththe”value”variab1e-thebyte
that appears after the ASCII string in

the table. The “value” is loaded into
spval and will be used by the TACC
code later. The show1 display sub-
routine (in the RTUTILS module) is
called to display the current ASCII
string at the right of the display. both
ptnext and show1 aredescribedmore
fully below.

TWO TESTS IN A MODULE

The CHKDTA software module is
responsible for both the Data and Long
test modes. After the complete Data
test is finished, the variable mdcnt
(mode count) is checked and if it is
zero (Data test) the pass/fail result is
displayed. If it is nonzero (Long test)
the test is run again (and again).

One of the unique features of this
tester is the way in which it generates
the row and column addresses for the
RAM. Addressing for a read or write
for any RAM location in the Data test
modes uses a code segment similar to
the pseudocode shown in Listing 1.

This segment is at the micro level
of the Data test. At the macro level,

there are three stages. The first is the
size check which works by first writ-
ing 0 to every byte in the RAM that is
on a 64K boundary. It then writes a 1
with all the address lines high. The
software then searches for this 1 in
64K steps until found. If it is found at
FFFF, then the part is a 64K part since
it did not see any of the higher order
address bits. If it is found at 3FFFF,
then the part isa 256K part, and finally
if it is found at FFFFF, then the part is
a 1M part. This value is displayed if
auto size was requested and the unit is
not doing a Long test. Otherwise, it is
compared to the manual size entered
and if different, a size test fail prompt
is generated and the test stops. If the
size test passes, the test continues to
the pin test.

The pin test checks for open pins
on the device. It operates by first clear-
ing location 0000 of the RAM. It then
writes a 1 to each locationin the device
that has an address with a single
address line high (e.g., 0001,0002,0004,
etc.). If a pin is open, then this single
address line will not be seen and the

CSI-100 FE232 Serial/Powerline  Interface
Clrcun board accepts RS232  serial ASCII commands from any PC serial

1
on, modem or dumb terminal. CEBus language or X-10 mmmards may
e dlreclly  enlered through serial porl lor ourput  on the AC powerline. The

battery backed clock and 2% event
table control CM-100  or X-10 modules
by lime of day independent 01 the PC 9350

1 CSI-100.MS  Menu Software NO CHARGE 1

CBM-100 Powerline l/O Module
Features SIX dlgnal  10 lines which are brou ht  out 10 .l’ header lor easy
anachment 10 accessory 10 boards. One d line also drives an on-board
oplo-cou@ed  triac  capable cl controlling a 12OQ40  VAC 4 amp load
via screw termmal barrier strip. Board
is compatble  wrth CEBus  commands 995

CBM-1  Oil-01 CBM-100-02 CBM-100-03
Opto-Isolated  Input Relay  Driver Terminal Board

$45 . $32 $30

/

MS-DOS EPROM
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

NEEDS NO INTERP
%if%, TMS2116*,  2716
27(316,2516,2532*,  2S64*
68764*,  68766*, 2732,2732A
27(332,2764,2764A,  27C64
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52833*
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Dlagmms  included  w,*h manual
Asembkd  adapcrs  BIG  available

.PROCRAM  EPROM(S) .SA”E  EPROM s, OR COPY EPROM(S)
FROM DISK FILE fBUFFER TO D SK .YRRIFy  EPROM ERASED

.RRAD  DlSK  FILE IN-TO
BUFFIZR

.~PRMRA&vfvfP,ROM’~ .SELECT  BUFFER  EDITOR
.SRL.RCT  DRYICE  TYPE

.~RE;PROM(S) INTO .CC~&OM(S .DlwICE  CBRCKSVM
.sw BUFFER (0, 1.2.3)

1 PLUSANINTEGRATEDBU EDITOR WITHISBYTELEVELCOMMANDS  ]

SYSTEMINCLUDES: PROGRAhtMlN G UNIT, POWER PACK
CONNECTING CABLE, OPERATION MANUAL & SOFTWARE $289

SOFTWARE  *“AlLABLE  ON, !Jr  OR  5 I*’ DlSY  &PL.ExE  SPEclMCALL ABOUT  OPTIONAL ArMPTEIS  - A SOFT mvm CA E IS AYul.ABLE  Rx Sl9.00
TO ORDER SEND CBECK.  MONEY ORDER,  WRITE  OR CALL:

ANDRATECH
P.O.BOX222

MILFORD,OHIO45150
(513)831-9708
FAX (513) 831-7562

CALL  OF.  WRITE  mm MORE ImRMAiYON  - ADD  s5.m  FOR  SHIPPlNC  - s(.oo mUR  c.0.o.
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write will overwrite location 0004L
After all locations are written, loca-
tion 0000 is tested for a 0 and a pin test
fail prompt is generated if it is 1.

If the size and pin tests pass, then
the actual Data test code is run. This
codewritesand thenreadslsand Osto
each location in 64K blocks. Writing
and reading small blocks allows fail-
ures to be determined faster on larger
parts. The 64K blocks are actually
written and read by four subroutines
intheCHKDTAmodulecalledWRlBLK,
RD~BLK,WROBLK,~~~  RDOBLK. If a
failure is found in any of the reads, a
Data test fail prompt is generated and
the test terminates and returns to the
main module. Otherwise the Data test
pass prompt is displayed and the same
return is made.

SIMPLE ACCESS TIME SOFWARE

The TACC software module is
responsible for access time measure-
ments and is very simple since most of
the test is done in hardware. Because
of the speed required to do the access
time measurement, the row address

and column addresses are kept the
same for all the measurements. Keep-
ing the row and column addresses the
same eliminates the time overhead of
quickly (very quickly at 70 ns) remov-
ing the row address, applying the
column address, and strobingit. What
this means is that only “diagonal”
addresses can be used for access time
tests-a minor design tradeoff since
access time should be independent of
address. Because the access time
measurement is primarily hardware
based, a description of the software
amounts to a description of the hard-
ware in the context of the test.

The access time measurement
begins by writing OS to all of the
“diagonal” addresses in the lower 64K
block of the part. It then writes a 3-bit
address to the 8-to-1 multiplexer’to
select which tap from the silicon delay
line it will use. This 3-bit value is
usually the value that was stored in
spval by the keyboard routine be-
fore the test was run. RAS is generated
by bringing P2.6 low. This strobes the
row address into the DRAM and is
also the input to the delay line. CAS is

1 1 1 1

(S-bit RS-485 multidrop network)
l

S-Bit Solution 0 timizes
Embedded Control er NetworkP

Performance
j-bit conwmnications  protocols  take advantage  of untapped features I~~:~,ouI*

evnbedded contvollem,  lettin them pevfovm  with  lower nehvork ove&ead

NBS-l Card Network Software
’ PC/XT/AT m-485/422
l 9-bit  network master

l Sofhmre  tools for g-bit  protocol
development available

(fdl or half duplex) l Supports PC &popular inicro-
controllers

NBS-2 Card
Call or Write fov Move  Information:

Cimetrics Technology
B PC/XT/AT - U-530/485/422 120 West State Street

robust serial communications Ithaca. New York 14850
b 9-bit network master (607) 273-5715

(607) 273-5712 FAX

generated40nslaterbyatapoutof  the
delay line and strobes the same ad-
dress into the column address of the
DRAM. The DRAM’s data output pin
is pulled up by a 10k resistor so that
either a tristated output or a 1 will
produce a high output. This output is
tied to the D input of a flip-flop which
is clocked by the output of the 8-to-1
multiplexer: the programmable delay.
Since the RAM was filled with OS, the
processor looks at the Q output of the
flip-flop after it is clocked and expects
to see a low if the access time measure-
ment was successful. The software
subroutine in the TACC module that
performs this test on 256 locations is
called TACSUB. In theauto  speed mode,
the access time measurement is started
atitsslowest speedandisdecremented
by 20 ns per step until a failure speed
is reached. It is then incremented by
one to the last known good condition
and displayed. In the manual mode,
the TACSUB subroutine is called 256
times for a more extensive test and a
pass/fail result is displayed.

DATA TEST

The Data test is the default test
mode at power up. This mode tests
thebasicread/writeoperationof  each
cell of the DRAM. It is selected by
pressing the Mode key until “Test
Mode Data” is displayed. If the user
wishes to enter a size for the part, the
Size key is used to select it. The default
size is Auto in which case the tester
will determine and display the RAM
size at the beginning of the test. RAM
size is selected by pressing the Size
key repeatedly until the desired sizeis
reached. Speed has no effect during
the data test so can be set to anything.

The test is run by pressing the
Run/Stop key once and verifying the
“Test Ready.. .” prompt, then press-
ing it once more to run the test. The
test can be aborted when running by
pressing the Run/Stop key again in
which case the display will read “Test
Aborted.. . .” The possible test results
for the Data test are:

1. Data Test Pass-All portions of
the data test passed. This indicates
that all cellsin the part are functioning
(good part).

Reader  Service  X 120
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2. DataTestFail-Indicates  thatat
least one cell in the part is not capable
of storing a 1 or a 0.

3.PinTestFail-Indicates  thatone
or more address or output lines are
shorted, tied high, tied low, or are
open. Make sure the part is installed
correctly in the socket before you as-
sume the part is bad.

4. Size Test Fail-This display
indicates one of two conditions de-
pending on the setting of RAM size. If
RAM size is set to auto, it indicates
that no valid size for the part could be
found. If RAM size is set manually, it
means that the size determined is dif-
ferent from that set. This failure could
occur, for example, if a 64K part was
being tested with the RAM size set to
256K.

TACC TEST

The Tlcc mode is used to measure
the access timeof the part. It isentered
by pressing the Mode key until “Test
Mode Tact” is displayed. The speed
maybe set automatically or manually,
with Auto being the power-up de-
fault. The Auto mode is more useful
for most applications and will simply
determine the access time and display
it as “Auto Spd = xx ns.” The Manual
speed mode is useful for sorting parts
by speed and will display “Tact Test
Pass” or “Tact  Test Fail” depending
on whether the speed is less than or
greater than the speed selected. The
Auto mode can also display “Tact
Test Fail” if the measurement cannot
be made or if the access time is greater
than 210 ns. Once the speed is se-
lected, the test is run by pressing the
Run/Stop key twice.

LONG TEST

The Long test is a variation on the
Data test that just runs the Data test
repeatedly until either a failure occurs
or the test is aborted by pressing the
Run/Stop key. The Long test mode is
enteredbypressingtheModekeyunti1
“Test Mode Long” is displayed and
then pressing the Run/Stop key twice.
“Long Testing.. .” will be displayed.
The same failures as the Data test are
displayed. There is no explicit pass in

this open-ended test, only a nonfail-
ure at the time the test was aborted.

CONSTRUCTION

The prototype that I submitted to
the contest is pictured in the opening
photo and opened in Photo 1. There is
nothing critical about the packaging,
though if you want something that
you can really use, it needs to be solid.
Since this unit is a hand-built proto-
type that included parts I had on hand,
the best I can do is to tell you what I
did, though your packaging may dif-
fer somewhat.

The plastic enclosure I used is
made by Unibox (LMB makesone that
is similar) and is 3.9” x 1.5” x 5.25”. I
machined the box with an l/8” end
mill which fits the radius of the Tex-
tool ZIF socket nicely with no filing. I
roughed out the keyboard holes on
the mill and finished broaching the
corners with a square needle file. If
you don’t have access to a machine
shop, the whole job could be done
carefully with a Dremel and files. A
local sign shop made me engraved
plasticlabels for the keyboard and ZIF
socket for about ten dollars. I wanted
to engrave the box directly and fill the
lettering with paint but the shop said
that the box wasn’t “stable” enough.
The slide switch hole in the side was
made with a drill, a sharp knife, and
lots of filing. It is tough to make good-
looking, rugged, one-of-a-kind pack-
aging; if you come up with a better
way to do it, I’d like to hear from you.

In the end, I built three boards: a
keyboard, a ZIF socket board, and a
main electronics board. There is also
an LCD module that wires to the main
board. The main board mounts on
bosses provided in the bottom of the
box. The keyboard and ZIF board
mount on bosses in the top of the box.
The LCD mounts with through holes
to the top of the box. If I did it over, I
would glue little bosses in the top for
the LCD so the screws wouldn’t be
visible.

I’m sorry to say that I can’t offer
you a PCB layout. I use perf board
with Scotchflex IDC socketsand hard-
ware (made by 3M)  for all my proto-
typing projects. If you’ve never heard

Develop Image-basec
applications with

Victor Image Processing

Work with any size image:
Now your applications can support g-bit colt
and gray scale images of any size because Vie
tor gives you complete control over conver
tional.  expanded. and extended memory.

Display on Super VGA
Display images on EGAVGA  and super VGA u
to 1024  x 768 256 colors.

LOad & save PCWTlFF/GIF
Handle images from any source, or treat
translation programs between the popular fil
formats.

Gray scale & color images
Powerful image processing for all images
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resize. brighten, contrast, sharpen, outline
linearize, matrix conv,  colorize, & more.

ScanJet,  LaserJet suppori
You can have device control for gray seal
scanning -- AND print halftones at any size.

Victor supports Microsoft C
QuickC,  and TurboC,  includes demonstr:
tion and prototyping software, and full docL
mentation. Source code available. Victc
Library, version 2, $195.

Video Frame Grabbers
Victor Image Processing Library
is also available with 256-level
gray scale video frame grabbers
Victor supports these digitizers
with capture, live video on VGA,
and frame averaging.
VICTOR LIBRARY, v 2 . . . . . . . . . . $195
with 256x256 frame grabber $399
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of these sockets, I highly recommend
themforalmostanythingbutthemost
critical circuits. The technique is simi-
lar to wire-wrap in some ways but
usesinsulationdisplacementpinsand
makes low-profile boards.

MAIN ELECTRONICS BOARD

The overall board size is 3.1” x 3.6”
with 0.4” notches in two comers for
the bosses in the box. The board is
mounted to the box with #4 x l/4”
self-tapping hardware on a 3.2” x 1.5”
pattern to match the box bosses. The
keyboard wiring hangsoff this smaller
board, the ZIF socket board connects
with a 20-pin  dual row IDC ribbon
connector at the top, and the LCD
display is connected with a 14-pin  DIP
headerand ribbonneartheside.Leave
good service loops for this wiring but
make sure you can close the box.

KEYBOARD

Thekeyboardisalittlestrip board
about 0.6” wide and 3.6” long. I used
stiff solder-typeperfboard forit so the

key switches could be soldered down
and would feel solid. The keys I used
are 0.3” on a side, are available from
good electronics wholesalers, and are
made by Calectro. The board align-
ment is critical for smooth operation
and aesthetics. I point-to-point sol-
dered the wiring on the board and ran
a ribbon over to the main board.

ZIF SOCKET BOARD

TheZIF socket board uses similar
construction techniques as the key-
board. I used point-to-point wiring
with 30-gauge wire-wrap wire and
solder. I taped over the back of it with
electrical tape since it is a bit delicate.
It has about a 2”ribbon  cable and dual
row O.lOO”center  IDC header hanging
off it that mates with the top of the
main electronics board. The clearance
of this ribbon cable with the battery is
a bit tight.

LCD DISPLAY

The LCD display is a standard
Japanese display module. They are

R-535 Prototyping Board Plus R-WARE

A Complete System for Developing Embedded
Control Applications

Board includes: power supply, 80535
processor (enhanced 8032 with 3 tim-
ers plus watchdog timer and 12 inter-
rupt sources at 4 programmable prior-
ity levels), up to 256 k on-board
memory, Eprom burner, RS-232 serial
port at 9600 Baud, 28 digital I/O lines,
8 analog input lines, 2-l/8” by 6-l/2”
breadboard with 8 pushbuttons, 8
toggle switches, 16 LEDs,  2 numeric
displays.

R-Ware includes: ROM resident
monitor program and PC-based inte-
Qrtited  menu-driven software for edit,
assembly, PC-to-board communica-
tion, download and debug.

RIGEL CORPORATION Plus  comprehensive user’s manual and

P.O. Box 90040 control experimentswith example soft-

Gainesville, FL 32607
ware.

(904) 373-4629 Prices start at $395

available on thesurplusmarket at very
low prices; I buy them whenever I see
a good deal. Though I wasn’t able to
find one, a bottom view display is
preferred since this is almost always
the orientation of the display. The
display is connected to the main board
with a 1Cpin DIP header and ribbon
cable about 3” long. I generally wire
the 14-pin  header to agree with the 14
pins of the display. Though this in-
volves a little bit of scramble wiring of
the ribbon cable, it’s easier to trou-
bleshoot and I’ve standardized on it
for all my junk box displays. The dis-
play is mounted with #2-56 machine
screws at its four comers. If you use
the machine screws, use spacers or be
careful tightening them since the LCD
boards are fairly fragile.

A STARTING POINT

This article has described the design
and construction of a portable DRAM
tester. My hope is that this article will
be a starting point for the reader to
embellish and improve. Some ideas
for improvements might be the inclu-
sion of “by 4”-type parts or support
for SIPS and SIMMs,  both of which are
considerably more common now than
when I developed this unit. Another
improvement might be automatic
power shut-off, a necessity in a port-
able instrument I think. I’m sure
improvements could be made in the
test algorithms and software, too. I
also deliberately left the processor’s
UART available so that a serial opera-
tion mode could be included. This
might be useful for logging tests to a
printer or getting sort data. Anyway,
have fun and let me know what you
come up with by leaving me some
mail on the Circuit Cellar BBS. I’d
really enjoy hearing from you. “$

John Wettroth  is the chief engineer at SAIC
Mil Products in San Diego, Calif.  He also
owns Travtech of San Diego, which produces
an HP 48 calculator I/O interface.

IRS
404 Very Useful
405 Moderately Useful
406 Not Useful

Reader  Service X185
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Jsing the Tl74 for
)ata Acquisition

Low-Cost BASIC I/O

L

FEATURE
ARTICLE

Ed Vogel

I have often looked at my calcu-
lator and asked, “If this thing is so
smart, why do I need a multimeter
and counter/timers to take data from
experiments?” It is, after all, a micro-
processor-based instrument; all it
needs is an I/O port and some pro-
grammability. Hand-held computers
are a little better. Most have a serial
interface which requires more pro-
gramming than I care to do.

Enter the T174. It has thecomplete
address, data, and control buses plus
a chip select on an edge card connec-
tor for memory expansion, greatly
simplifying theinterfaceand program-
ming task. The T174 is a reasonably
priced ($100) hand-held computer/
scientific calculator fromTexasInstru-
ments. When programmed by an IBM
PC or compatible (adapter cost is$60),
it is capable of many modest data ac-
quisition tasks via the I/O adapter I’ll
describe in a bit. Most of the parts
needed to wire-wrap and package the
project are available at Radio Shack.
The edge card connector, T174, and
ICs are attainable from a number of
other sources, including those listed
at the end of the article. A solderless
breadboard and power supply are
good to have on hand since 24 digital
I/O lines are only so useful by them-
selves.

This project consists of three main
assemblies: T174, enclosure, and I/O
board as shown in Photo 1. The enclo-
sure is not absolutely necessary,
though it does provide strain relief
and protect the edge card connection.
I don’t recommend adding more cir-
cuitry to the I/O board since I don’t
have firm numbers regarding the T174
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Mosf hcmd-
held compufefs
have a serial
inferface which
requires more
programming fhun
I cure to do .

power supply capability. In its pres-
ent incarnation, this unit is bulky.
Those of you who have considerable
experience in electronics will no doubt
find clever ways to make it smaller
and power supply independent. This
articleisfor those witha tight budget-
my friends who teach high school
physics, for instance.

THE I/O BOARD

Before putting any parts on the
I/O board, drill four 3/16”  holes near
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THE EDGE CARD CONNECTOR

Photo 1 -the 1174 data acquisition
enclosure, and the I/O board.

unit consists of three main assemblies: the T/74,

This is the most difficult part of
the project: Work methodically and
take your time. Set the edge card con-
nector in a table vise and situate the
I/O board pins up nearby. Cut a
twelve-inch piece of wire-wrap wire
and strip one end for wrapping. Strip
the other end back one eighth of an
inch and form a tight hook. Tin the
hook with solder. Using the TI con-
nector illustrated in Figure 1, solder
the pretinned wire to pin 14. Wrap the
other end of the wire to pin 34 of Ul.

Cut out apieceof perfboard to the
dimensions in Figure 1 and attach this
piece to the edge card connector.

the THIS IS

the corners of the prototyping board.
Mark the hole pattern onto a separate
piece of paper for use later in the
construction of the enclosure. Solder
the wire-wrap sockets, Cl, C2, and Rl
into the PC board. Mark pin 1 of each
socket on the bottom of the board for
reference. Using the schematic shown
in Figure 1, start making wraps, mark-

ing off each connection as it is com-
pleted.

Attach a DB-25 connector to one
end of the ribbon cable. Split out wire
number 13 and install the 24-pin IDC
socket on the other end. Solder the
wire that was split out to circuit ground
and install the IDC socket in the 24-
pin wire-wrap socket on the I/Oboard.

A TEST

The experienced may wish to stop
here and do their own custom appli-
cation. The project is now at a semi-
functional level so testing is in order
regardless of additional plans. I used
the following items to perform the
test: T174, IBM adapter, I/O board,
multimeter, and oscilloscope or logic
probe. I am not going to do a detailed

POWER TfiBLE

Flgure  I -me hear7  of the l/O board is an 82C55 PPI. Connections from the board to the outside world are through a 25-p/n  D-type
connector. A ribbon cable from a 24-pin D/P header to the 25-p/n  D connector completes the connection.
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10 CALL POKE(16387,128) ;SETS DATA DIR FOR ALL PORTS AS OUTPUT
20 CALL POKE(16384,O) ;OUTPUTS  0 ON PORT A
30 CALL POKEf16384,255) ;OUTPUTS 255 ON PORT A
40 GOTO 20 ;LOOP

listing 1 -This short T/74  BASIC routine may be used to check the interface

explanation of the IBM adapter opera-
tion since TI’s documentation covers
it adequately. I will offer two impor-
tant hints: use complete DOS paths
with the delimiters specified by TI,
and execute the BASIC NEW command
if the T174 returns an error message
whenyouCALL  PEEKorCALL  POKE.

The two files to load from the IBM
are PEEK.SUB  and POKE.SUB, which
are in the PC interface system disk
directory UTIL74. Connect the T174 to
the I/O board. The edge card connec-
tor and perf board should fit snugly in
the cartridge port. Turn on the T174. A
blinking cursor should appear on the
display’s far left. If it doesn’t or if there
is an error message, turn the T174 off.
Sometimes the bus can hang so thor-
oughly that the off switch will not
function. If this happens remove the
batteries and unplug the edge card
connector. Inspect the wiring for

shorts, especially at the connector, and
ring them out with a multimeter.
Assuming the wiring problems are
fixed reconnect the I/O board, power
up, and type in the program in
Listing 1.

Consfrucfion
of fhe enclosure is
sffcYighfforwurcf
and requires no
measuring. The
on/y fools needed
are a drill, a
hacksaw, and
a file.

Run the program and use a logic
probe or oscilloscope to check for ac-
tivity at Ul port pins PAO-PA7. They
should be toggling at a rate of about
twenty times a second. If this is not
working, power down the T174 and
start looking for wiring errors.

THE ENCLOSURE

Construction of the enclosure is
straightforward and requires no
measuring. The only tools needed are
a drill, a hacksaw, and a file. Use the
piece of paper on which the PC board
hole pattern was marked earlier to lay
out the bottom of the enclosure for
drilling the mounting holes. Drill the
holes and install the standoffs. Place
the PC board on the standoffs, put the
DB-25 connector on the edge of the
box, and outline the portion inside the
mounting ears. Cut a 3/4”  deep slot
here. The DB-25 connector should drop
in and not interfere with the top cover.
Match the alignment marks of the
mounting ears to those in the enclo-
sure, drill, and install the mounting

Offering exceptional value in a single-board embedded controller, Micromint’s RTC-HCll  combines
all of the most-asked-for features into asmall 3.5” x 4.5’ package at a reasonable price. Featuring the popular A
Motorola MC88HCll 8-bit microcontroller, the RTC-HCll gives you up to 21 lines of TTL-compatible
I/O; an 8-l& 8thannel analog-to-digital converter; two serial ports; a real-time clock/calendar with 1
battery backup; 512 bytes of nonvolatile EEPROM; and up to 64K of on-board RAM or EPROM, 32K B
of which can be battery backed. A

Software development can be done directly on the RTC-HCll target system using 1
BASIC-1 1, an extremely fast integer BASIC interpreter with dedicated keywords for 1
I/O port, A/D converter, timer, interrupt, and EEPROM support. In addition, a flexible .
configuration system allows a BASIC program to be saved in the on-board, battery- A

backed static RAM, and then automatically executed on power-up. Micromint 1
also offers several hardware and software options forthe RTC-HCl 1 in&d- d
ing the full line of RTC-series expansion boards as well as an assembler, .
ROM monitor, and C language cross-compiler.

.

additional features include:
’ Asynchronous serial

K-232  and
rt with full-duplex

half-dup ex RS-485 driversY
) 1 -MHz synchronous serial port
’ CPU watchdog security

=,_

) Low-power “sleep” mode
’ 5-volt-on1
’ RTC statk.

operation
RTGHC1142 $239_OOy

tng bus
Board w/8-bit ADC, EEPROM, 8K RAM, and

RTGHCll~3 $269.00 =I
Board as above wl battery-backed RAM, clock-calendar,
and BASIC-1 1 in ROM

MICROMINT, INC. 4 Park Street l Vernon, CT 06066 l (203) 871-6170  l Fax: (203) 872-2204
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hardware. Put rubber feet on the bot-
tom of the box. Install the PC board on
its standoffs, pulling the edge card
connector and cable up and out of the
box. Slide the cover onto the box just
up to the cable and mark it.

File a slot on the cover where
marked and smooth with sandpaper.
I used electrical tape to protect the
cable where it emerges from the cut-
out. Screw the lid onto the box. Apply
several layers of sticky-backed tape to
the bottom of the T174 plastic carrying
case. Position it carefully on the enclo-
sure cover, sitting in such a way that
the edge card connector and cable are
not hanging out over the enclosure
edge. Press down to set the tape, in-
stall the T174 in its case, and plug in the
edge card connector.

MAKING IT WORK

To simplify interfacing I recom-
mend making up another DB-
25-to-24-pin IDC cable. It will plug
nicely into a solderless breadboard
and will assist in keeping track of

wiring connections. Remember to split
out wire 13 for ground if you do this.
Any wall socket DC adapter regu-
lated through a 7805 will do nicely for
+5 V to the breadboard.

The first step in any interfacing is
to determine how many inputs and
outputs are required since this deter-
mines which control word gets writ-
ten into the data direction register.
Read the comments in the test pro-
gram and the data sheet for the 82C55
for more details. I have interfaced a
KAD 0820BCN A/D converter avail-
able from Digi-Key, a 74HC574  latch,
and a solid-state relay switching AC
power on and off to a instrument. The
highest sampling or switching rate
you can expect is about 20 times a
second, which is about the same as
that used by multimeters. There is a
host of other chips that can be inter-
faced to this system to do many data
acquisition and control tasks. 4

Ed Vogel works in product development for
Science Applications International Corpora-
tion and is a part time science teacher.

SOURCES

Most parts may be found at Radio
Shack. The remainder may be ob-
tained from Allied Electronics. The 15
x 2 edge connector W235-21-030DS
20) may be obtained from Methode
Electronics,

Radio Shack: located across the
U.S. and in many foreign
countries

Educalc
27953 Cabot Rd.
Laguna Niguel,  CA 92677
(800) 677-700 1
(7 14) 582-2637

Allied Electronics
7410 Pebble Dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76118
(8 17) 595-35cx)

Bell Industries
contact:
Methode Electronics
c/o David Norling
(818)  991-4238

IRS
407 Very Useful
408 Moderately Useful
409 Not Useful

I 28 ai 280 Too!

I n ASSEMBLER, DISASSEMBLER
n BREAKPOINT / TRACE
H OEM OBJECT LICENCES  AVAILABLE

n PARALLEL PORT INTERFACE
n 2764.27128 OR 27256
W MAY BE GANGED FOR 8, 16 OR 32 BITS
n UP TO 1 MEG. TOTAL MEMORY CAPACITY

I n TEMPORARY SERIAL PORT FOR DEBUGGING
n USE UNDER 2764,27128,27256 OR 27512

n USE MANUFACTURES OPCODES
n INTEL / MOTOROLA HEX OUTPUT
n LOCAL SYMBOLS

Control Resources
P.O. Box 8694
Rowland Hts, CA 91748

“:zr (818)912-5722x3100

PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

QiCAD

..mIE. . . . .T
a-0I:“:__* I_,

Save timeand money!

QiCAD  is a full-featured
printed circuit layout package
that gives you everything you
need to design circuit boards
quickly.

l ON-LINE HELP
l AUTOROUTER
l POWERFUL EDITING
l HPGUDMPL  PLOTS
l GERBER
l POSTSCRIPT
l EXCELLON (DRILL)
l EGA /VGA compatibile

$195.00 complete  price

345 W. Williams Avenue
Fallon,  NV 89406
(702) 423-1653 (702)423-1654 FAX

RecderService#126
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The Mystery of
Intel Hex Format
Exorcising the Hex Demon

FEATURE
ARTICLE

Ed Nisley

I here comes a time in every
project when your heart stops, your
eyes cloud, and you realize that you
haven’t the foggiest idea what to do
next. In embedded systems program-
ming, one such moment occurs when
you desperately need data in Intel hex
format and all you’ve got is binary.. .
or vice versa.

you get data from one to the other,
with some assurance that a bit or two
didn’t fall off along the way?

citrant gizmo by hand (it has been
done!).

Fortunately, Intel hex format is
easy to generate or parse, at least once
you have the key. After
reading this article, you can
restart your heart, uncross
your eyes, and get on with
your other problems.

The Intel hex file is a survivor of
the era that replaced TlYs with CRTs,
paper tape with floppy disks, and
nearly everything else with a personal
computer. Although there are other
formats around, if you can get your
data into Intel hex format, the mes-
sage will get through.

The fields in each line are
:ccaaaattdd...ddssccr>.zlf>

THE BACKGROUND

Your programs start as
eyeball-readable ASCII
text in a disk file and, after
a trip through a compiler
or assembler, end up as
binary  data in another disk
file. The EPROM holding
your program contains
binary data, so what’s the
problem? Just stuff the
binary data in the binary
EPROM, right?

E&If

cc
aaaa
tt
dd
ss
<cr>
<If>

Contents
Each line must begin with a colon
Number of data bytes in the line
Address of first data byte
Record type
Data bytes
Checksum
Carriage return character
Line feed character

The last record in the file is usually:
:00000001  FF

Step back in time two
decades, when “hand cal-
culators” had fingers, an
“electronic desk calcula-
tor“ was a suitcase full of TTL, and a
“personal computer” got salary and
benefits. Perhaps you were one of the
lucky ones with a Teletype terminal
and an EPROM programmer in your
office.

Figure 1 shows the format of each
line, or “record” as it’s called in the
trade, within an Intel hex file. The
format’s name and traditional file ex-
tension come from the fact that every-
thing is hexadecimal. Every line be-
gins with a colon character and ends
with a carriage return and (in most
cases) a line feed. Some devices are

smart enough to ignore
lines that don’t start with a
colon, although many will
grump about an invalid
record format, and some
don’t need the line feed.

The first byte (two
characters) gives the
number of data bytes in
the record. Although a
single record can have up
to 255 bytes, most devices
gag after only 16 or 32.
Unfortunately, these up-
per limitsare generallyun-
documented and deter-
mined by experimentation
after a last-minute catas-
trophe. A zero length byte
means there are no data
bytes in the record; this
usually occurs only in the
last record in the file.

The next two bytes

A record that puts the data bytes 12 34 at address 5678:
:025678001234EA

Figure 1 -The Me/hex  format divides each line into specific fields. The
first four fields have fixed lengths, while the size of the data field is
specified by the ‘data length’ field. All of the characfers are upper
case, prinintable ASCII.

THE FORMAT

If you were really lucky, that TTY
had a paper tape reader/punch, as
did the EPROM burner. How would

The most essential feature of the
Intel hex format is that it uses only
upper case, printable ASCII charac-
ters. You can print that file, massage it
with a text editor, send it over the
phone without a fancy binary proto-
col, or even type it directly into a recal-

(four characters) are the address of the
first data byte in the line. Despite what
you may think from years of experi-
ence writing code for Intel 8086 proc-
essors, the high-order address byte
comes first! Because there are only
two addressbytes, an Intel hex file can
hold only 64K bytes of data. While
there are variant formats for bigger
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EPROMs, 64K is enough for reasona-
bly sized projects. [Edifor’s Note:
“Extended” Intel hex format allows for
20-bit  address fields.]

Address
8000

Contents
ASCII character used with BASIC-52 PROG command

PROG4 produces 34 hex (“4”)

It is worth noting that successive
recordsdo not have to be in ascending
address order and they need not be
contiguous. Most devices don’t care
one way or the other, but if your de-
vice complains about your file, you
may need to sort the records in as-
cending order of the address field. A
standard ASCII sort will work if you
skip the data length field.

8001 RCAP’LH  bit rate setting
8002 RCAP2L
8003 MTOP high byte
8004 MTOP low byte

8010 Program start marker, 55 hex
8011 First byte of BASIC program

GETBASIC simulates the PROG4 command by saving the current serial port
bit rate and MTOP values. The interpreter will restore these values and start
the BASIC program automatically. Other PROG commands can be simulated
by changing the character at address 8000.

The next byte (two characters) is
the record type. There are only two
useful values: 01 occurs on the last
record in the file, while 00 marks all -.

Hex file addresses typically start at 0000 because the 8052 circuitry decodes
the EPROM so the first byte is at address 8000. Your system may require
different addresses.

other data records. There are a few Figure P--The  BASIC-52 interpreter examines storage during WV.? power-on fesef  routine fo

other “standard” values, but you’d
find out  if there is a BASlCprogramstored  in EPROM. This  table  shows what information is
reuuired  to autostart (7 BASIC program.

best consult your gizmo’s manuals if
00 and 01 don’t suffice.

The data bytes come next. There
must be exactly as many bytes as
specified in the count field, so there
will be twice that many ASCII charac-
ters in the data field. If you use32 data
bytes per record, the resulting ASCII
text fits neatly into the 80-column

straitjacket of your screen and printer.
The number of bytes on each line may
vary, but should not exceed 32 bytes
for compatibility with many devices.

The checksum is the final byte
(two characters) before the carriage
return. To compute this value, add the
binary values of all the other hex data

eb 3,
‘00

SOW  b%,
“%+.+ +% BOUNDARIES

with 6Jfte-B OS’” real- time

Multitasking Operating System
Byte-BOS Real-Tie Multitasking Operating System (BOS) BOS supports a wide variety of micrccontmllers including
is a powerful multitasking operating  system designed the 8051, 8096, !0188/86,  6801/3, 68HCl1,  68332, 68302,
specif~ally  for embedded microcontroller  applications. 61340, 6301/J  64180, H8500, and 37700  families.

BOS is written in “c” with an assembly language kernel BOS, now available for the PC,  supports PC peripherals
tuned to a spxiic microcontroller. Application code and DOS/BIOS calls. The BOS PC system can be used in a
written in “c”  using  BOS on one microcontroller can lx desktop/embedded application or for cross development
used on any micrccontmller  supported by BOS. and debug of software for all microcontrollers using  BOS.

BOS reduces integration tie by supporting “on board” BOS is available as  “no royalty” source code. BOS supports
peripherals and popular “c” compilers. BOS includes one timer and serial  port, and is configured to the C
tier support, an asynchronous communications package, compiler of choice. The complete system sells for $1990  and
system “make” fdes, and working application code. includes a user manual, “make” files, and application code.

together, take the two’s complement,
and thelowbyteis thechecksumvalue.
Because the checksum is the last byte
in the line, your programs can accu-
mulate it on the fly while the rest of the
line goes by. A few examples may
clarify this process:

The record to put 00 hex at ad-
dress 0000 is “:0100000000FF.”

The record for 01 hex at address
0203 is “:0102030001F9.”

And putting FA CE at address
BABE requires the line “:02BABEOO
FACEBE.”

Although upper case and lower
caselettersmeanprettymuchthesame
thing to our cerebral neural nets, most
devices insist on upper case ASCII
text. For those of you writing in C, use
“%2.2X” format rather than the
“%2.2x”  that you may think is more
readable.

Finally, the last record in nearly
every Intel hex file looks like
“:00000001FF.”

Some compilers put the program’s
starting point in the address field,
blithely ignoring the fact that record
type 03 is set aside for that very pur-
pose. As most microcontrollers start
at address 0000, and you’ll have gone
to great trouble to provide special code
for the ones that don’t, this feature is
generally of little use. Unless your
gizmo absolutely requires a special
end record, you can hard-code (gasp!)
the value shown above.
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Nkenized  BASIC-52 data :

f;4008 18=64000 : rem first line number of this program

64050 bO=dby(13h)*256+dby(l4h) : rem BASIC program start addres

64100 print "Tokenized BASIC-52 program EPROM header starts on_.next line"

p-a.*..-  * ,

dO=lOh : gosub 65000 : rem 16-byte header block
,an-L.,/,T;L:  . -......L cEnnn

64110 c5=0 : rem initialize checksum
64112 nrint U-U
64114
64116 uu-uA,<Jv  . OJUVVyv.,uu
64118 dO=bl.and.Offh  : qosub 65000
64120 do-0 : qosub 65000
64122 d0=34h  : gosub 65000 : rem PROG type
64124 dO=rcap2/256 : gosub 65000 : rem bit
64126 dO-rcapZ.and.Offh : oosub 65000
64128 do-mtop/256  : qosul
64130 dO=mtop.and.Offh : gosu
64132 for i=l to 11 : rem fil
64134 dO=O : gosub 65000

number
rate

i &%6 : rem MTOP value
b 65000
1 remainder of line

64136 next i
64138 qosub 65020
64140 bl=bl+lOh

64150 co=0 : rem initialize checksum
64152 print tr:~r,
64154 dO=l : qosub 65000 : rem BASIC marker
64156 dO=b1/256  : gosub 65000

byte

64158 dO=bl.and.Offh : gosub 65000
64160 dO=O : gosub 65000
64162 d0=55h : gosub 65000 : rem the marker!
64164 gosub 65020
64166 bl=bl+Olh

cn-Jn/l --- -2 _ __I_ ___.%> .q a line

64400 : rem last byte?
“-1L”” Lrnl -- sL.arl_ Senaln

64202 if Olh=xby(bO)  goto
64204 if Lk(xby(bO+l) 64400*256+xby(b0+2)) goto : rem our first

Line

64300 rem -- it's a standard line
64302 gosub 65030 : rem extract line info
64310 gosub 65050 : rem hex linebegin
64312 gosub 65080 : rem send data section
64314 qosub 65020 : rem send checksum
64316 if 12~19 then lo=12 else 1#=19
64318 if 12~0 goto 64310

: rem set up next chunk

64320 goto 64200

64400 rem -- do end of file
64412 co=0 : rem initialize checksum
64414 print ":'I,
64416 dO=l : gosub 65000 : rem line with one
64418 dO=b1/256  : qosub 65000

byte

64420 dO=bl.and.Offh : qosub 65000
64422 dO=O : aosub 65000
64424 cd.O=Olh ; gosub 65000

Vmr7.k ccn7n64426 4uz,u- ".,vLV
64428 print ":00008001FF"
64430 print "BASIC-52 program ends on previous line"
64432 stop

65000 Irem -- show d0 & update checksum
65002 _ ,I .^. .-_-.cu=tcu+auJ.ana.urrh
65004 print chr (asc(S(O), (d0/161+1)),

chr(asc(S(0),(dO.and.Ofh)tl)l,
65006 return

65020 rem -- show checksum and finish line
65022 dO=(lOOh-cO).and.Offh : gosub 65000

(con!iWWn

listing 1 --This program extracts a tokenized BASIC program from an 8052 system and
dumps if in Intel hex format. Lines 64 110 through 64 166 add the header information used
by BASIC-52 to identify BASIC programs in EPROM, Lines 64400 through 64428 add the 0 1
byte that marks the end of the program and the standard last line of the hex file.

FOR EXAMPLE...

Although the canonical sample
program for this topic converts a bi-
nary disk file to an Intel hex disk file,
I’ll pick a problem closer to the heart
of embedded systems: creating an
autostarting BASIC-52 EPROM for
your 8052 microcontroller. Evenif this
isn’t your current problem, you can
work through the code (everybody
speaks BASIC!) to see how to produce
an Intel hex file from raw binary data.

GETBASIC. BAS, shown in List-
ing 1, is a complete program that you
download “atop” your own BASIC-
52 program. Because it uses line
numbers 64000 through 65098, your
program cannot use those lines. Use
GOTO 6 4 0 0 0 rather than RUN to start
GETBASIC, so that the interpreter
doesn’t run your own code. GETBA-
s IC stops when it encounters its own
first line in the tokenized file, so the
Intel hex output contains only data
from your program.

The BASIC-52 interpreter stores
BASIC programs in a compressed
format, replacing the BASIC keywords
with single-byte tokens and convert-
ing the line numbers to binary. This
conversion happens as you type text
into the 8052’s serial port and is un-
done when you list the program. As a
result, you can’t just burn ASCII text
from your disk file into an EPROM
and expect it to work (it’sbeen tried!).

The interpreter examines the
contents of several specific addresses
during the power-on reset routine to
see if there’s a BASIC program ready
to run. If so, it starts execution of the
(tokenized) program. It is your re-
sponsibility to install an EPROM with
the right data at the right addresses
before turning the system on.

There are three issues: getting the
data out of the 8052’s external RAM,
creating the appropriate BASIC-52
EPROM program information, and
putting it all into Intel hex format for
your EPROM burner. The program
shown in Listing 1 does all three in one
shot, dumping the formatted data out
the serial port for you to capture in a
disk file. I’ll presume you can run
your own terminal emulator and
EPROM burner.
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Low cost
8OC552 ICE

Our emulator provides most features
of an 8OC552  In-Circuit-Emulator at a
significantly lower price. It assists in

integration, debug, and test phases of
development. Commands include:

disassembly, trace, real-time
execute-to-breakpoint, line-by-line
assembler, alter register/memory,

and load Intel Hex file.

8OC552 ICE - $399
Also Available:

8031 ICE - $199
8OC31 ICE - $249

Enhanced ROM add $70

8OC51  FA ICE $329
8OC652 ICE $329

Includes Enhanced ROM

8051 Simulation
The 8051 SIM software package
speeds the development of 8051

family programs by allowing
execution and debug without a

target system. The 8051 SlMulator
is a screen oriented, menu

command driven program doubling
as a great learning tool. $99.

8031hl Single
Board Compher

A fast and inexpensive way to
implement an embedded controller.
8031/32  processor, 8+ parallel I/O,
up to 2 RS232 serial ports, +5 volt
operation. The development board
option allows simple debugging of
8031/51  family programs. $ggea

Call us for your custom
product needs.

Free Quote - Quick Response
Other products available:

MyGAL  - GAL Programmer $199
FORTH Card - FORTH development
card for STD Bus $279 (OEM-$1 99)

(619) 566-1892
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65030 rem -- s e t  u p  $nfo  o n  ourrent  BAKtC l i n e ’
650X? ll-xby{bQ)
65036 12=11

: r+m BASIC litie leo~th

65038' i f
: rem &&r&ining llns  Jenqth

11<19  thed IO-19 ! teflt Length  of this fine

6.5050~ rem --
65052 print

send ovpzhead  part  ‘df‘hex Line
":_*

65056 d5=10
z rem initialize checksua

: gosub  65000 : rem ll#B langth
65058 dO=b1/256  : gosub 65500 : rem addreaa high
65060 dO-bl.and.Offh : gosub  63Uq0  : rclm address low

: qasub 65000
65064 return

: rem rword  type
8)  9

65080 rem -- send data part of he% iine 65082 do
65084 dO=xby[Mi : goaub  65000

Listing 1 -continued

The BASIC interpreter stores the
starting address of the program’s first
line at internal RAM locations 13 and
14 hex, so GETBAS IC starts dumping
at that point. However, the hex file
addresses start at 0000 because that’s
the first byte in the EPROM when it’s
in the EPROM programmer. To add to
the confusion, the EPROM is ad-
dressed at 8000  in the 8052 system. If

you are using a large EPROM that has
address 8000 in the “middle” of its de-
coding range, or if your system has a
custom startup routine that looks else-
where for the EPROM, you must
modify GETBAS IC accordingly by
changing variable B 1 in line 64006.

Each BASIC-52 program line
consists of a binary length byte, the
line number expressed as a two-byte

:200098003A00289620616E64206361707475726520?46865207265737~~4732~~~736~2
:lA00BBa06E6720796F75722574657260696E616c20~6D756e61746F720D55
:09OOR~~~~90~329~02R2~2DOD9R
:0C~~~0~00~A~49~1A63130300D86
:200D~026004689224375727265~?42049206973222(349~2616Efr4294~!d7371~5c;$36
:~COlOA~O72656420697322~49~49ODE3
:0601160006005097490oR0 ?
:o~~l~~OO~~~~A9OODE2
:010121000l.K
:~OODQ#~~~ L_

EASC-52 program ends on previous line

ZY
- XN LINE 65000

>

Listing P-Sample GETBASlC test program. Notice that the hex output does not contain
any of the GFTBASlC code!



binary value, the tokenized program
text, and a carriage return character.
The length byte includes all those
fields, so you can find the starting
address of the next line by adding the
length byte to the current address.
The last line of the program is fol-
lowed by a single 01 hex byte.

The first line number in GETBA-
s IC'S code is stored in variable L8 so
that GETBASIC  can stop producing
output when it encounters its own
beginning, rather than when it hits the
true end-of-program marker. If you
don’t have another program in RAM
when you start GETBASIC, the hex
output will consist of the header infor-
mation and a 01 byte marking the end
oftheprogram,withnothingbetween!

GETBASIC  starts a new hex line
for each new BASIC program line, so
you can edit the hex file to remove
program lines.. .but this procedure is
not for the faint of heart. It also starts
a new line after emitting the amount
of data specified by variable L 9 (set in
line 640041, so you can control the
maximum line length to match your
gizmo’s restrictions.

GETBAS IC adds text marker lines
before and after the hex data so that
thestartingandendingpointsaremore
obvious in the captured disk file. You
must edit the file to remove thoselines,
as well as any other extraneous data,
before feeding the file into your
EPROM programmer (unless your
programmer ignores lines that don’t
start with a colon!).

With all that as prologue, GETBA-
SIC's actual workings are fairly
straightforward. Listing 2 shows a
sampleprogramand theresultinghex
output so you can trace through the
code.

Examining the first hex line:

:lOOOOOOO34FFDC17FFOO
000-B

shows 34 at address 0000, so the
BASIC-52 EPROM header simulates a
program created using PROG4. The
FFDC at address 0001 will set 9600
bits/second withan 11.059-MHzcrys-
tal. Finally, the 17FFreveals  that MTOP
was reduced 2K from the 1FFF nor-
mally found with an 8K RAM.

The next line:

:01001000559A

contains a single byte, the 55 marker at
address 0010.

Theremaininglinesarethe token-
ized text corresponding to
GETTEST.BAS.I'~~~WC!  itasanexer-
cise for the reader to match the binary
line numbers with the BASIC text. The
BASIC-52 manual has a table match-
ing keywords and tokens, so you can
check to see that the rest of the pro-
gram is correct.

The final step is to burn the data
into an EPROM, stick it into your 8052
system, and see if it works. Try it!

THINGS TO DO

There are several utility programs
that belong on every embedded sys-
tems programmei’s  disk. Given the
information in this article, you should
be able to whip off a pair of programs
that convert hex files into binary files
and binary files back into hex. [Edi-
tor’s Note: There are numerous binu y-

to-hex and hex-to-bina y conversion pro-
grams for the IBM PC posted on the Cir-
cuit Cellar BBS.1 A hex sorting utility
might be handy, and, of course, It
Would Be Nice to download a hex file
to your 8052 once in a while.. .

You may be tempted to skip the
checksum when you’re reading hex
files from  a PC disk file. After all, what
can possibly go wrong with a disk file
that wouldn’t be caught by DOS and
BIOS error checking? As it turns out,
every so often my OS/2 terminal
emulator would drop a byte. The hex
file checksum was the only proof I had
that something was broken.. .because
the checksum was created on a differ-
ent system!

Long live the Intel hex file! +$

Ed Nisley is a Registered Professional Engi-
neer and a member of the Circuit Cellar INK
engineering staff. He specializes in finding
innovative solutions to demanding and un-
usual technical problems.

IRS
4 10 Very Useful
411 Moderately Useful
4 12 Not Useful

I Affordable 8031 Single Board
Computers

II
Control-R Model 1 (now includes MAX232) $49.95
Our original 8031 SBC. The Control-R 1 now includes the MAX232 chip to
provide serial f/O and has 14 digital VO lines that can be used to measure or
control user designed circuitry. Requires 5vdc and measures 3.0” x 4.0”.

Control-R Model 2 (now includes MAX232 & 8K SRAM) $79.95
An expanded version of the Control-R 1. Now comes fully populated with 8K
of SRAM and MAX232 for serial I/O. Expansion is provided by direct access
to 8031 ports 1 and 3 as well as data, address, RST, l lNTl , ‘WR, l RD,
l PSEN, ALE and Tl.  Requires 5vdc and measures 3.5” x 4.5”.

Datalog-R  Model 1 (with MAX232 & 8K SRAM) $179.95
The newest member of our SBC line. Features serial f/O, 4 ea. 8K device
sockets user configurable as RAM or ROM, expansion connection and a
socket that will accept an (optional, $70.00) 32K byte removable memory
card. This SBC is designed for applications requiring removable, non-volatile
storage or can be used without the memory card as a conventional SBC. Re-
quires either 5vdc or 12vdc for operation and measures 8.0” x 4.5”.

1-217-529-7679 l Visa, Mastercard,  or COD Orders accepted

Reader Service  X127
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You Can’t Do That!
A Look at Porting Code From OS/2 to DOS

D
1 erhaps the least interesting part

of C programming is deducing which
pointer you misused from the obser-
vation that your program dies in
strange and mysterious ways. The
process is rarely boring, because that
abused pointer can give your whole
machine a serious case of the twitch-
ing never-get-overs by mutilating the
operating system’s code or data.

Try as you might, you can’t write
C code without at least one such blun-
der (unless, of course, you use no

routines and recompiled the code. A
short session on an AT with DOS-
mode CodeView produced, in effect,
an OS/2 program ported to DOS!

Although this column usually
concentrates on gritty firmware de-
tails, tricks for developing the pro-
grams merit some attention, too. I’ll
explore the differences between the
OS/2 and DOS versions of my soft-
ware, then make a few observations
on program development by porting
from OS/2 to DOS.

What  if you could find
pointer errors before they
caused any damage?
Would that be worth anything
to you?

pointers at all). So you get used to Big
Red Switch debugging, even though
you know deep down in your heart
that the next glitch may scrub your
hard disk right down to the platter.

What if your debugger reacted to
a wild pointer by popping up a win-
dow saying “Protection Violation”
rather than freezing in its tracks? What
if you could find pointer errors before
they caused any damage? Would that
be worth anything to you?

As it turns out, I developed the
code for an upcoming project entirely
under OS/2, using Microsoft C 6.00
and OS/2 CodeView, specifically to
get that level of debugging support.
When the program was working cor-
rectly, I added a few DOS interface

THE BIG PICTURE

The whole purpose of an operat-
ing system is to separate your pro-
gram from the actual system hard-
ware. In principle, your program
should “talk” only to the operating
system and ignore the hardware de-
tails. In practice, essentially all PC-
DOS programs bypass the operating
system to get direct video controller
access, handle interrupt-driven serial
I/O, and perhaps even snag scan codes
right from the keyboard hardware.

OS/2, in contrast, provides a
mind-numbingcollectionof functions
(called an Applications Program In-
terface, or API, in the currently fash-
ionable technobabble), enough that
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many programs won’t need direct
hardwareaccess.BydefaultOS/2  will
terminate an unauthorized program
that attempts to use an IN AL, DX in-
struction; you can’t even get access to
the I/O ports, much less misuse them!

If your code really needs direct
I/O, a CONFIG. SYS setting can be-
stow I/O authorization. A variation
will give all user programs I/O
authorization, so OS/~‘S protection
isn’t quite as strict as you might imag-
ine. And DOS-mode programs run-
ning in the DOS box can wreak their
usual hardware havoc. So it goes.

The process of porting an OS/2
program to DOS involves nothing
more than providing a set of DOS-
mode functions to mimic whatever
part of the OS/2 API your program
uses. Obviously if your program
uses many OS/IL-specific API func-
tions, you have a formidable task. But
if your intentions are to debug DOS-
mode programs under OS/2, the con-
version need not be difficult.

USER INTERFACING

An important part of any pro-
gram is the user interface, because
that is the only part of the program
“visible” to the outside world. In fact,
many programs are mostly user inter-
faces with a small computational sec-
tion. There is always a tradeoff be-
tween adding convenient features to
the user interface and adding vital
features to the actual program!

Rather than write Yet Another
User Interface, I used the Oakland
Group’s C-scape Interface Manage-
ment System. C-scape provides a
wealth of functions to implement a

/*_______________________________,,__*~
/* Initialize the serial handlers */

int SerInitialize(void)  (

#ifdef OAX OS2
USHORT Do&C;
USHORT Action:
LINECONTROL LineCtrl = f&3,0,0,0);
/* 8 data, 1 stop, no parity */
BYTE DevCmd;

#else
unsigned RateSel;
unsigned Temp;
tendif

ScrShawStatus("Seria1 port setup...");

#ifdef OAK-OS2
DosRC = DosOpen(PortName,&hSerDevice,bAction,OL,

FILE NORMAL,FILE OPEN
OPEN~ACCE.SS_READWRITE I
OPEN SHARE DENYREADWRITE I
OPEN~FLAGS~WRITE_THROUGH,

OL);
if (DosRC  I I (Action != FILE-EXISTED)) (
sprintf(ErrMsg, "Can't open serial port: %s\n",PortName);

I
CscShowErrMsg(ErrMsg,ERR_FATAL);

if (DosDevIOCtl(OL,&SerBitRate,
ASYNC SETBAUDRATE,
IOCTL-ASYNC,
hSerD;vice)) {

sprintf(ErrMsg, "Can't set bit rate to %i\n",SerBitRate);

)
CscShowErrMsg(ErrMsg,ERR_FATAL);

if (DosDevIOCtl(UL,&LineCtrl,ASYNC_SETLINECTRL,
IOCTL ASYNC,
hSerDevice)) {

CscShowErrMsg("Can't  set serial data format",ERR_FATAL);

AevCmd = 0;
if (DosDevIOCtl(OL,SDevCmd,

DEV FLUSHINPUT,
IOCiL GENERAL,
hSerDevice)) {

1
CscShowErrMsg("Can't  flush serial input queue",ERR_FATAL);

#else
if (NULL == (pRecRingBuffer = malloc(RECRINGSIZE)))  (

)
CscShowErrMsg("Not enough RAM for serial buffer",ERR_FATAL);

k?antinued)

listing 1 -Serial port  initialization. The C preprocessor variable OAK-OS;!  is defined when
the source file is compiled to create an OS/2 program. The code between the ‘#ifdef
OAK_OSZ’  and ‘#else’ statements is present for OS/2 compiles, while the code between
the ‘#else’ and “tendif’ statements applies to DOS compilation.
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pRecRingHead = pRecRingTai1  = pRecRingBuffer;
pRecRingEnd = pRecRingBuffer t RECRINGSIZE - 1;
RecRingLevel = 0;
RecRingMax = 0;

switch (SerBitRate)  (
case 1200 : RateSel = COM 1200; break;
case 2400 : RateSel = -COM-2400;  break;
case 4800 : RateSel = -COM-4800;  break;
case 9600 : RateSel = -COM-9600;  break;- -

default :
sprintf(ErrMsg,"Bad  bit rate: %i\n",SerBitRate);
CscShowErrMsg(ErrMsg,ERR_FATAL);

)

_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,SerPortNumber-1,
_COM_CHR8 I _COM_STOPl  I _COM_NOPARITY I RateSel)

if (!SerIRQNumber)  (
SerIRQNumber  = SerInterrupts[SerPortNumber-11;

4erPortAddr  = SerPorts[SerPortNumber-11;

pOldSerHandler  = _dos_getvect(8+SerIRQNumber);  /* save vect */

inp(SerPortAddr); /* clear pending receiver flag */
inp(LSR); /* clear status flags */
inp(~~~); /* clear change flags */
inp(IIR); /* clear THRE flag */

dos setvect(8+SerIRQNumber,SerHandler);  I* install handler */
&tp;iMCR,OxOB); /* RTS & DTR active, enable card ints */
outp(IER,OxOl); /* enable ret interrupt */

SerIRQMask = 0x01 << SerIRQNumber; /* int mask based on IRQ */
disable0;

Temp = inp(I8259MASK);
outp(I8259MASK,Temp h -SerIRQMask); /* zero bit is enabled */
_enable();

tendif

Paused = 0;

SerSendChar(CHAR  CTRL C); /* cancels file transfers &c *
SerDelayMS(2*SerTimeOiitDelay);  /* wait for it to settle down *
SerFlushO; /* discard all leading junk *

return 0;

1

listing 1 -continued

variety of windows, menus, data en-
try forms, and so on. Mouse support is
integrated into the screen functions
and automatically enabled if a Micro-
soft-compatible mouse is present.

C-scape runs equally well under
DOS, in an OS/Z text window, or as a
full-screenOS/2 session. It is not com-
patible with the OS/2 Presentation
Manager, but that was not relevant for
my purposes. While there were some
glitches in C-scape’s OS/2 support,
and the source code was not compat-
ible with Microsoft C 6.00 (despite
Oakland’s ads), the library worked
quite well and had remarkably few
bugs for such a complex system.

With the user interface bottled up
in C-scape routines, the program had
only two hardware interfaces: the
serial and disk I/O routines. By isolat-
ing those in two source files, the rest of
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the code did not need to know which
operating system is in control.

Within those two files I used C
preprocessor statements to select
source code for either OS/2 or DOS.
C-scape required an identifier
(OAK_OS~) to indicate when the code
is compiled for OS/2, so I used
OAK-OS2 in my code, too. The pre-
processor statements resemble:

#ifdef OAK-OS2

Os2StuffO;

#else

DosStuff();

#endif

MyMAKEscriptdefinesOAK_OS2
when compiling for OS/2 and leaves
it undefined for DOS compiles, refer-
ring to an environment variable that I
set from the command line. Based on

0~~_0~2’sdefinition,  thecpreproces-
sor automatically configures the
source code. Rebuilding my program
for either operating system is just a
matter of setting the environment vari-
able and running MAKE.

Rebuilding this particular pro-
gram from scratch takes about 20
minutes, so the MAKE script saves the
OBJ files in a pair of ZIP archives. I
must manually unpack the appropri-
ate ZIP file before starting the first
compile, but, after that, MAKE handles
thedetails;includingupdatingtheZIP
file with the new routines.

DISK DIFFERENCES

The changes to the disk I/O rou-
tines were utterly trivial and can be
summed up in one paragraph. My
program displays a list of acceptable
files whenever it expects a file name,
soIused theO!?/2DosFindFirst()
andDosFindNext()  functionsThese
calls map directly into the Microsoft C
libraryfunctions_dos_f indf irst (1

and _dos_findnext()  functions,
which are valid only under DOS. The
OS/2 functions are slightly more ver-
satile, but, as the software I wrote
doesn’t take advantage of those fea-
tures, the source changes amounted
to two dozen lines of code.

C-scape converts the list of file
names into a pop-up list menu. You
can use arrow keys or a mouse to
scroll through the list, selecting one
file with a double click or keystroke.
The whole pop-up box is resizable
and movable with the mouse. All these
functions come from a single line of
code that invokes a C-scape routine;
you hand it names and it does the rest!

SERIAL SETUP

My project software (which you’ll
see later this year) communicates with
the DDT-51 controller over an RS-232
serial line. OS/2 supports fully buff-
ered,interruptdrivenserialportswith
a set of API calls, so there was no
difficulty finding the features I needed.
In contrast, because PC-DOS provides
essentially no useful serial port serv-
ices, every DOS program (mine in-
cluded) must reinvent the wheel.



An alternative to rolling your own
wheel is to use a serial library, similar
to C-scape, to handle the serial port
undereitherDOSorOS/2.  Whilethere
are several such libraries available for
DOS, I haven’t seen any that provide
the same functions for OS/2.  I sup-
pose that reflects the relative com-
pleteness of the DOS and OS/2 APIs,
as well as the perceived payback on an
OS/2 version. In any event, OS/2 al-
lows  you to roll a much smaller wheel.

Listing 1 shows the key sectionsof
the serial port initialization routine;
some preliminary error-checking and
status display code is omitted to save
space. Even if you’re not familiar with
the OS/2 API, the OS/2 version (fol-
lowing the #ifdef OAK-OS2  pre-
processor statements) should bemuch
easier to understand than the DOS
code (between #else and #endif).

The OS/2 serial setup in this ex-
ample uses just four OS/2 API calls:
open the serial port, set the data rate,
set the data format, and flush any
pending characters. The Microsoft C
6.00 compiler supports the OS/2 API
interface with a set of library routines
and most of the API’s parameters are
set with manifest constants. Given
the rather bulky names, it’s easy to
figure out what each function call
does: DosDevIOCtl  sends control
information to an I/O device
governed by parameters such as
ASYNC SETBAUDElATE.

ThFI’C-DOS  setup code is signifi-
cantly more complex, because the
required functions are scattered
among DOS, BIOS, and C library calls,
as well as a few direct hardware I/O
instructions. Inaddition, thecode  must
allocate RAM for a ring buffer, install
a serial interrupt handler, and mon-
key with the interrupt controller chip.
All those functions are handled by
OS/2 while processing the Dos-
Open 0 call.

The differences would be even
more striking if my software had a
truly complex serial interface. As it is,
the program sends characters using
polling and expects to receive charac-
ters only in response to an outbound
command. The setup code and serial
interrupt handler (there is no trans-
mitter interrupt!) reflect this simplic-

;* This is'a hardware interrupt handler, so we don't change
/* any registers. Perforce, it's useful only for DOS programs..

tifndef OAK-OS2

void interrupt
char KecChar;

_f.ar SerHandler(void)  (

RecChar = (char)inp(SerPortAddr); /* fetch the character */

if (RecRingLevel < RECRINGSIZE) ( /* if room for new char */
*(pRecRingHead+tl = RecChar; /" ._. insert it */
if (pRecRingHead > pRecRingEnd1 (
pRecRingHead = pRecRingBuffer;

1
RecRingLevel++;
RecRingMax  = max(RecRinqMax,RecRinqLevell;

1

outp(I8259,EOI); /* acknowledge the interrupt */
return;

f

#endif

listing 2- DOSserial interrupt handler. This function is needed on/y under DOS. Characters
are transmitted by polling, so there is no transmitter interrupt handler.

ity; a more complex program would THE OBJECTIONS
need more hocus-pocus.

Listing2showsthecompleteDOS The PC magazines are engaged in
serial interrupt handler. It’s written serious Windows hype; the current
entirely in C, so the operation of the dogma is that Windows is what OS/2
ring buffer should be reasonably really should have been all along. To
obvious. Note that this entire function put this in perspective, roughly a year
simply goes away under OS/2..  . ago OS/2 was claimed to be what

Position and/or Velocity

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Y

DCX-

8-Axis Programmable Motion Con~fler
0 State-of-the-art Digital Multifunction Controller can be configured in minutes

using “off-the-shelf” components

0 DCX motherboard contains intelligence/ memory/firmware and 8 sockets for
“plug-in” Modules

0 1 to 8 “plug-in” DC Servo, Stepper or Special Purpose Control Modules can
be mixed/matched on same DCX board

0 Install in any PC/XT/AT compatible, or use “stand-alone” with RS232
and/or IEEE-488 interface Modules

0 High level interface libraries in ” C” and ” BASIC,” with examples and source
code, included

Precision Micro Control
C O R P O R A T I O N

8122 Engineer Road, San Diego, CA 92111
(6191 565-l 500 FAX (619) 565-1511
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Megatel PC+i-
h Reliability, Performance & low

ofile IBM PC/XT@ Compatible
Single Board Microcomputer

Power Consumption
Under 2 Watts

l 8.0 MHz CPU clock frequency
l Requires only +5V operation
l Will boot PC, MS and DR DOS’”
l Yamaha PCDC6366 CMOS Video Color LCD Controller
l NCR 5380 SCSI Hard Disk Controller
l Western Digital 37C65  CMOS Disk Controller (1.44 M Support)
l 704k Byte User DRAM. 32k-256k  Byte BIOS Flash EPROM
l 2 IBM compatible RS-232 Serial Ports. 1 V40@ Serial Port
l On-board voltage converter for Serial + voltages
08087 Math Co-Processor socket
l Less than 2 Watt Power Consumption

The PC+i is Megatel’s second generation single board computer which
boasts a complete IBM PC@ compatible CPU plus on-board peripheral
controllers, networking capability and low power consumption.

FOR INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES, CALL US ATA NUMBER BELOW:
AUSTRALIA - 3 568 0988 ITALY - 331 77 0016
GERMANY - 6074 98031 DENMARK - 44 44 04 88
NORWAY - 9 86 99 70 GREAT BRITAIN - 959 71011
FINLAND - 0757 1711 SWEDEN - 40 97 10 9 0
AUSTRIA - 222 587 6475 NETHERLANDS - 8385 41301
FRANCE - 149 65 2550 SINGAPORE - 338 1300

Megatel COtTlp. Corp. For U.S. Distribution contact:
125 Wendell Ave.
Weston, Ontario M9N 3K9
TEL: (416) 2452953
FAX: (416) 245-6505

DENSITRON  CORPORATION
2540 West 237th St. I
Torrance, CA 90505
TEL: (213) 530-3530 FAX: (213) 534-8419

I
IBM. IBM PC/XT  ore registered  trademarks of IBM Corp. CIS  is V40 of NEC Corp. DR DOS is CI trademark of Digltol  Research Corp.
MS DOS IS a Trademark of Microsoft Corp.

3aderSewice  X159 lnegaw-

Windows really should have been all
along. What might the coming year
hold?

For a while, the biggest and most
serious objection to OS/2 was that
you needed a bigger and most serious
machine with lots of RAM. That’s less
true today and, better yet, bigger and
more serious machines are a lot
cheaper. For example, a name-brand-
clone l&MHz 386/SX clone with 2
MB of RAM, a big hard disk, VGA,
and all the stuffings costsabout $1500.
DRAM is down to $50 per megabyte,
even in SIMMs, so a few more mega-
bytes is no longer much of an issue.

Frankly, the next machine you buy
will run OS/2 with little or no addi-
tional hardwareinvestment. Although
nobody bundles OS/2 with their
machines (earlier Windowsgiveaways
having defined the concept of a “shelf-
ware operating system”), the incre-
mental cost of OS/2 is perhaps a few
hundred bucks.

Incidentally, there is a difference
between “minimum amount of RAM
needed to boot” and “desirable
amount of RAM to do useful work.”
Just as you can never be too smart, too
thin, or too fast, your system cannever
have enough RAM. Buy about twice
as much RAM as you think you’ll
need (even for DOS!) and you’ll come
out about right for starters.

Contrary to popular opinion, you
don’t need the n-kilobuck Microsoft
OS/2 Software Development Kit to
write OS/2 programs. The Microsoft
C 6.00 compiler works just fine, as do
a variety of other compilers from other
vendors. There are even alternative
debuggers available if you don’t like
CodeView,although the highly touted
Multiscope debugger turns out to be
incompatible with MSC 6.00 despite
advertising claims to thecontrarytthis
should be fixed by the time you read
this, I’m told).

Commercial function libraries for
OS/2 are still scarce, although
Oakland’s C-scape does pretty nearly
all the tricks you’d need to build a
character-mode user interface. All my
C-scape customization code worked
fine under both DOS and OS/2,  with-
out even any preprocessor trickery.
Apart from some documentation



problems and the lack of MSC 6.00
source compatibility, C-scape is a very
clean design with lots of hooks and
capability.

What about all those wonderful
DOS programs with no OS/2 equiva-
lents? Well, most DOS programs are
quite happy in the DOS box. For those
few that aren’t, you can use either
OS/~‘S dual-boot option or keep a
DOS floppy boot disk handy. The only
critical program that I don’t have isan
OS/2 disk backup routine; I do daily
backups from the DOS box and boot
DOSaboutonceamonthfortheGrand
Slam backup.

THE PAYOFFS

Part of debugging any program
that uses serial communication is fig-
uring out who said what to whom
about what. Normally, the program
I’ve been writing about talks to the
DDT-51 controller over a three-wire
(send, receive, common) cable; I built
an octopus connector that routed the
two signals to COM3 and COM4 on
my PS/2.  Because the PS/2 Micro
Channel architecture allows multiple
serial ports to share a common inter-
rupt line, all three of those ports oper-
ate concurrently.

Monitoring the serial exchanges
was a matter of starting two
REXXTERM sessions in PM windows:
COM3 shows the application-to-con-
troller messages, COM4 shows the
reverse direction. Meanwhile, the
software under test is using COMl
from another PM window. All the
results show up in real time!

Relatively littleof  my time is spent
compiling 8031 code in the DOS box.
PM supports multiple text windows,
so I can edit source code using KEDIT
in a PM window, compile it with MSC
in another window or the Avocet
compiler in the DOS box, then test it
using CodeView  or download a HEX
file to the EPROM emulator through
another REXXTERM window.

Mostly as a result of Microsoft’s
big Windows 3.0 sales extravaganza,
the OS/2 versions of essentially all
PC-DOS word processing, spread-
sheet, and database programs are now
on Pause while Windows versions are

on Fast Forward. But, as a result of
Microsoft’s previous (OS/21 sales
extravaganza, I have OS/2 versions of
WordPerfect, Excel, Paradox, and a
large collection of utilities.

THE BOTTOM LINE

OS/2 provides an excellent de-
velopment environment: once you
experience multitasking, background
compiles, and crash-proof debugging
you’ll never want to see a DOS prompt
again. Even if you develop PC-DOS
programs, using OS/2 will produce a
working version faster and easier.

Windows or Desqview may give
you many of the same advantages, but
I don’t have any first-hand experi-
ence. If you have tried DOS program
development using Windows or any
of the other DOS extenders, sign onto
the Circuit Cellar BBS and tell us how
well it works and what you think of
the whole process?

Oh, yes, best of luck with those
wild pointers! +

IRS
4 13 Very Useful
414 Moderately Useful
4 15 Not Useful

Cross-Assemblers from $50.00

Simulators from$lOO.OO

Cross-Disassemblers from $100.00

Developer Packages
from $200.QO(a  $50.00 Savings)

Make Programming Easy
Our Macro Cross-assemblers are eas to use. With powerful
conditional assembly and unlimited incluCKe files.

Get It Debugged--FAST
Don’t wait until the hardware is finished. Debug your software with our
Simulators.

Recover Lost Source!
Our  line of disassemblers can help you re-create the original assembly
language source.

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers Worldwide
PseudoCorp  has been providing quality solutions for microprocessor
problems stnce  1985.

Processors
Intel 8948 RCA 1802,05 Intel 8051 Intel 8096,196kc
Motorola 6800 Motorola 6801 Motorola 68HCll
Hitachi 8301 Motorola 6809 MOS Tech 6502

$11roko;O5

Rockwell 65CO2 Intel 8080 85
Hitachi HD64180  Mot. 68k,&lO

Zilog 280 NSC 800

New
Zilog 28 Zilog Super 8
l All products require an IBM PC or compatible.

For Information Or To Order Call:

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd, SuiG  E

Newport News, VA 23686
(804) 873-1947 FAX:(804)873-2154
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Pixie Power

SILICON
UPDATE

I Tom Cuntre//

A Switch + LCD Combo for Intelligent I/O

H avingcovered big, fancy LCDs in a recent article,
let’s now turn to a tiny sibling-the Pixie from Industrial
Electronic Engineers Inc. (IEE).  The most interesting thing
about this thumbnail-sized display is that it is built into a
push-button switch (Figure 1). Thus, the Pixie qualifies as
a complete “I/O” device in less than a cubic inch! Though
the Pixie won’t replace the CRT and keyboard on our
desktop PCs, it could be useful in your next embedded ap-
plication.

The previous article discussed LCD basics and cer-
tainly there is not much to say about the Pixie’s role as a
momentary switch. The real issues for Pixie are a) how to
put it to work and b) what the heck is it good for? As for the
latter question, IEE points out the obvious Pixie potential
in applications like vending machines, industrial control
gear, automotive dashboards, and so on. Certainly, broad
acceptance depends on the price and the current quote
from IEE-$37.75 @ 500 pieces ($49.95 singles&--seems a
little high.

Nevertheless, working under the assumption that
electronic stuff always costs less eventually, the Pixie
should be able to find a home in an ever growing base of
applications. If yours is one, read on to see how to put the
Pixie to work. As you’ll see, there are three choices along
the make-versus-buy curve. Choose whichever is best de-
pending on the state of your technical requirements and
wallet.

ROLL YOUR OWN

If your design is high volume enough to justify extra
development costs which reduce unit costs, designing
your own direct connection to the Pixie switch may be
appropriate.

To get started, let’s take a look at the Pixie pinout
(Figure 2). The first thing  you’ll notice is the Pixie’s thirteen
pins arranged in a distinctly nonsocketable arrangement.
This is a shame since the Pixie form factor could, in prin-
ciple, support a standard 14-pin DIP pinout (I imagine this
would cause some grief for the Pixie mechanical design-
ers-otherwise, wouldn’t they have made this choice in
the first place?). As it stands, the initial challenge (which-
ever interface choice is made) is the physical connection to
the switch. A direct wiring scheme won’t work since a PCB

Figure 1 --The  Pixie
Switch combines
an 864-pixel  LCD
and a push-button
switch.

864 pixel (24x36)
graphic liquid crystal
display utilizing super-
twist technology.

,Providing  full graphic

Switch
Hoosin

capability or 3 lines of
5x7 alphanumeric
characters.

Low power (40 mA)
LED backlighting
integrated into the key
cap assuring readabilty
in poor lighting condi-
tions.

Custom fC driver
provides all interfacing
functions to allow up to
48 switch modules to be
driven from a single
HD8183OB  (Hitachi) or
eouivalent control unit.
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No. P i n F u n c t i o n C o n n e c t i o n

1 SW1 switch USW defined

2 SW2 switch user  defined

3 VOO supply vonage  for logic +5v power SwplY

4 D. data input Dwr or controller

5 L P latch pulse CMtrOller

6 F L M first line marker controller

7 VLC swly voltage for LCD power  SwplY

6 G N D ground (*OV) power  supply

9 Dour

10 SCP

11 R S T

1 2 LED A

1 3 LED K

data output

serial  clock pulse

reset signal

LED anode

LED cathode

DH

controller

controller

power  supply

power  supply
3 PLACES

Ci^..__  e ?-I_  ̂ rv.,:_,_ -:_  -__-----__I_,_____.  -,I- 1- . , , . .rly~r=  L- ,r~e  nxle 3 plr~ urrurlyernenr  aoes nor mow ror a somerea connecnon.

connection of some kind is required to mechanically se-
cure the Pixie. According to IEE, they are working on a so-
lution to ease the Pixie connection-contact them for the
latest information.

Reviewing the pin description, VDD and GND supply
5 V to the Pixie logic. More troublesome, VLC is the LCD
drive voltage which not only is typically negative (e.g., -3
V) but also needs to be adjustable since it determines the
“contrast” (actually viewing angle) of the LCD. Fortu-
nately these days, negative voltages are much easier to
come by thanks to monolithic converter chips from outfits
like ICL and Maxim. The low-power virtues of LCD tech-

nology are illustrated by tiny power requirements (VCC:
0.5 mA, VLC :300 PA typical).

The corresponding weakness of LCD-the need for
ambient light to “reflect’‘-is overcome with a built-in
LED backlight. Unfortunately, as is usually the case, the
backlight power consumption dwarfs that of the LCD. The
Pixie calls for 5 V at 20 mA on the LED A input (GND on
LED K) to brighten things up. Remember to include a 50-
ohm or so current-limiting resistor on LED A.

Of course, the Pixie is a switch just like any other and
SWl/SW2  are the normally open contacts. Key specs are
12-V/50-mA  contact rating and 5-ms switch bounce. Thus,

8 ZIF Sockets for Fast Gang
Proarammina and Easv_ _

/ Spllttln~

20 Key Keypad

- Completely stand-alone or PC-dwen
-Programs E(E)PROMs
- 1 Megabit of DRAM
- User eugradable  lo 32 Megabit
* 3L6”  ZIF Soclek  RS-232

Parallel In and Ooi ’
* 32K Internal Flash EEPROM for easy

fllmware  upgrades
-Wick  Pulse Algorithm 127256

in 5 set, 1 Megabit in 17 sec.)
- 2 year warranty
*Made  I” the U S A
*TechnIcal  support by phone
*Complete manual and schematic
-Single  Socket Programmer also

available. $550.00
. Split  and Shuffle 16 & 32 bit
. 100 User Definable Macros, IO User
D&able  Conflauratlons

. lntelliaent  ldentlfler
* 8116  Intel Hex, and Motorola S
- 2716 to 4 Megabit

New Intelligent AveragIng  Algorithm  Programs 64A in 10 see  256 in 1 mm, 1 Meg (27010. 011)
n 2 rmn 45 set  2 Meg (27C2001)  in 5 rm” Internal card with external 40 p,n ZIF

. Reads, Verifies. and programs 2716.32.32A. 2 n. Cable 40 pin ZIF
64.64A. 1288, 128A256. 512. 513. 010, 011, 301. ,\
27C2001  MCM 68764,2532,4  Megabits I

- Automatical
-Load  and sa’

IY sek programming vollage
ue  buffer to disk I

*Binary, Intel  Hex, and Motorola S formats
*No  uersonalik  modules required
- 1 Year  warranty
-10 days money back guarantee
*Adapters avaIlable  for 8748.49, 51, 751, 52.

55, TMS 774 2.272iO.57C1024.  and memory I
cards I

. Made I” U S A EMPDEMO.EXE available BBS (916) 972-8042

NEEDHAM'SELECTRDNICS CalI far more lnforma,lon
4539 Orange Grove Ave -Sacramento, CA 95841 (916) 924-8037
(Monday-rrlday  8 am5  pm  PST) C.O.D. @@- FAX (916)  972~9960
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l Real Time Capture
l RS-170A Video Input
l RS-170A Display Output
l Dual Resolution
l 256 Grey Levels
l PC/XT/AT  Compatible
l Programmable Input LUT
l Interrupt Capability
l Fast Dual Port Video RAM
l External Trigger Input
l Easy Software Interface
l Complete Documentation

Introducing truly affordable, precision image capturin  Tar eted
for OEM ap
not require8

lications  where on board processing an /or co or aredg 9
Superior spatial accuracy, small board size, and price

open up many applications. It features dual resolution of either
512 x 484, or four images of 256 x 242, both with 256 grey levels,

Software support includes a menu driven control program,
‘ C librar
novel RAL

with source, TIFF files with LZW compression, and a
disk emulator which provides DOS access to the

board’s images. as files!

Simple yet flexible software interface saves development time.
For example, all rows and columns are accessible within a single
RAM segment, allowing fast searches.

Custom board designs and software services are available.
CORTEX-l OEM pricing : Quantities of 100 plus, $325.
Call for brochure and specifications.

UWW3~NATION  CORPORATION
Specializing in Computer Vision
PO Box 84568, Vancouver, WA 986&b0568

TelephondFAX  (206) 944-9131

Recder%rvice  x146



(note: Evaluation Kit incl.  only 1 Switch)

CPU I

tlgure J- Ine tvulucmon Kit needs only SRAM to make a working prototype circurr.

the way, note that RST and
these five signalsall require
CMOS-level inputs so buff-
ers will berequired to drive
the Pixie with the typical
micro’s TTL-level I/O
lines.

Inside the Pixie, LCD
driver chips offer a CRT-
like interface to the outside
world, though the actual
LCD display mechanism is
completely different from
that of a CRT.

The Pixie is organized
as 24 rows and 36 columns,
thus the Pixie “frame
buffer” is 864 bits. SCP
(Serial Clock Pulse) corre-
sponds to a CRT dot clock
and is used to shift each of
arow’s36bitsinto  thePixie

you can use your favorite keypad encoder or debouncing
algorithms to interface the switch.

Din lead. At the end of each row, LP (Latch Pulse) latches
the shifted bits into the row (similar to a CRT HSYNC).

RSTis simple-just give it a 2-ms or so pulse whenever
power is applied to the Pixie.

Finally, once per “frame” (that is, every 24 rows) FLM

Now we get to the meat of the Pixie LCD interface in
(First Line Marker) is pulsed. This is like a CRT VSYNC,

the remaining five signals: SCP, LP, FLM, Din,  and DoUt. By
thoughin thePixie  it providesAC  modulation for the LCD
power.

1;
New Feature:

64 K h a r d w a r e
b r e a k p o i n t s .
Breaks on Address,
address range, and
memory RD/WR.

PC based real-time ICE. Menu driven, easy to use, low cost &
high performance. Complete development support for single-
&p & expanded modes in real-time and full-speed up to 14 MHz
clock rates. On-board 64K emulation RAM maps in 4K blocks.
64K real-time hardware break
po.rts 25OOAD, qvocet, Wintef

oints. Symbolic debugger sup-
and Archimedes C compilers.

Wmdowed user Interface. Data watch windows for memory,
registers & stack. On-line assembler, disassembler, EEPROM
programming, single-step commands. Logic analyzer tri
put. Supports all A,E and D parts. 115.2K  bps RS-232Cg?iTkYt-
30 day money back guarantee.

WICE 68HCll emulator $795.00
52 PLCC to 48 DIP adapter $55.00

Call: (708)894-1440 185C  East Lake Street
Bloomingdale, IL 60108

XALWEL
SEALEVEL  SYSTEMS INC.

PO BOX 1908
EASLEY, SC 29641

COMMUNICATIONS 6 I/O
[803]  5 5 5 - 1 5 5 1
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/

RS-422 port for RS-232 port for host
multiple (up to 4) computer connection.

Power -6 to 15V
Controller daisy chain. I Speaker volume

DC @ 350mA

Pixie Intelligent Controller E

Speaker output for
audible switch press

response.

Connection for up to 16 16 ‘logical’ switch outputs -
Pixies (organized as 4x4 programmable polarity and

matrix) including individual momentary/continuous
backlight control. ON/OFF action.

Figure 4-The  Axle  Intelligent Controller takes away electron/c design questions,
at a cost of $595.

switches). Thus, the tradeoff for making re-
fresh easy is that initializing/changing the
bitmaps is an interesting exercise-a single
switchbitmapis”scattered”acrosstheentire
multiswitch buffer.

KISS

The Pixie connection can take advantage
of interface chips traditionally used with
larger panels, in particular the Hitachi
HD61830B.  This chip will take care of all the
low-level details (SCP,  LP, FLM, D, timing,
etc.) of the refresh operation totally relieving
the host micro of that bothersome task.
Hooking up the Pixie to the HD61830B  is a
snap (note that the CMOS level shifters are
still required). If you elect to go this route,
order the IEE “LCD Switch Evaluation Kit”
which, at $49.95 (the same price as the Pixie
switchalone), includesone Pixie, HD61830B,
and related components as shown in Figure
3. All you have to add is an easily connected
SRAM.

Since the HD61830B  handles the refresh,
Connecting a bunch of Pixies is made easy by the Dout

pin. Each switch’s Din  and Dout pins are connected in a
daisy-chain fashion. Conceptually, each additional Pixie
extends the frame buffer another 36 bits in the horizontal
direction. Thus, a four-switch setup would appear as a 144
x 24 bitmap. For each row, the bits shifted first will appear
on the “farthest” Pixie and those shifted last on the “clos-
est” Pixie.

Like a CRT, the Pixie LCD needs to be refreshed 3040
times or so per second to stave off annoying flicker. A little
math shows that (like a CRT) a little resolution can turn
into a surprisingly high band-
width/processing require-
ment. A single switch calls for a
bit every 30 l.ts or so which

00 0

doesn’t sound too bad. How-
01 1

ever, adding switches directly
02 2

cuts the time between bits-
03 3

sixteen switches need to be fed
04 4

bits in less than 2 jts which is 05 5

rather a challenge. 06 6

A bandwidth saving trick 07 7

which you might consider is to 08 6

abandon the Pixie Din/Dout 09 9

daisy-chain scheme and dedi- OA 10

cate parallel I/O lines to the Din OB 11

line of each switch. In this case, o c 12

the refresh burden drops back OD 13

to that of a single switch. Note O E 14

that thisschemecallsfor”pack- O F 15

ing” all switch’s bitmaps to-
gether (so a single memory
access can refresh multiple

it needs a frame buffer itself and provides an address/data
bus for a bytewide RAM memory connection. A 6116 2K-
byte static RAM is a good match, providing enough stor-
age for more than 16 (16 x 864 bits = 1728 bytes) switches.

The HD61830B  host micro interface is a simple periph-
eral-type interface of the 6&x-type  relying on an a-bit  data
bus, a R/W (Read/Write) direction line, an RS (Register
Select, typically AO)  line, and an E (Enable) line which
strobes the data transfer. The chip is easily managed in
software using parallel I/O lines or, for the more ambi-
tious, directly interfaced to a micro’s high-speed bus. Just

on

-lL.JlJLlLluuu
I L 1 I I I I

1 u u u
1 U U U

1 I I
U ULrLlU

-I u u u

-lU UU

250MS 50/50  Duty Cycle

500 MS 50/50  Duty Cycle

500 MS 25/75 Duty Cycle

1OOOMS  50/50  Duty Cylce

1000MS  Complex

1 OOOMS 25/75  Duty Cycle

1 OOOMS 12/66  Duty Cycle

2000MS 50/50  Duty Cycle

2000MS Complex

2000MS Complex

2000MS Complex

2000MS 25/75 Duty Cycle

2000MS Complex

2000MS 12/68  Duty Cycle

CXf

Figure 5---e  Pixie offers a number of options for both LCD backlight color andblink  duty cycles
for maximum flexibility in display types.
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watch out for the relatively slow interface timing specs of
the HD61830B  which may call for a wait state or two de-
pending on the speed of your micro. Ultimately, after all is
connected, the micro can issue commands/data via the
HD61830B  to turn individual Pixie pixels on and off.

THE EASY WAY OUT

Don’t have time to fiddle the bits? IEE has the answer
(assuming you’ve got $595) in the form of a small (6” x 6”
x 2.5”) box called the Pixie Intelligent Controller.

TheController(shown  in Figure41  combines theafore-
mentioned HD61830B with an HD64180 MPU subsystem
and all the ancillary circuits: CMOSlevel drivers, VLC
negative voltage converter with “contrast” trim pot, even
a speaker output jack for adding an audible “click” when
a Pixie switch is pushed.

The box connects to your micro via RS-232 which,
despite its foibles (how many person-centuries have been
spent wrestling with a stubborn RS-232 port or cable?), is
far easier than either of the previously described schemes.

A50-pinheaderoffersconnectionsforupto  16switches
(you still have to fabricatea Pixie wiring/mountingmecha-
nism).  This “Pixie Bus” features individual controls for
eachof the16switches’backlightsandassumestheswitches
are arranged in a 4 x 4 matrix (the Controller handles the
scanning, debouncing, etc.).

Besides handling all the low-level details of the Pixie
interface, theControlleroffers  higher level LCD and switch
functions thereby off-loading the host computer.

The Controller can store 256 Pixie bitmaps: 128 prede-
fined and 128 user-defined (note that the user-defined
bitmap RAM is battery backed). Once stored in the Con-
troller, the host can assign any legend to the switches
simply by sending (via RS-232) a 16-byte  “Legend Attrib-
ute Block” in which each byte specifies a legend code for a
switch.

Similarly, the switch backlights are handled with a 16-
byte “LED Attribute Block” in which the lower four bits of
each byte specify the LED status for an individual switch
(remember, each switch backlight is individually control-
lable). The 16 choices include ON, OFF, and 14 different
blinkrate/pattem combinations (Figure 5). This feature is
undoubtedly designed to enhance the user-interface (e.g.,
an important or “enabled” switch may blink). According
to IEE a forthcoming version of the Pixie will feature
tricolor (red, green, and red+green [i.e., yellow]) back-
lighting. I recommend moderation when exploiting the
blinking backlights lest your switch array end up looking
like a Christmas tree.

The switch closures themselves are handled in two
useful ways. First, notification of a switch closure is sent to
the host via RS-232. Alternatively, the Controller includes
a connector with 16 lines-one for each switch. A nice
feature is that the Controller performs a mapping between
the normally open momentary Pixie switches and the 16
output lines. For each switch, the line output polarity and
momentary/continuous action can be specified. Using

Step Motor Controller
New SMC20BC CMOS Step Motor Controller outputs a pulse signal
for each step to be taken, and allows programming of direction,
base and maximum rates, separate acceleration and deceleration
slopes, and distance to be traveled in incremental or absolute
position. l An internal buffer can be used to store command
sequences for execution of routines on a stand alone basis. Limit
switch, Jog and three programmable inputs and outputs are
provided to make complex operations possible. The controller
communicates through an a-bit  data bus in either ASCII or binary
data formats.

FVBY ANAHEIM AUTOMATION
910 E. Orangefair Lane, Anaheim, CA 92801

(714) 992-6990 Telex: 2978217 MCI FAX: 714-992-0471

Readersetie  x105

COMMUNICATION5  6 I/O

baderSen4ce  $187
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I I UpTo 16 UpTo 16 UpTo  16 UpTo  16
Pixie Switches Pixie Switches Pixie Switches Pixie Switdws Figure6-UUptofouflntelligent Con-

I 4
troller units can be daisy-chained
from a PC or control computer,
allowing as many as 64 Pixie

, 1 switches to be centrally controlled.

Cascade Up To 4 intelligent Controllers I I
PC

CO%d

Computer

these signals and the mapping feature can allow direct
action by the Controller in response to Pixie switch presses
without host computer intervention.

If that wasn’t enough, the Controller also includes a
dedicated 4-wire RS-422 link which allows up to four units

Contact

Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
Component Products Division
7740 Lemona  Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 92409-9234
(818)  787-0321
Attn: Louis V. Hronek (x383)

to be daisy-chained thereby increasing switch capacity to
sixty-four (see Figure 6).

Right now, such a setup is rather expensive. Neverthe-
less, I suggest you keep your eye (not just your finger) on
the Pixie. +

Tom Cantrell holdsa  B.S. in economicsandan M.B.A.from  UCLA. He
owns and operates Microfuture, Inc., and has been in Silicon Valleyfor
ten years involved in chip, board, and system design and marketing.

IRS
416 Very Useful
4 17 Moderately Useful
4 18 Not Useful

16b A/D NMIS-4010
Get it right!

-I
SERVO NMIS-7055

NEW MICROS, INC. Last time we compared our V2S  C NMIS-3OIOSl60,
1601  Chalk  Hill  Road our F68HC  I I CPU card, the NM NMIS-705.5  $175.

mentioned “a whole host of other NMIS-GO71  SW. Embed these!
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“I mustadmitthat I originallyacquiredyouremulatorforfield service
work, but it may well replace my very expensive bench emulator for
development work as well.”

-Brad Rodriguez* T-Recursive Technology* Toronto, Canada

27256 EPROM EMULATOR
Emulates2764,27128,&27256

Plugs into target EPROM socket and connects
to PC parallel port via telephone cable

Accepts 8W32K  SRAM or non-volatile SRAM

Loads Intel Hex, Motorola S, hex, and binary

Reset outputs restart target after downloading

Downloads 32K in 2 seconds (12 MHz PC AT)

Includes all necessary software and cables!

$139 $149 $179
(without RAM) (with 32K SRAM) (with 32K NV SRAM)

27010 EPROM EMULATOR*
Emulates2764,27128,27256,27512,&27010

Plugs into target EPROM socket and connects
to PC parallel port via telephone cable

Up to 4 units can be daisy-chained to emulate consecutive
EPROMs and to support 16 and 32-bit data paths

Accepts 8W32W128K SRAM or non-volatile SRAM

Reset outputs restart target after downloading

Downloads 128K (27010) in 8 seconds (12 MHz PC AT)

$239
(without RAM) (with 128K SRAM) (with 128K NV SRAM)

* Photo unavailable at adpreparation time (the enclosures are a bit /ate) sorry

tion or “universe” is to be estimated from a few measure-
ments, that found by expression (1) may be divided by a
factor c2 that depends on the sample size. A table of these
factors appears in many books on statistics, such as the
“Statistical Quality Control Handbook” (AT&T, Indian-
apolis, Indiana) on page 131:

Sample Size c2

2 0.5642
3 0.7236
4 0.7979
5 0.8407
6 0.8686
7 0.8882
8 0.9027
9 0.9139
10 0.9227

In Figure 1, the value c2 is plotted against sample size.
As expected, c2 rapidly approaches 1.0 as the number of
samples is increased. The figure also shows a curve of the
function

a=qr (2)

which, considering the restriction on the fit, is remarkably
close to the values in the table (the restriction was that it
must use the square root).

Expressions (1) and (2) can easily be combined,
yielding

o=dZ (3)

The standard deviation corrected for sample size by
expression (3) differs from that based on the table values
by less than 1.5%.

Equation (3) correctly indicates that no conclusion can
be reached from a single sample, since the result becomes
imaginary (i.e., has no “real” meaning). Since the expres-
sion is easy to use and remember, it recommends itself to
general use in finding standard deviations. e

Charles Boegliispresident of Randen Corporation in Blanckester, Ohio.
Randen  is a small consulting/engineering company that specializes in
interfacing computers to test and monitoringequipment,and inanalog
circuit design.

4 19 Very Useful
420 Moderately Useful
421 Not Useful
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AUTOROUTERS

FROM
THE

i

BENCH
Jeff Bachiochi

Working with an Autorouter
Integrating a New Tool into an
Established Engineering Routine

U ntil only a few years ago,
unless you had pencil and paper handy
or owned a typewriter you couldn’t
document a thing. Word processors
were nonexistent. Today, laptops are
smaller than the average Royal and
provide the perfect platform for word
processing. Documentation is even
easier with a host of features includ-
ing spell and grammar checkers. I
equate this kind of technology leap
with the discovery of America or set-
ting foot on the moon-accomplish-
ments which were once only dreams.
The power of the personal computer
is weaving its way into the fabric of
today’s generation.

In the late ’70s I bought my first
word processor, “Electric Pencil,” for
the TRS-80. At the time, I was em-
ployed by Electronic Music Laborato-
ries, a maker of music synthesizers.
We produced our own single-sided
(yup, real high-tech) circuit boards.
There were no autorouting, PCB lay-
out, or even schematic capture tools.
Circuits were drawn on paper, laid
out with Bishop Graphics’ stick-on
transfers and tape, and reduced 2:l in
the darkroom. Rubylith film was
exposed to the artwork, developed,
and applied to silk stretched tightly
around a frame. Copper-clad fiber-
glass boards were screen printed with
the artwork pattern and the unprinted
copper etched off the board. Compo-
nent holes weredrilled and theboards
were sheared and prepped to protect
the copper pads and traces. Many man
hours went into each design.

When I started my present job,
things hadn’t progressed, except for
one important fact. Specialty houses
were springing up to handle particu-

lar aspects of the design job. Our de-
signs were still drawn on paper (or
napkins, place mats, or anything else
handy at the time). But now we could
pass the design off to a PC board de-
sign house. They would hand-tape
the board and even produce the films
necessary for the next phase: fabrica-
tion. This specialty house would “fab”
the boards, which were now double-
sided with plated through holes. Each
step of the process was becoming more
specialized. With this specializing
came expertise, which meant a better
product at a lesser cost.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

The first piece of CAD software 1
tried was Tango PCB. (Keep in mind
that this was prior to the availability of
any schematic-capture software I was
aware of.) As the project I was work-
ing on approached its deadline, we
needed a PC layout quickly. I decided
to give Tango a whirl (no pun in-
tended). The component connections
(traces) had to be laid in manually
after partscreation and placement was
finished. I was impressed with the fact
that I could pick two pads on the
board and the program would lay in a
route automatically connecting them.
These weresimpleroutes takingplace
on only one side of the board at a time.
With a bit of persistence you could
strategically place vias and route back
and forth between layers.

The disappointment came when I
tried to create a DB-25 footprint. Un-
like many standard parts, the DB-25
has unusual spacing: 0.108” between
pins, 0.112” between rows, with one
row staggered from the second. Well,

IO-mil spacing was the smallest avail-
able,so thepadscouldn’tbeplaccdon
the correct centers. I got around the
problem by rou ting to a location where
the pad should be and plotting with-
out the DB-25 footprints. I added the
DB-25 footprint to the films using the
good old Bishop Graphics transfers.
This was my first CAD-produced art-
work and, incidentally, the last time I
used Tango. (Newer versionsof Tango
PCBdo  handlegridslessthan 1Omils.)

Ataboutthistimeourcircuitboard
house decided to go for broke. After
mortgaging every possession, they
took delivery of a PC board CAD
workstation. When I say they went
out on a limb, I’m not exaggerating. I
don’t think they had ever seen a
computeruntil thisequipment started
to arrive. Support was outstanding,
fortunately, and they were up and
running inside a month!

It wasnot unusual for me to spend
several days each month there with
our normal design schedule. Thisgave
me the opportunity to look over shoul-
ders and see what the excitement was
all about. I learned that the CAD sta-
tion could accept input from a num-
ber of schematic-capture programs.
Thisone  bit of news thrust me perma-
nently into the CAD age.

BackattheofficeIfranticallymade
telephone calls, trying to find out
where I could get my hands on a sche-
matic-capture program. Within the
weekdemo  programs flooded my mail
slot. One package stood out, due
mostly to its ability to scroll smoothly
within a drawing page. Many of you
will recognize from this fact alone that
I am talking about Schema from
Omation.
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JACK OF ALL TRADES vs.
MASTER OF ONE

will show in the final design, so make going to be a problem. It’s like buying
the marriage work or switch design- a new pair of pants: you always seem
ers or design houses. to need the next larger size.

Our design group stays pretty
busy with the design aspects of a
product. This includes not only the
circuitry but often the packaging of
the product. In this age of specialty, it
makes the most sense to let the spe-
cialists do what they do best. Many of
our more complicated/compact de-
signs require additional layers above
and beyond the double-sided boards
typically in use. This reinforces the
need for specialty houses.

BUDDY CAN YOU SPARE A DIME?

So you say there is more to life
than justdrawingpictures-you want
total creative control? Well, the same
machine that lets me document sche-
matics now allows me to lay out PC
boards.Two thousand dollarscanbuy
you the minimum hardware, but don’t
be fooled; it’s only the start. A bigger
monitor, like the NEC MultiSync  5D,

Let’s step back for a moment and
take a look at how schematic capture
and layout/routing share information.
Schematics are pictorial representa-
tionsofindividualgates,discreteparts,
connectors, and so forth. Lines inter-
connecting the pictures represent elec-
trical paths. The schematic program’s
output file, called a net list, is a de-
scription of each part and each net.
The part is defined by name (e.g., re-
sistor) and its reference designator

I I

Schematic

t

I/’ I(

1 7 .i”

Net List 1 I i: ‘+ Gerber

0 Layalla i + 0
Plot File

II ; !
.“.I I I

*

f

Route
Engine

At this time1 can’t conceive trying
tofabricateourownmultilayerboards.
I generally don’t get involved with
selecting and qualifying a fab house
because, once final films are made, the
project is handed over to the produc-
tion department. Prior to final films,
however, a close bond between circuit
designerandlayoutdesignerisamust.
As circuit designer, you must convey
a sense of flow, as well as nonobvious
pit-falls in the circuit design. Parts
placement is critical, affecting both
form and function. If you aren’t mesh-
ing well with the layout designer, it

will cost twice that alone. Expanded/
extended memory, printer/plotter,
mouse, and a UPS will quickly drain
your bank account. I haven’t even
mentioned the cost of software.. .

Yes, you can get your feet wet
with a minimum amount of invest-
ment. But it won’t be long until the
size of the board being designed
reaches the 640K DOS limit. At this
point you pause in disbelief and start
stripping out all of the memory-resi-
dent stuff that automatically loads in
on power-up! You may have saved
this design, but sooner or later 640K is

(e.g., Rl). A net is a list of all the
component pins which are connected
together. Net connections are listed
by the reference designator followed
by the pin number (e.g., IC1.6 [pin 61).

The schematic capture’s output
net list file is the layout/router’s inpu t
file. The information is the same,
however in the layout package the
parts are displayed in their physical
form as opposed to their symbolic
form (as they are in the schematic).
The nets are temporarily displayed as
simple”shortestdistance”conncctions
(often called a “rat’s nest” display).
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FOUR ON THE FLOOR

The first part of the layout design
is the physical mechanics of the circuit
board, including board outline and
mounting holes. I save the empty
board with a file name such as
BOARDl.  This allows me to use it
again in another design without hav-
ing to redraw it. At this point the net
list can be read in. Parts not in the PCB
library are flagged. These should be
created before proceeding.

I don’t find autoplacing of com-
ponents very useful. This seems to
cause more problems in a design then
the time it saves. I prefer placing the
ICs on a board in some logical order
by using the rat’s nest as a visual indi-
cation of signal flow. Connections are
made daisy-chain style, in the order in
which they fall in the net list. For in-
stance,anet consistingof IC1.l (pin l),
IC2.2 (pin 2), and IC3.3 (pin 3) are all
electrically connected. If ICI is moved,
pin 1 will stay connected to IC2.2 even
if it’s physically closer to IC3.3. As
parts are moved around the connec-

tionscrisscrossina jumbled mess.The a new name (BOARD2). If the route
worse the rat’s nest, the more difficult does not go well, I can get back to a
the routing will be. clean slate easily.

The best connection pattern is
often the shortest distance and not
necessarily the order in which the list
was read in. Here is where the com-
puter can speed things up. Each net is
analyzed to find the shortest connec-
tion path to all points within the net.
This is not routing, merely a minimiz-
ing of overall net lengths, whichredis-
tributes the connections in the daisy
chain.

WHICH ROUTE TO TAKE?

A constant arranging and rear-
ranging of parts is necessary until all
parts are placed on the board in such
a way as to minimize rat’s nesting as
much as possible. Each crossing of a
net will most likely require a via. Since
vias take up space, result in a potential
weak point, and increase board costs,
I keep them to a minimum.

I spend about 25% of the total PCB
design time in layout. It is a crucial
step in the outcome of the final prod-
uct. When satisfied with the parts
placement, I save the file again, under

Multilayer boards (those with
more than two sides), usually have
internal power and ground planes, so
routing power and ground is unnec-
essary. On double-sided boards,
though, they must be routed, and I
prefer to route them first. In general, I
use 30-50 mil traces. This means a
trace will not fit between ICs or other
components with 0.1” lead spacing,
but they will fit nicely through the
channel beneath ICs. Therefore, keep-
ing the ICs in nice even rows makes
for cleaner routes. The ability to select
which nets are routed is helpful be-
cause there are different algorithms
for each type of circuitry. Power/
ground, memory, digital, and analog
circuitry are all handled differently.

The manual router, which is part
of the Schema PCB package, will al-
low you to hand route your board.

NEW!
SUPERPRO

FREE MULTIMETER SPECIAL
$795

n programs l PAL, EPLD, GAL,PEEL, FPL
(upto 68 pin PLCC)

l E(E) PROM, Flash EPROM up to 4 Mbits (40 pins)
l Microcontroller, Bipolar PROM.

l Tests ‘ITL/CMOS  Logic, D/S Memory Device.
- Supports test vectors with screen editor.
= Accepts JEDEC, Intel HEX & extended, Motorolar S,

Tektronix HEX and Binary.
- Iiigh speed parallel interface card to PC/XT/AT/386
n Pull - down Menu driven, Library  Operating software.
n Optional adapters available for single chip micros,

CMOS 20/24 pin EPLDs and devices in PLCC/PGA.
. Fast Device update on user’s request
- 40 - pin Gold ZIF Socket.
. Lifetime Free Updates (BBS)
l User Device Library Generator (optional)
. Includes S/W, Cable, interface card, and 1 year warranty.

CALL TOLL  FREE l-800-541-1975

XELTEK
764 San Aleso Ave. TEL (408) 7457974
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 FAX (408) 745-1401

COD, VISA, MC, AMEX
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The autorouting option is a cost-effec-
tive addition. I find most boards will
route from 80% to 100% completion
depending on board density. Board
density is the total board area divided
by the equivalent number of 14-pin
ICs. To do this, all the parts on the
board are converted into an equiva-
lent number of 14-pin ICs. A 14-pin
IC, which measures 0.4” x 0.8” is 0.32
square inches or about one-third of a
square inch. If three of these (or their
equivalent) were on a l-square-inch
board, the density would be 1 divided
by 3 or 0.33, which is pretty dense. On
the other hand, if only one 14-pin IC
was on that square inch, the density
would be 1 divided by 1 or 1. I find this
router good for densitiesof 1 or greater,
and OK down to about 0.5.

Of course you can’t go by density
alone; the number of nets and com-
plexity of rat’s nesting will alter the
equation. Percentage completion can
be a real nasty number. On a lOO-net
board, 90% completion means having
to hand route the remaining 10 nets.
On a lOOO-net  board, 90% completion

means 100 nets are left unrouted. If
you could lay in one manual route
every six minutes, that’s 10 hours for
100 routes-and that’s a very optimis-
tic estimate. When you get down to
the routes the machine can’t place,
you’re talking “bottom of the barrel.”
I’ve had routes which took multiple
hours to place by hand (which does
include interruptions). This is where a
good push-and-shove interactive
router could aid in the hand routing.
Unfortunately, I don’t find the Schema
push-and-shove router useful at this
stage of the layout where things are
really getting tight.

If you want to spend “thou$and$
of dolla&”  you can purchase a route
engine. Route engines differ a bit from
the routers associated with layout
packages in that they have no layout
capabilities. A route engine will do
nothing but route the board. If it gets
stuck, it will remove routes and try
alternate possibilities. Because most
route engines use a “rip-up-and-re-
try” algorithm, percentage comple-
tion is much higher, but also the time

required to try all its possibilities can
be-lengthy. You mist weigh your
needs to determine if your designs are
large enough in size and high enough
in density to warrant the bucks. Once
the route engine finishes, any routes
left uncompleted will be extremely
difficult to hand route. You might find
the routeengine has simply used every
available channel.

It is not unusual for output pro-
duced by one package to be incompat-
ible with another. Some conversions
are standard, others optional, and still
others unavailable. Buying a com-
pletely integrated package will keep
frustration levels down to a minimum.

Once1 have totally routed aboard,
I spend some time cleaning up the
routes. Sometimes routers do some
strange things and you need to check
the routing for manufacturability.
Traces should leave pads perpendicu-
lar to the wave used to solder the
boards. Routes should be centered or
evenly spaced between component
pads with a minimum of stair-step-
ping.

8031 CONTROLLER BOARDS

accessories available DG31 Board (4% x 5%“)

A&T: $129 - Partial kit: $70 - PCB Board kit: $25

l 11.0592 MHz clock
l 8/ 16 K EPROM socket
l 8132 K RAM socket
l MAX232 serial I/O
l Two 20-pin expansion

headers
l Monitor, application no

B support software
included

l Accessories available

ltes

A&T: $80 - Full kit: $82 - Partial kit: $38

L.S. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESIGN
2280 Camilla  Rd., Misstssauga. Ont. L5A 2J8 Canada

Phone/Fax: (416) 277-4893
Terms: Shipping US/Canada $6. Check or Money Order please.

Schematic Design

II

Programmable Logic
Tools Desisn T o o l s

Exit ESP II
Design Management

Tnnlc

OrCAD offers the ESP framework.
Our schematic design tools are known for being the
best price/performance value in the industry. With the
introduction of the Release IV products, OrCAD  in-
troduces the ESP  framework: the best way to move
information from one application to another seamlessly
and easily.

P C Board layout Tools Release IV
One low price of $1495 includes autorouting,
autoplacement, large libraryofmodules, SMTsupport,
design rule checking, printer/plotter drivers, Gerber/
HPGL output and much more.

Call (503) 690-9881  for a
FREE demonstration disk.

ldersewicet173
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WYSIWYG-SEEING IS BELIEVING

I used to plot the artwork at 2:l on
a dot-matrix printer, then started us-
ing an X-Y plotter. Films were pro-
duced by reducing the plots down to
actual size. Now, I generate Gerber
filesand use a software package called
GerberJet to print them on an HP
LaserJet for review: I just want one
final confidence check before commit-
ting to film. If all is OK, I send the files
by modem to the design house for
plotting on their laser plotter.

CHECK THE SPECS

The first thing to look at in a CAD
package is: What is the minimum
hardware needed to make good use of
the product? What higher end hard-
ware does it support? This includes
input devices (mouse, keyboard, tab-
let, light pen, etc.) and output devices
(display board, monitor, printer, plot-
ter, etc.). What size design will fit into
the standard 640K memory? Is there
support for extended or expanded
memory and a coprocessor?

With regards to autorouters, the
most important point is that of com-
patibility. Make sure you can go back
and forth between layout and routing
without(oratleastaminimumamount
of) file conversion. If you are inter-
ested in multilayer designs, determine
themaximum number of layers which
can be simultaneously routed. Make
sure that you don’t have to play tricks
to get good power and ground plots
with thermal relief pads.

Review the routing grids, pad,
track and via sizes supported. For
those unusual components, look for
“off-grid” support and the ability to
route SMT (surface mount) compo-
nents. Other featuresconsist of “keep-
outs,” 45” or radius cornering, copper
sharing, ground planing, and route
gluing. One of the most flexible, yet
most complex aspects of routing are
the strategy parameters. User-config-
urable parameters such as the depth
of a rip up and retry tree search, ob-
stacle hugging, high-density avoid-
ance, route direction weight, and via
cost versus trace length, will each have
an effect on the routing algorithms.

It is hard to resist dabbling in the
PCB layout design function. It does
require that a good deal of time be
invested before a well-designed board
can be produced with any proficiency.
Therefore, I suggest a design service
bureau be used whenever possible.
This allows capital equipment costs to
stay low and also allows you to keep
your energies channeled in the direc-
tion which will be most profitable to
your organization. On the other hand,
if you must keep the total design in-
house.. .

Before you buy, compare specs,
get demo diskettes, and if possible,
ask vendors for si tes in your area where
their software packages can be seen
in use. A picture is worth a thousand
words.+

Jeff Bachiochi (pronounced “BAH-key-AH-
key“) is an electrical engineer on the Circuit
Cellar INKengineering  staff. His background
includes product design and manufacturing.

IRS
422 Very Useful
423 Moderately Useful
424 Not Useful

A DIVISION OF MING E&P. INC.

1. Exclusive items at good prices.
2. Unique items at better prices.
3. Popular items at the best prices.

l - 8 0 0 - 6 6 9 - 4 4 0 6
(ORDER DESK ONLY)

1. Prices are subject to change
without notice.

2. VISA, MASTER CARD and
COD(add $3) accepted.

* Tiny size, only 1” X 1.5”,  powered by 12VDC. 3. Freight charge adds $5 UPS * 4 Mb DRAM, up to 2 minutes recording time.

* 4096 possible codes. 100-200’ line-of-sight distance Ground, $8 UPS Blue, $15 le-length messages each w/ direct trigger

* Small size, 1.25” X 2.75”,  powered by SVDC.
* Single channel RF receiver.

* Same as RE-01, except it’s a multi-channel RF

* 8 bit address codes, 4 bit data codes.

977 S. Meridian Ave.
Alhambra, CA 91803
TEL: (818) 2814065
FAX:  (818) 576-8748

dby current, only 8 ti!
‘tch. REPEAT mode available.

to prevent mem

RC-01 Combination of TX-88 & RE-01 $29.95

INSTANT EPROM ERASER
Erase EPROM in only 5 seconds

IEE-9088 $149*95

* Now boot from SRAM @DC.512  only).
* The best way to prevent “Computer Virus”.
* Put DOS & app. files in EPROM or SRAM
* Vibration, dust and humidity proof.

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

ZEMCO SA-432
Only $49.95

ReuderSetie#16tl
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Curtis  Franklin. Jr.

Bringing in the Pros
Working with a Board Design Firm

working witha professional board de- and continue with the board.

I don’t care how signer* In a service bureau environment,
one of the toughest things for us to get-

powerful the system when you’re workingwith an av- is a spec sheet-we don’t buy compo-

is-if Yo” donV have
erage  client, what do you expectfrom nents. We request, from the customer,
them and what do you deliver? spec  sheets or samples of the parts

adesignerthatknows that he is using on the board. Primar-

how to make the sys-
When we design a board for a cus- ily, we need specs for capacitors,

tomer, he comes in with a schematic switches, connectors, or pots. We don't

fern work and knows and a physical board outline. At this need the standard ICs, resistors, and

h 0 W fo design
point we will give him a quote for the diodes. We have pretty much all the

a job. Based on the customer’s require- cross-reference books on those, but

board as if relates to mentsand needs, we will eitherdo  the we prefer to have something on ca-

production
schematic capture and net list genera-

and t+
pacitors because they can run a wide

ion ourselves or begin the board de- range of sizes.
simanufacturing, fhe gn based on work he’s already  done. Next, while the schematic is being

system will do you no
drawn and reviewed, the designer is

So would youpe?form [schematic building the parts, the board outline,

good. When you get capture1 if they eithergave you a hand- and the pad stacks to the technology
that the customer wants. For example,

d o w n  to it, the de-
drawn schematic or something that
cameoffof  a system that’s incompat- he may need a high-production auto-

signer is fhe power  ible with your equipment? insert board, or a mil-spec board. (To
be honest with you, we design all of

Personal computer autorouters
are becoming more powerful and
competent every day, but many de-
sign engineers still turn to a profes-
sional board design firm for final board
layout and film production. CIRCUIT

CELLAR INK’s Curtis Franklin went to
Custom Photo and Design and talked
with Raymond Long, the firm’s presi-
dent. Mr. Long discussed some of the
services offered by a modern design
firm, and talked about the process of

We have a lot of customers out
there who generate schematics on
Autocad. Forget any electrical conti-
nuity checks or design rules, but it
gives them a nice pretty schematic.
Autocad schematics are not compat-
ible with our system and obviously
hand-drawn schematics are not com-
patible. We have the ability in-house
to generate a schematic on Schema,
Orcad, or the Cadnetix system. Once
we‘ve done that we submit the pen-
plotted schematic) to the customer for
line checking. That’s for his peace of
mind and to check us: After all, we’re
human and we make errors too. From
the schematic we generate a net list

our boards to a mil-spec requirement
at no extra cost because it’s easier to
design to a high standard than it is to
vary back and forth. People think it’s
going to cost extra because you’re
designing from a mil-standard, but it
isn’t, especially if everybody is geared
to the mil-standard.)

Once the board outline is built,
the shapes and the components are
built, schematics are drawn, and the
net list is generated. Then we merge
the net list to the design file and do a
parts placement.

The placement, for many boards,
is very, very critical. At this point we
either request that the engineer on the
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job sit down with the
designer or go through
critical placement using
the placement aid tools.
Using the schematic
and input from the
engineer we will come
up with a final place-
ment. We use no auto
placement software on
our systems-it just
doesn’t lend itself to a
good design. There are
some fairly slick place-
ment packages out
there but the human
intervention in parts
placement [is vital].

An lntergraph System is used to control the final loser plotting of film. It is
linked to the design and routing systems by u high-speed local area

More and more people are using
surface mount technology. Are you
finding that it is having a big effect on
parts placement?

The problem with surface mount
is conversion from standard through-
hole technology to surface mount com-
ponents. At one time there wasa prob-
lem with the footprint for the surface
mount components, but the IPC (In-
stitute for Interconnecting and Pack-
aging Electronic Circuits) has stepped
in and is starting to regulate the sur-
face mount footprint pads.

In the early  days of surface mount,
Hitachi would design an IC and would
have their own surface mount pat-
tern. In order to lock the customer into
that part they’d have a custom pad.
Even the difference between infrared
and vapor-phase soldering deter-
mined which part you used, how you
designed a board, and what pad or
footprint you put down for the part.
Now, the IPC has stepped in and most
companies around the world have
standardized so that you have a uni-
versal pad for any given part. Most
companies are submitting their foot-
prints to IPC before they put out their
recommendations and standards.

We are the only service bureau in
the country that is directly associated
with the IPC. One of the employees
here is on the IPC committee to re-
write Mil Standard 275. In fact, he is in
California now because the IPC is re-
leasing the IPC D-275 standard and he

72 CIRCUIT CELLAR INK

has to be there for that release. The
government is getting out of specifi-
cation writing and they are turning it
all over to the IPC. Every designer in
here is up to the IPC standards-the
new standards for designing boards.

After the placement phase, what
happens?

After we do placement we then
manually route in any super-critical
lines, restricted areas, or unusual fea-
tures. We determine at this point
whether the board is going to be con-
trolled impedance. Impedance con-
trol is becoming more and more com-
mon and has to be designed into the
board because a combination of de-
sign technology and board fabrication
helps you maintain your impedance
in a given line. If you don’t do certain
things [in the design phase] you can’t
test for control impedance-it’s im-
possible. Those things are automati-
cally factored in. One of the reasons
we can do this is that we have custom
software here that was written using
data compiled from dozens and doz-
ens of production boards, then used to
set the parameters for the line require-
ments. The line thicknesses take into
account the production etch-back fac-
tors, process allowances, and other
factors, so that you can hit the number
right on the head.

After these items have been con-
sidered and taken into account, we
haveall critical linesand short runs in,

and all those lines are
locked down, we then
go into our route en-
gines. The technologies
and routing strategies
the designers have de-
veloped over the years
determine how well the
route engine works.

THE ROUTE ENGINES

A route engine is
not going to work and
give you a high-quality
product unless you in-
teract with it on a regu-
lar basis-it’s just like
anyothercomputer. An

example is the Cadnetix route en-
gine-it’s an extremely sophisticated
route engine. Our designers work on
it regularly and spent a lot of time up
front working on the strategies. They
have a very good understanding of
how it works and we get more high-
quality, consistent, 100% routesonour
engines than a company that hasn‘t
spent the time to develop the strate-
gies would.

The aesthetic value of a board is
almost as critical as the functional
value because your customer is going
to see the end product. If the board
aesthetically looks like a piece of junk,
it doesn’t make any difference how
well it works-thecustomer will think
it’s a piece of junk.

We had a problem with our route
engine and went to one of our custom-
ers, an in-house operation, and leased
time from them. We used their route
engine as it related to the Cadnetix
system. When we went down and sat
with their designers, they were hav-
ing a problem routing a board on their
route engine. These guys were fairly
experienced, but there was a produc-
tion “get it through-get it out-get it
fast” [mentality] and our designer was
able to educate them on some of the
technologies. Now, they are getting
higher percentage routes than ever
before, based on what our designer
taught them. The CAD houses can’t
really teach you the routing strate-
gies-you have to get in there and
hack and play and experiment.
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Our special section is on autor- A route engine is an off-line com-
outingbutInoticeyouusingthephrase puter dedicated to routing boards. It
route engine. What is the difference runs autorouter software.
between a route engine you use and There are several different types
the autorouters available on PCs? of autorouters. You‘ve got rip up re-

Human intervention is an important part of the process. from design androuting to (shown
here) the physical production of film.

place, push and shove, and others.
The complexity of the board deter-
mines what type of router you use.
Basically they are all autorouters be-
cause your are not getting in there and
stitching each item by hand.

[Routeengineslareextremelyfast.
On the Cadnetix, we did a route that
was 30 ICs and 30discretes-it  routed
100% in six seconds.

What additional time was spent
for the cleanup process?

I think the cleanup took two or
three minutes; not more than that.

Speed is one of the big reasons for
the power that we have in here. Most
of your three- or four-thousand dollar
route packages don’t do the via mini-
mization that the big powerful en-
gines do. Let’s face it, every hole you
drill on that board is going to cost you
money. Every via costs you x amount:
If you can eliminate 150 vias on a
board infabrication,eachcostingone-
half cent apiece, you can save a lot of
money if you’re making a hundred

MICONA CORPORATION ANNOUNCES A CONTROLLER REVOLUTION

The MICON-196KC “Personal ControUervM

COMPLETE DIGITAL SOLUTION FOR ANY CONTROL  PROBLEM. BVERYTBING  COMES IN ONE PACKAGE.

USER-FRIENDLY ICON-BASED MULTIPLE WINDOW ENVIRONMENT FOR
EFFICIENT  SOFIWARE  DEVELOPMENT... FREE!
PRICE OF OUR COMPLETE l&BIT CONTROLLER PACKAGE,
INCLUDING SOFTWARE IS LESS THAN  corn- CONTROLLERS ALONE!

MODULAR COREHARDWARE ALREADY DEBUGGED. FOCUS YOUR
DESIGN RESOURCES WHERE IT COUNTS... ON THE APPLICATION INTERFACE!

EASILY CUSTOMIZED HARDWARE AND USER FRIENDLY DEVELOPMENT
SOFI’WARE MEANS YOUR APPLICATION SOLUTION IS QUrcrc.

PRICED RIGBT! INEXPENSIVE PROCESSOR EVALUATION!

COMPARE US AGAINST THE COMPETITION

FEATmEs MICON l!M%KC COMPETITION

MODULAR ARCHITECTURE
PROTOTYPING MODULES z-iz ::
COMPACT FOOTPRINT YES NO

MICONA CORP. FREE DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE YES NO

MICON DMSION FRIENDLY USER INTERFACE YES NO
1885 Surveyor Ave. Bldg. 102

SIMI VALLEY, CA 93093 THERE IS NO COMPARISON !

TEL: (818) 348-4992 The MICON-196KC f&tins INTEL'S mxx~c ~6 MHZ ~-SOT sells for: $345.00
FAX:  (818) 348-0960

Quantity & students discount. Immediate delivery.
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thousand boards. Also a via is a weak
link-it’s just anotherlinkin thechain
and if you can take that link out and
make a direct connect you have a more
reliable board. Via minimization is a
tough one for these small packages.

After we pull the board out of the
routeengineandit’sdoneallitsmagic,
we then go in and do interactive clean
up. We eliminate much of the stair-
stepping that is automatically put in
by route engines. We do additional
via minimization and we do pad cen-
tering.

A lot of the hand work is clean up
for manufacturability-via minimiza-
tion and the aesthetic value of the
board. We eliminate the tangent con-
nections to a pad wherever we can,
primarily because they are weak links
that could be questioned at any point
in time. You don’t want engineers and
fabricators asking whether or not a
connection is correct-whether it is a
short or a good connection. It’s just a
lot of visual peace-of-mind not only to
the customer and his engineers but to
the fabricatorsif it’sa good fabricating
house.

Once the cleanup is done, we then
plot check prints on a 2:l scale and
submit them to the customer. Check
plots are thengone over very carefully
by the customer. If he hasanyrequests
for changes, they are made at no cost
to the customer at that point. There
isn’t a printed circuit board designed
that doesn’t have at least one change
to it. Once the changes are completed,
we go through and write the book on
the silk screen and do the silk screen
drawings. We create the drill tape, fab
drawings,doourlaser-photo plotting,
and the job is released.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING

Normally, what kind of times
would be involved in a cycle like that?

Ournormaldeliveryis two to three
weeks.

That is from first information in
the door until the job is released?

Right-and there are stop times
involved there. Now [two to three

Pen-plotted versions of the design, at 2: 1 enlargement, are checked and approved by
customers before final films are laser plotted.

Laser plotters and their operators work in the constant ruby twilight of a light-safe area.

The latest Calay
systems use Sun
Sparcstations as
platforms. Each sta-
tion in the system
costs as much as 10
w e l l - e q u i p p e d
80386based  PCs.
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weeks] is our normal turn-around
time. That gives us a real delivery date
that we can look for. In that two- to
three-week time is a “clock-stopping”
mode-actually, two and possibly
three clock stops once we submit the
schematic. While that may sound like
a lot of dead time, things usually
proceed pretty smoothly because
we’re building the parts for the board
and the board outline while the engi-
neer is checking the schematics.

If the engineer does his job and
turns that schematic around, there is
no stopping involved. But if we get to
a point that we have the parts and
board built, and the engineers are lag-
ging behind us, we’re at a dead stan-
dstill. We can’t do anything because
we don’t know whether the net list is
any good.

A lot a times we will begin to use
the net list because we’re sure it’s at
least 95-99% correct. We will then take
the unapproved but still pretty good
net list and load it in. We’ll use it as a
“go by” just to start the placement so
that we don’t lose time on the job. The

engineer may have been pulled off to
do something else and his priorities
change for internal reasons. We try to
go as far as we possibly can without
stopping the job.

On many jobs, the engineer re-
quires an interface with us in place-
ment and critical routing. If he’s avail-
able when we are, there is no stopping
involved. If he’s not available, then
the job will stop because it’s fruitless
to go on without the input. The only
true stop point that is built into this
schedule is the check plot stage. Once
we have sent the customer the check
plot, we do not touch that job again
until we hear from the customer.

Once we have the customer
changes in hand, within 24-36 hours
we are ready to be in fabrication. I’m
not talking about “working hours,”
where 24 hours can stretch over three
or four days, I’m talking about actual
hours.

Engineering changes take prece-
dence over new work within our envi-
ronment. The reason is [that, with] the
power of theequipment we have here,

changes do not take an awful lot of
time. We are cognizant of the fact that
the engineer has already prototyped
and tested, he’s troubleshot and he is
ready to go to production, and the guy
that we’re designing the new board
for probably doesn’t have all his parts
yet because he’s at least two weeks
away, on a normal turn around time,
from being ready to build a prototype.
The changes are made almost instan-
taneously on the CAD system

What about the changes that are
made afte-r the design has been in
production for a while? Do you have
to go back and start over?

We maintain an archive file of all
the boards that are now, or ever have
been, on the system. Let’s say that,
three years ago, we designed a board
for somebody. If the customer changes
that board we can go pull it up on the
system and make whatever changes
he requires to it. We feel this adds a
large factor of service and conven-
ience to our customers. There is a safety

$249,TERMINAL
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factor involved here, too, because we
can hand a customer his database at
any time. We don’t ever want a cus-
tomer to feel that we are holding his
design hostage to our policies or tech-
nology. Of course, if he goes and
throwsitintoaPCandmakeschanges
to it himself, we have no way of know-
ing that-the design and all the rami-
fications of the changes he makes be-
come his responsibility at that point.

IS THE PRICE RIGHT?

How do you price your services?
Are there standard charges based on
size, or is prking s trktly  on an indi-
vidual case basis?

We had to come up with a stan-
dard quoting that was fair and equi-
table. We’ve found that everybody
has their own standard for quoting.
Now, some people use a variable fac-
tor. I use a standard factor [based on
the number of viasl. believe it or not
the toughest board to do on theseCAD
systems, and you can ask any one of

the designers, is a singlcside power
supply board. They are tougher to do
on these systems because the systems
aren’t designed to do that type of lay-
out-a large, simple board doesn’t
“play to the strength,, of the route
engine. With a route engine, a tough
board to routeisan8”x  1O”board  with
five ICs. A board with a layout that
open will be considerably tougher to
route than an 8” x 10” board with 80
ICs. The reason is that the route en-
gine has so much room to work, and
so many options for individual traces,
it becomes overwhelmed by all the
possibilities.

Too many possibilities?

Yeah-if you tie the specifications
the autorouter works from down real
tight and keep them tight, the design
will route 10 times faster. A small
factor that has to be inserted here, too,
is that there are many people out there
that have some of the equipment that
we have here, but equipment is only
as good as the operator.

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE

Let me give you an example of the
difference experience can make. A
customer came in with a database for
a board that had been designed by
another firm. The reason the customer
came here is that he had manufactur-
ing problems that were unbelievable.
He got the database back from the
original designer. We brought it up on
our screen and the designer had routed
two tracks between pins. With that
type  of technology on a 4-layerboard-
90% of the pass throughs between the
pins were on the solder side of the
card and not the component side! We
went in and checked the technology
that came with the database: The
gentleman was running two tracks
between-we checked them out and
the technology said they were 11-mil
tracks running between 0.100” center
pin ICs with 0.06O”pads-and he had
proper spacing. It set us back a touch
because we did a design rule check
and everything worked, even though
our experienceand common sense told

DC/CAD
CAD Showdown Results!!

HIGH DENStTY  EXPERTS!
ichematic  Capture l PCB Layout l Autorouting

Top-rated DC/CAD out-routed the competition in the 1930 CAD
Showdown. Routing the challenging benchmark on a double-
sided board while competing routers used four to six layers,
DC/CAD displayed the power and flexibility needed in a top-notch
design package to tackle high density board jobs. This non-copy
protected package with surface mount support includes:
l High capacity schematic capture
l Multi-strategy I-mil parts autoplacer
l “1-mil” autorouting with rip up 8 retry
l Through annotating design rule checker
l Full 2-way GERBER and DXF support
l Optional autoground plane support with
l Optional protected-mode version for 366 Users and

much more!

DDESICN
~COMPUTATION

RI. 33, Sherman Square Fanningdale,  NJ 07727
(201) 938-6661 l (201) 938-6662 (FRY)

_smrt  _sJ~lum  /L 3,,! (EL.lY4  2L5ip.
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love ‘em Out1
tlkromlnt’s  new hlgh-
performance TK-201 industrial
PC  IS here1  That means It’s tlme to
move the current lnventoty  of
T-286 FtT-compatible  computers
out the door as fast as possible.
Ouantltles  are I/m/fed buf  v/tile
the/ last a T-286 can be jwrs for
over 37X off Ihe regolarprlce-
on(Y  s250.001
Call or T/$X now to place your order
or request a data sheet on one of
these powerful. versatile fiT-
compatible passive back-plane
computers.

T-286 I2 tltlz  WFtT Compatible
Computer/Controller (OK RAW
$250.00 (Vhlle  supplies last)

m Micromint
Tel: (203) 871-6170

TM: (203) 872-2201



us that the board could not be fabri-
cated as it was laid out.

We started poking into the tech-
nology specified in the database and
found that the original designers
didn‘t know how to set the technol-
ogy tablesup.Theydesigned  theboard
at 1.25:1 scale so they could use the
default technology of their CAD sys-
tem. Then they post-processed at a re-
duction scale factor and played games
with the aperture list so they could
photoplot it and get a product out

We totally understood now what
this designer did and we couldn’t
believe it. We wanted to help the cus-
tomer out but there was absolutely
none of the previous design that was
workable according to our standards.
We ultimately redesigned the board
from the ground up.

When we redesigned the board
we used the proper technology and
theproperroutingstrategy. Weadded
three ICs to the board, repackaged it,
rerouted it, and ended up using single
pass-through technology instead of
two-between technology. Since WC put

all the pass throughs on the right side
of the board, we had fewer vias on the
board than the original design. The
customer put that board into a pro-
duction mode and hasn’t had one
problem since.

It sounds like you’re saying that,
while the route engine may be the
fastestpartofthesystem,it’snotthe
most powerful.

I don’t care how powerful the
systein is-if you don’t have a de-
signer that knows how to make the
system work and knows how to de-
sign a board as it relates to production
and manufacturing, the system will
do you no good. When you get down
to it, the designer is the power behind
the system.+

Curtis Frunklin,  Jr. is the Editor-in-Chief of
Circuit Cellar INK.
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425 Very Useful
426 Moderately Useful
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Circuit Cellar INK is looking for quality
manuscripts on software for embed-
ded control, software applications,
advanced algorithms, and tutorials on
tools and techniques for developing
software.

These manuscripts will be considered
for publication in Circuit Cellar I N K .
The Computer Applications Journal.
and in a planned series of books to be
published by CCINK.

Circuit Cellar INK offers writers and
engineers a technically sophisticated
audience and professional editorial
guidance.

The CCINK Author’s Guide is available
for downloading from the Circuit
Cellar BBS. Prospective authors may
send mail to “Curt Franklin’ on the
BBS, or send proposals for manuscripts
and requests for Author’s Guides to:

Curtis Franklin, Jr.
Editor-in-Chief
Circuit Cellar INK
4 Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066

PROJECT COMPONENTS AT BLOWOUT PRICES

Item/Chip CCC Project Blowout Price

IS-32 Optic RAM Micro D-Cam $25.00
SN76489 Sound Generator $5.00
SN76832AN  IR  REC IR Remote Control $1 .oo
9Y-3-3350 Synthesizer Whim&Bell $3.50
TMS9918AN  Sprite Gen. Color Video Display $5.00
TMS9118AN  Sprite Gen. 3-Chip  Color Vieo Display $9.00
TMS99532AN  Modem Single chip 300 bps Modem $5.00
TMSll21  Real Time Ctl. Chip RTC-4  Timer/Controller $6.00
SPIOOO  Voice Recog. Chip Lis’ner Voice I/O $10.00
HD6802P  Processor HCS - 6802  Processor $1.50
NCR5380 SCSI Controller COMMl80/SBl8O-SCSI $15.00
ADCO831  8-bit A/D Lis’ner Voice IK) $2.00
Ceramic Mike Acoustic Modem $1 .oo
Acoustic Modem Rubber Cups Acoustic Modem $2.00 pair
4.032 MHz Xtal For TMS99532 Modem Chip $0.75
10.738 MHz Xtal For Sprite chips $0.75
7.16 MHz Resonator For SPlOOO  Chip $0.75
BT450 Video DAC GTl8O-Analog Video Driver $25.00
Z8613RS  Z8 Protopac Piggyback EPROM Z8 Chip $15.00

Minimum order $25.00.
Prices do not include shipping.

4 Park Street l Vernon, CT 06066
(203) 875-2751 l Fax: (203) 872-2204

The EC-32TM  is a versatile 8OC32 microcontroller
board. It is ideal for quickly developing products,
prototypes or test fixtures.

l 8OC32 microcontroller (8051 compatible)
l BASIC-52 or MONITOR-52 available
l Program in C, BASIC or assembly language
l 8 to 92K RAM, EPROM or EEPROM
l Breadboard area and expansion bus
l RS-232 port and 12 digital I/O lines
l $100 for 11 MHz, $145 for 20 MHz

I?‘3aderSm4ce  #I51
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FEATURE ARTICLE R. tiottcoppenmitf,

A Parallel-Communication Lighting B%&ZYh--
MIDI Potential

This project started when a band
asked me to build a low-cost light
show that could be interfaced with
their MIDIequipment.  The basic stage
layout they wanted to use is shown
in Figure 1. They wanted a con-
troller for eight 300-500-W flood
lamps: This controller would
connect to both their com-
puter and their musical in-
struments. The project has

Control
Module

Computer
Table

since evolved into ‘this 8
channel light show con-
trolled by a PC parallel
port, direct audio source,
or a combination of both.

The hardware is di-
vided into three sections.
The first is the control

P1 Q6

15A  120VAC Wall Outlet

=S12

Tree

Power
Module

15A 120VAC Wall Outlet

5  64=

7 6
Tree

panel that interfaces di- Lights
rectly  to the PC and audio
source. The second is the
power module thatcontains
triacs  and most of the AC
wiring. The third consists of
two 4-outlet 110-VAC power
boxes, each with its own power
plug. The separate power plugs
make it possible to double the avail-
able wattage usable by the system.

CONTROL PANEL

The schema tic for the control panel
is shown in Figure 2. The computer
interface is straightforward. Connec-
tor Pl goes to the computer’s parallel
port. Pins 2-9 are data lines DO-D7.
Pin 1 (*STROBE) latches the data into
the 74LS573  and is also tied to pin 10
(*ACK). Pin 11 (BUSY) is tied todigital
ground along with pins 18-25. Pins
12-17 are not used. The 74LS541  is
used as a buffer and as one more

Lights

I

Floor
Lights

Figure 1 -A basic layouf  for stage light-
ing can be controlled with the simple
controller described here. Control can
be directed via PC parallel potf, music

source, or both.
is the voltage source

for the LED bargraph dis-

layer of
protection

input. This input

for the computer
against the various high volt-
ages in the system.

The other input to the control
panel is a standard l/4”  phone jack.
This input is for the audio source. The
audio output from a drum machine
can connect directly to this input with
apatchcord.Theoutputfromamicro-
phone preamp will also drive this

play driver UAA180. The UAA180 is
manufactured by Siemens, and is used
in some automotive graphic equaliz-
ers. There are other choices for this
driver, depending on how you want
the lights to operate. Drivers are avail-
able with either linear or log outputs,
and single LED or multiple LED con-
figurations. I chose the UAA180 be-
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iPower Tabla

Figure 2--The control  panel for the lighting controller. Eight lighting channels are grouped into two sets of four for control purposes. An
LED bargraph provides visual feedback.

cause I had a broken graphic equalizer invert the signals. A 74LS541 can be front panel and is used to select the
lying around that I could use for parts. substituted if you don’t want the sig- channel limits for this option.
The 74LS540  is used to buffer the nals inverted. A gain control (VRl)  for The eight channels are grouped
driver’s outputs, and in this case to the audio source is mounted on the into two sets of four. Two 74LS157s

Figure 3-me power module of the lighting controller. Filtering and grounding are important considerations when lighting and audio
equipment are being powered from common circuits.
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system splits into two 4-
ystems. Hot lines from

re common for each of

are used to switch eat
channels to either t
lines or to the audio

to power four channels. If there are
two available 15/20-amp  outlets on
separate breakers, the system can

r handle twice the wattage in lights. If
ers are available, each subsys-

can be dimmed separately. To
switches are mounted on the front
panel to select the controller input
source.

There are nine LEDs on the con-
trol panel. Dl-D8 are used as channel
“ON/OFF” indicators. D9 is used for
the 5-V power. The value of resistors
R4-R12  should be chosen to correctly
match the forward current needed for
your particular LEDs.

The last IC (U8) is another inver-
tar/buffer to drive the power module
through pins l-8 of a 15-pin  D connec-
tor. This enables the control panel and
power module to be separated by
several feet of cable. Pin 9 of this con-
nector is tied to 5 V for diagnostic use
only. The power module does not need
this voltage to operate, but it helped to
have it there to test the incoming data
lines using a logic probe. Pin 15 is tied
to digital ground.

POWER MODULE

The schematic for the power
module is shown in Figure 3. The
power module input data lines are
protected by diodes DlGD17.  Decou-
pling capacitors may be needed at the
connectors if a noise problem devel-
ops between the control panel and the
power module. The length of your
cables and the drive current for the
optoisolators will determine the cor-
rectvaluesforresistorsRl%R20.These
values may need to be adjusted for
optimum performance. OPTOl-
OPT08 are triac output optoisolators.
The ground connections for these
devices should be connected to digital
ground. The outputs from the optoi-
solators drive 6-amp triacs through a
180-ohm  resistor. Each channel has a
5-amp fuse in line, and wire gauges
become important from this stage on.
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SIMPLY SOFIWARE

Controlling the system is a pro-
grammer’s paradise. With the excep-
tion of two short assembly routines,
the programming for the light show
can be in whatever language you are
familiarwith.[Editor’sNote:Compiefe
software for this article is available on
Software On Disk #20  or on the Circuit
Cellar BBS. See page 92 for ordering and
downloading information.1

Thefirstassemblyroutineiscalled
lpt 1 reset. It is called once at the
beginning of your program and again
at the end of your program to reset the
computer parallel port.

The second assembly routine,
lpt 1 data, is used to send data out
to the-parallel port.

APPLICATIONS

Your controller application is
limited only by your imagination. It
can be used as a light show for your
musical group, a Christmas light con-
troller, an enhancement for your home
audio system, or a general-purpose
appliance controller. One setup that
works well is to use a drum machine
input for control of four channels, and
then set the computer for random
lights on the other four channels.
Another possibility is to control the
power module directly from the LED
drivers from a graphic equalizer.
Sample programs paraport  . c and
thecompiled versionparaport . exe

are available to test your system.

/* resetpt1.c  */
#include <stdio.h>
#praqma inline
void lptl_reset()
l /* save registers */
asm push ax
aSm push dx

/* clear ax */
asm xor a x ,  ax

/* ah = 01 reset cmd */
asm mov ah,01

/* dx = 00 for LPTl  */
/* dx = 01 for LPT2 */

CiSlll mov dx,OO
/* call interrupt 17h */

asm int llh
/* restore registers */

asm pop dx
asm pop ax )

listing 1 -/pt I-reset  does all fhe parallel
port initializafion.

MIDI

/* 1ptlout.c */
#include <stdio.h>
tpraqma inline
void lptl_data(unsiqned

char data)
{ /* save registers */

asm Dush  ax
asm push dx

/* clear ax */
asm xor ax,ax

/* move data into al */
asm mov al, d a t a

/* dx = 00 for LPTl  */
/* dx = 01 for LPT2 */

asm mov dx,OO
/* call interrupt 17h */

asm int 17h
/* restore registers */

asm pop dx
asm pop ax )

listing 2-A// dealings with the parollelport
are done through Ipfl_duta.

dress, or write your own custom MIDI
composer software with routines to
use lpt l-out  for a specific MIDI
channel. If you need help with MIDI
applications, there are many talented
people on the MIDI forum on Com-
puServe willing to help. $P

Scott Coppersmith holds a B.S. in Electrical
EngineeringfromMichigan  Tech. University.
He is currently on contract to ChryslerMotor
Powertrain Electronics Division. He is also a
part-time Turbo C programmer.
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FEATURE
ARTICLE
Ernest W/tier

Working with
Zeropower SRAM

A s programmable device
types have flduri~hed,  engineers have
been faced with a dilemma: The new
devices offer new capabilities and (of-
ten) important advantages, but they
seldom work with existing device
programmers. This article presents a
simple three-chip circuit that reads
and,most importantly, writes theSGS-
Thomson Zeropower static RAMS, as
these devices are not supported on
most EPROM programmers. In the

Building ZMEM, The Zeropower Memory Chip
Programmer

process, we will show some tradeoffs
between hardware and software de-
sign.

For background, the Zeropower
RAM, SGS-Thomson part number
MK48Z02, is a 2K x 8 static memory
chip with an integral lithium battery.
This chip has the characteristics of a
CMOSstaticRAM  with thebonusthat
it retains its data when not powered. It
amounts to a fast, infinitely repro-
grammable 2716 EPROM.

In this application, the host CPU
is a dedicated 280 system that brings
the RD*, WR*, data lines, and the lower
address lines out to the external inter-
face. In addition, an external device
select line, ES*, decodes I/O ports
CO-CF.

A BASIC DESIGN

The basic design increments an
ll-bit counter through all states to

Power  Tab le

280

I n t e r f a c e  i

tlgure 1 -A simple  three-chip circuit, with an interface to a basic Z80 controller, is a// the haraluare required to program the Zeropower
SRAM.
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;
; Zeropower RAM programmer support code
;
i Written for the 280 processor
:
MEMSIZ EQU 2048 ;48202 N BYTES
DELAY EQU 08 ;393 RIPPLE
RESET EQU Oc3H ;CLEAR  THE COUNTER PORT
MEMORY EQU OCOH ;SELECT  THE RAM PORT
STEP EQU OC6H -INCREMENT THE COUNTERI
PORT
:
;
; ZMEMWR-WRITE  ZEROPOWER RAM
;
ZMEMWR:
;
; LOAD THE DATA ARRAY
I

OUT (RESET),A
CALL RIPPLE
LD B~,~%MSIZE
LD HL,DATA

ZMEM2:
LD A, (HL)
OUT (MEMoRY),A
INC HL
OUT (STEP),A
CALL RIPPLE
DEC EC
LD A,B
OR C
JR Nz,ZMEM2
etc.

;
:
; ZMEMRD-READ  ZEROPOWER  RAM

&EMRD:

:RESET  THE COUNTER
;DELAY  AWHILE

;FROM  DATA(I)
;WRITE  A BYTE
;I t 1
;COUNTER t 1
;DELAY AWHILE
;LOOP  COUNTER - 1

:FOR  MEMSIZ

:
; ZERO THE DATA ARRAY
:

OUT (RESET),A ;RESET  THE COUNTER
CALL RIPPLE ;DELAY  AWHILE
LD BC,MEMSIZE
LD HL,DATA

ZMEM4:
IN A, (MEMORY) ;GET A BYTE
LD (HL),A ;TO DATA(I)
INC HL ;I + 1
OUT (STEP),A iCOUNTER + 1
CALL RIPPLE ;DELAY AWHILE
DEC BC ;LOOP  COUNTER - 1
LD A,B
OR C
JR NZ,ZMEM4 ;FOR MEMSIZE
etc.

;
RIPPLE:

LD B,DELAY
RIPP02

NOP ;DELAY FOR '393 RIPPLE
DJN2 RIPP02
RET

:
DATA DS EMSIZE
;

LiStifIg 1 -The 280  assembler code for writing and reading the Zeropower SRAM is simple
and sfraighfforward.

derivethememoryaddressesandread
or write thememory at each step. Next,
we observe that it is easier to issue an
OUT instruction to a separate port than
to decode data bits for external func-
tions. So we assign the address lines as
follows:

A&Reset  the address counter
Al-Select the RAM
A2-Increment  the counter

We need an active-low RAM chip
select; instead of an inverter in the
circuit, we invert the address line in
the program. This gives us the follow-
ing port assignments:

Port +-Reset the address
counter

Port C,---Select  the RAM
Port C,-Increment  the counter

Now we have the following im-
plementation: The needed 280 con-
trol bus lines are buffered with a ‘541.
The ‘541 Output Enable is driven by
the External Select line to recognize
the selection. The buffered A0 and A2
lines go to the reset and clock inputs in
a double ‘393 counter. Since we have
carefully designed the memory select
line active low, buffered Al goes to
the RAM chip select.

With minor housekeeping details
like pull-up and pull-down resistors
(yes, use an HCT541 next time) and
pretty LEDs on ES*, RD*, WR* cour-
tesy of the unused buffers, we have
the circuit shown in Figure 1 to read
and write the Zeropower RAM.

At this point, a hardware reality
enters the picture: the carry does not
propagateinstantaneously through all
stages of a ripple counter. A delay
after all counter functions is in order,
which we put into the software.
Adding it all together, we have the
Z80code in Listing 1 to drive thezero-
power RAM.+

Ernest Stiltner specializes in assembly lan-
guage software for embedded systems.
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CONNEC-
TIME

Conducted by
Ken Davidson

Excerpfs from the Circuit Cellar BBS

We’ve had a ve y active discussion going on lately about
computer-controlled theatrical lighting. Smce we have a
companion article on the same subject in thus  issue (page
79), I thought it appropriate to share what‘s been going on
on the BBS. There is more on the BBS than would fzt here,
so feel free to call and add your two cents’ worth.

Msg#:36721
From: DAVID MEED To: ALL USERS

I was just wondering if anyone knows anything about theatrical
lighting controllers. The ones that I have looked at commercially
are quite expensive. Does anybody know what is m them?

I figured that an 8051 could monitor zero crossmgs on the AC
power line and turn on a triac at the appropriate time to dim the
light. It would receive info by serial line about how bright the
light should be.

What kind of rating do you need for a triac in this instance? The
lights are quartz halogen rated at 500 watts. Would a 6-amp triac
do the trick or do you need to allow for a 3-5 times current surge
when turning the lamp on from cold?

Msg#:36729
From: JEFF BACHIOCHI To: DAVID MEED

Zero-crossing is a good idea for turning things on as long as you
want it on for a full half cycle (the next zero crossing is the only
way a triac will shut off).

The sta.ndard Opto (OACx) modules are zero-crossmg switches.
You can simulate dimming by the ratio of on/off cycles, but the
flicker makes it ugly!

Fortunately Gordos makes a random turn-on module (suffix -
RN) which allows you to turn the triac on anywhere m the cycle,
then it goes off at the zero-crossing. Yes, you can have iarge in-
rush currents, but that’s the tradeoff!

Msg#:36733
From: ALAN SANDERS To: DAVID MEED
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The Circuit Cellar BBS
300/  1200/2400  bps

24 hours/7 days a week
(203) 871-1988

Four Incoming Lines
Vernon, Connecticut

You’re on the right track. I’ve been doing it for years. 1 can get
back to you on the details but of the top of my head...

1) Correct about catching the zero crossing; I’m sure the 8031 can
do it in time, but you have to get It going both ways.

2) The switching end of my dimmers are modeled after those of
the big guys. For a 2.2-kW  dimmer channel, I use a 40-A triac. It’s
a little conservative, discs or SCRs  would be better. They handle
line transients more gracefully. Must have filtering on each load.

3) A 6-A triac could do 500 W, but remember that it’s vulnerable
to line transients (it will latch), and (got it right again) in-rush
current if your filament is cold will blow it.

4) That’s why we use “lamp warming.” Always flow a little
current. Nothing visible, lust enough to keep things warm.

5) The eye is not a linear device! There are special gamma tables
of one form or another in most professional lighting systems. This
provides an apparent linear change in brightness for a linear
change in control voltage.

Msg#:36756
From: DAVID MEED  To: ALAN SANDERS

Looks like you know all about these animals. Are there commer-
cial units that you are aware of that don’t cost an arm and a leg?
Is 11 worth “rollingyour own” using an 8051 and a triac with some
kind of RF inductor filter? Or would it be cheaper in the long run
to get commercial units?

It looks too simple, so I expect that there are all kinds of things in
the basic design that start to get complicated after you make one.

1 am curious why you would mention SCRs.  Don’t they only
work one way? Or do you use a pair of them?

Msg#:36865
From: ALAN SANDERS To: DAVID MEED

Professional gear 1s all pretty expensive. You’ll still spend money
onyourown,butdependingonyourneedsyouwillsave.Itreally
IS pretty simple.  Generate an mterupt on each zero crossing. Start



a delay loop for each channel. When your timers expire, fire your
triacs. The longer the delay, the dimmer the lamp.

As a side line I run sound for a local rock and roll band. The
lighting system was put together by myself and an old partner.
We have a big box with 32 channels at 2.2 kW each. This resides
next to the stage along with a fire extinguisher (have not needed
it yet!) with cables running out to each fixture. It’s a lot of power
so you have to be careful (kids don‘t try this at home!).

It’s intesting you mention using a micro. The design described
above is approximately seven years old and I have been meaning
to convert it to digital. If I ever get enough time together I will.

In another message I saw a reference to having the dimmer at the
lamp. As other messages suggest, this may not be a good idea.

MS@:36778
From: GREG MILLER To: DAVID MEED

Actually, a lot of the questions have already been answered.
Especially note comments about cold-filament in-rush current,
and gamma curve relating to eye sensitivity. No, you don’t need
a zero-crossing device (in fact, you don’t want one; you need to
turn on at a varying point in the cycle, to change the brightness
of the lamp). You use two SCRs  back-to-back, and get much
better results than with one triac.

However, in your question, you said “theatrical” lighting con-
trollers. I’vedone  theatrical lighting on and off (no pun intended)
since 1974, and I can tell you that the last thing I’d want is a
dimmer module at each lamp hanging 25 feet in the air over the
stage (or out on the balcony rail in the house) when the dimmer
failsinthemiddleoftheshow.Thedimmersshould bebackstage
at the lighting board, so if something dies I can try to patch
around it without stopping the show in the middle of the act. So
if you’re really thinking about theatrical applications, I’d have
my doubts about that approach. (Also, you’d then have to run a
huge feeder cable to each light pipe, to supply enough current for
all the lighting instruments on that pipe, and tap into that cable
every 18”or so to connect another dimmer module; it seems more
practical to do it the way it’s done now.)

Msg#:37037
From: DAVID MEED  To: GREG MILLER

My particular application is in our church for the Christmas play,
Easter cantata, and plays that the day school puts on. What we
have now is a dozen light dimmers and 150-W floodlights from
the local hardware store. It does work, but isn’t real pretty, and
not terribly bright. I am looking into the feasability of getting
some real lights and that is why the “theatrical” title. This was
supposed to be for Christmas. It now looks likeit will be a while...

My initial idea was to have a panel of dimmers backstage, but it
appears more costly, although being able to patch around a bad
dimmer makes a lot of sense.

It seems that we should have lights in front of the stage, over the
front of the stage and at the back of the stage, and possibly some
footlights. Running a separate circuit from backstage to each
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possible light position gets into 30 or 40 separate circuits. If I were
able to fly the dimmer packs I could run four lights from a duplex
(split phase) receptacl-nly 8-10 circuits. About one-third the
cost in wire, not to mention plugs, receptacles, and so on.

The other consideration is dimmer noise in the sound system (I
workin the sound room too). It seems to me that a short cord from
the dimmer to the lamp will radiate far less noise than a circuit
from backstage (6’ vs. 40’).

A few pertinent questions:

1) Just how big is this in-rush current? Everybody mentionsit, but
I haven’t seen any figures yet. A 100-W house light bulb I have
here measures 9.2 ohms DC resistance. According to my calcula-
tor that indicates 13 amps at startup versus 0.83 amps running.
That is on the order of 15 times in-rush current! A 500-W bulb
could draw 65 A! What am I missing? AC inductance? Or is it the
time element- few microseconds at 65 A won’t blow the triac?

2) Are the gamma tables the same across the board, or do they
vary with the lamp.

3) What resolution do I need? 100 points, 256 points, 1000 points?

Msg#:37070
From: GREG MILLER To: DAVID MEED

First, yes, a typical small stage such as you’re considering should
have at least two pipes over the stage for hanging lights, probably

one pipe in the house (over the audience) in front of the stage (to
light the apron of the stage, in front of the curtain line); footlights
are rarely used any more.

You don’t need a separate dimmer for each light; one big dimmer
can power several instruments. Youuse a thing called a”two-fer”
which is a wire octopus with one male plug and two (or more)
female sockets; the single dimmed circuit runs up to the light
pipe, the two-fer plugs into the dimmed circuit, and the lights
plug into the two-fer. This is fairly standard theatricdal  lighting
practice. Some theatres might have lots of permanent circuits
cabled to each light pipe (including front of house), but some just
use lots of long cables, typically SJ or SJO cord, which they hang
in place and wireas needed by each production. Basically a heavy
version of the K-Mart Special orange extension cord. If you make
these from 14/2 or 12/2, they can carry enough current for
several lamps, minimizing the amount of wiring needed.

Dimmer noise: good consideration. But if you have 100’ of wire
from the power panel to the dimmer, and three feet from the
dimmer to the light, whenever that dimmer turns on, you’ll have
a current pulse through the entire 103’ of wire, and it will all
radiate; doesn’t matter where the dimmer is located (unless you
use shielded wire, which you won’t).

One solution to the RFnoiseand  in-rush current problem is to use
large chokes at the output side of each solid-state dimmer. This
will extend the rise time of the pulse when you turn on the circuit
mid-cycle, thus reducing the in-rush current somewhat, and also
reducing the radiated noise.
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Another technique is to always keep the dimmer turned on
slightly, so that the filaments are always glowing dimly; this
keeps their resistance high, so that when you turn them up bright,
the in-rush current is less.

Gamma table is the same no matter what lamp you use (at least
in practice, if not in theory). It’s analogous to using log taper pots
in an audio circuit, rather than linear taper, so that pot rotation
seems to be proportional to perceived loudness. In fact, if you
want to control your dimmers manually, you could probably
find an appropriate taper control that would solve the problem.

I’m sure 256 steps would be adequate, and you could control each
dimmer with one &bit number. I started to breadboard a similar
system (only for control of slide projector lamps) years ago, as
follows: built a 555 timer, locked it to power line crossing, used
it to drive a linear ramp generator (from a current source circuit
with an LM3900, I think). Then the ramp went to one input of a
comparator, and the &bit word to the other input (after going
through DAC).  The comparator output turned on the SCR
dimmer. It was actually not a digital dimmer, but a hybrid, and
was easy to build with the technology at that time. You could do
one now without all the analog mess, given available (i.e., afford-
able) technology today.

Keep in mind that your ramp (whether digital or analog) does
need to be in synch with the same phase of the power line that
powers that dimmer, otherwise, you’ll have all kinds of strange
strobing effects.

Good luck...hope you make it by Easter. By the way, there may be

a lot of used lighting equipment on the market, if your ultimate
interest is in a lighting system, rather than in a project, per se.

MS@:37695
From: GREG MILLER To: DAVID MEED

By the way, I was just looking over the specs for a commercially
made theatrical dimmer rack. Here’s what they say about their
SCRs:  These dimmers are rated at 3.0 kW, so that’s a nominal
current of 25 amps. “individual silicon-controlled rectifiers car-
rying load current shall...have peak nonrepetitive surge
current...of 350 amps....” This dimmer is for use at 120 VAC.

The specs also mention the inductive filter to “limit objectionable
harmonics; limit radiated radio frequencies; modify the steep
wave front...to  reduce acoustical noise in lamp filaments.” (Yes,
I forgot to warn you about the acoustically audible “buzzing”
noise the filaments make when you feed them with a steep wave
front.) So you see the folks who have been making these things
for a while have encountered the same problems you‘re
facing...only they’ve already solved them, while you’re just
beginning to think about them!

Msg#:37895
From: DAVID MEED  To: GREG MILLER

That peak nonrepetitive surge current is not the rating of the SCR
unless I am mistaken. The only question is, what is the nominal
current rating of that SCR?
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And yes, I have heard thelamps  buzzing. I haveanx-10  wall light
switch on one of my lights and it buzzes constantly! I had
forgotten about that problem in this discussion. Is that problem
taken care of by the RF choke or is there more involved?

Msg#:38003
From: GREG MILLER To: DAVID MEED

The buzzing is largely taken care of by the choke. Calling it an
“RF” choke may be a bit of a misnomer, because its action
probably extends down to a rather lower frequency. Yes, as the
literature that I quoted said, thechokemodifies the steep wavefront
into the lamp, which reduces the buzzing of the filament. It will
also reduce the radiated electrical noise, which would otherwise
extend up into the RF region. I’m not really a theoretician, and
don’t want to pose as such; I’m someone who has been using and
installing, and at times specifying, this type of equipment. I want
to be careful about what I say, so that nobody has to correct any
of my errors; however, I’ll try to be as accurate and as helpful as
I can.

Msg#:38247 THEORETICAL SQUARE LAW CURVE
From: GREG MILLER To: DALE NASSAR

Back in 1975, I was doing lighting on a show in New York City.
At that time, the theatre’s backstage power was 115 volts _DC_
from Con Edison. The dimmer boards used large variable resis-
tors that were connected in series with the lighting instruments.

CONTROL VOLTS %LIGHT  %LIFE
POSITION @MS) OUTPUT

OFF 0 0
0 o-12 0
1 36 1

Unfortunately, the dimmer boards also had a few standard
duplex receptacles, intended for clip lights and such. I got to see
one “hot shot” sound man, who didn‘t believe me when I told
him the receptacle was DC, have a strange experience: He plugged
his Weller 8200 soldering gun into this DC source. When he
pulled the trigger, the primary winding in the gun drew a very
large amount of direct current, causing the body of the gun,
rather than the tip, to heat up. When he released the trigger (in the
act of dropping thegun!), healso discovered that DC will sustain
an arc over a much longer gap than the equivalent AC voltage; so
the trigger switch just arced over and kept conducting. It took
quite a while for the main fuse on the dimmer board to open; by
then, hissolderinggun looked likea prototypeforTheBlob!  (And
we call them “the good old days“!)

Msg#:38250
From: BOB BARBAGALLO To: ALL USERS

With all the discussions on building dimmers, I would like to
present some research that I have on the reaction of lamps that are
being dimmed. Here goes:
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2 52 4
3 63 9
4 72 16
5 81 25
6 89.5 36
7 97 49 1000
8 105 64 580
9 114 81 200

10 120 100 100

The lighting industry has generally agreed that the relationship
between the controller setting and the amount of light produced
by an incandescent filament lamp should follow a square law
curve. This means the square of the controller setting from 1 to 10
should equal the percent of light output. When this curve is
maintained, the light output will appear to the eye to be linear.

Thus, position 5 on the controller dial will appear to give 50%
light output even though a reading with a footcandel meter will
indicate 25% (5 squared of the light available).

Lamp life data based on G.E. lamp division characteristics calcu-
lator. Well, I hope this gives you some idea on how a lamp reacts
to a dimmer. Please let me know if this info was useful and if a
description of a phasecontrolled dimmer would be interesting.
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STEVE’S
OWN
INK
Steve C/urc/u

Why Portable?

I have a problem. I’m supposed to write a solid edi-
torial about portable applications and, the fact is, I don’t
use them that often. I’ve seen all the ‘latest and greatest”
laptop computers with the sexy black cases and big-bucks
price tags, but I just can’t stop looking at computers as
tools, not toys. Maybe I should explain.. .

In the years I’ve been working in the small-computer
business, I’ve noticed that most people can be put into one
of two camps. The first is the “computersare my reason for
living” camp. It’s pretty easy to spot someone in this
group. They were the first (and probably only) one on their
block to have a talking wristwatch. Their toilet flushes on
X-10 commands. They think it would be “a neat hack” for
someone to surgically embed a microprocessor in the back
of their head. You get the picture. These people are vital to
our industry. They’re often the only ones with the patience
and drive to sit down and really understand the internals
of a new processor or operating system. They will, to their
last breath, work to wring the last few extraneous cycles
out of a program control loop. They use computers inces-
santly, but computers are far more than mere tools to them.
Computers are their friend, their vocation, their avocation,
and (frequently) their livelihood. The result of all this is
that they will search for ways to have computers around
them, even when there is no objective requirement for the
computer’s presence. Having a computer around makes
them feel good, even if it!s just sitting there running a
screen saver.

The second camp is the “computers are just tools”
camp. While these people may admire a computer for the
way it does a job, they see no more entertainment value in
a computer than in a wooden potato masher. They will
work with a computer to write a report or control a
process, but taking a computer on vacation with them, or
spending time with a computer “just for the heck of it”
strikes them as just a bit odd. The people in this camp are
also vital to our industry because they take the passions of
the first camp and figure out reasons for large corporations
to spend lots of money on them. Believe me when I say that
IBM is much more interested in sending its sales team to
the second camp than to the first. Of course, if they’re
trying to hire people to work in their labs, the first camp
begins to look like an awfully attractive destination.

It may surprise you to hear that I place myself squarely
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in the “computers are just tools” category. I spend a lot of
hours in front of one as I run a business, but I spend just as
many hours with other business tools like telephones and
calculators. I appreciate the work that computers let me
do, and I even enjoy working with them (and designing
them) but I don’t see computers as recreation-I’ve never,
to this day, played a computer game! All of this is a fairly
lengthy prelude to saying that I haven’t yet seen a portable
computer that contains an application so compelling I feel
I need to carry it around with me.

Part of the problem I have with portable computers is
my set of work habits. Writing and electronic designing
are jobs I do in specific places where I have the tools and
ambiance necessary for work. Maybe I’m strange, but I
don’t remember the last time I felt an uncontrollable urge
to do a board layout while sitting in a restaurant. If I’m
traveling, I want to travel, not catch up on my correspon-
dence. When I go on vacation, relaxing is a top priority.
Furthermore, I don’t need a computer to help me organize
my life. I know I’m unusual in this regard, but I have a staff
that helps me keep all my appointments, contacts, projects,
and priorities in order. There’s no way I’m going to trade
the system I have now for any computer, no matter how
capable.

I understand that there are people who use portable
computers on a regular basis. Curtis Franklin has been
preaching the gospel of portable computing for quite a
while. He says that he uses his for writing, editing, and
project management. According to him, it lets him do the
work when he feels productive, not just when he’s at a
desk. In spite of his attraction to the technology, I notice
that he hasn’t given up his DayTimer, or his legal pad, or
his fountain pen, or.. . The point is that he’s treating the
computer as a tool, and one that is, in the final analysis,
only so useful.

I’m sure the day will come when computers become so
small and so capable that I will feel compelled to have one
with me at all times. Until then, I’m going to continue to
view the computer as just another tool, and continue to use
the tools that suit the job best.


